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Preface 
This prOject investIgates acquisition of a new language by example. Syntax induction has 
been stuched widely and the more complex syntax associated with Natural Language is 
difficult to Induce without restrictions. Chomsky conjectured that natural languages are 
restncted by a Universal Grammar. English could be used as a Universal Grammar and 
Punjabl derived from it in a similar way as the acquisition of a first language. However, if 
English has already been acquired then Punjabi would be induced from English as a 
second language. 
In both cases the source language restricts the target language. However, If indirect 
access to the Universal grammar is provided the second approach could emulate access to 
the Universal Grammar and provide the restnctions required to adequately induce a 
Natural Language grammar. Stuches in the thesis show that these effects can be observed 
In humans. 
The development of the second language takes place by transforming and extenchng the 
syntax of the English statements and basing the emergent Punjabi syntax on those 
syntactic elements. AI; similar pOSSible structures are discovered the belief in those 
structures increases as new eVidence is presented. Several examples resulting In the same 
structure will result In belief In that structure being increased and so syntax Will bUild up 
from posItIve evidence. 
The transformations that are used to transform the SOlIrce language to the target language 
are omission, addition and rearrangement. OIDlssion omits a selected syntactic element 
from a structure In the target language. AdditIon complements omission and proposes an 
additional syntactIc element. Re-arrangement takes the English syntactic elements and re-
arranges them to form Punjabl. These transformations take care of all observed syntactic 
differences. 
Results have shown that there has been an increase in the belief In words and structures 
that have re-occurred on several occasions. The system starts with no knowledge of 
Punjab!, but after being presented with some Punjab! and the corresponchng English it 
learns some elements of Punjabi syntax that differ from English, while Inheriting those 
that are sImilar. 
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1.1 Motivation 
Chapter 1 
Introduction 
There are many factors that have motivated t1us research, mainly Chomsky's 
conjecture on Uruversal Grammar (Cook, 1988) and own personal experience of 
bemg bl-lingual and acquinng a language through natural methods. As a child, the 
first language that was exposed at home was Punjabi therefore Punjabl would be the 
first language that was acquired. As nursery days approached, English was introduced 
as a second language at the age of 3/4 years old, therefore it being the second 
language acquired. Over time, Enghsh became the stronger language due to the fact 
that it was more frequently used and studied in greater depth, therefore envIronmental 
exposure to English strengthened It to become the more dominant language. 
Chomsky believed all human beings shared their knowledge, regardless of whIch 
language it is - Uruversal Grammar (UG) is their common inheritance. He argued that 
UG IS present m every chIld's nnnd as a system of prinCIples and parameters which 
are set in order for the child to acquire their native language fluently at a young age. 
Setting the pnnciples with the help of external factors, allows the chIld to constrain 
grammar and reduce leaming space from a variety of possibilities hence malo.ng 
language acqUIsItion easier. Some of the external factors that detennine language 
acquiSItion include experience and environment 
For example, "structure dependency"; setting values to parameters allows the child to 
differentiate one language from another - setting head parameters to head first or head 
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last. An example of this rule is where the head parameters are positIoned m Enghsh 
and Punjabi. In English the head parameters are 'head flrst' and in PunJabl they are 
'head last'. (by 'head' we mean the main word wIthin the phrase). 
English 
Eat the bread 
VP(Verb, Article, Noun) 
Punjabi 
RotiKha 
VP (Noun, Verb) 
Fig 1 1 Head parameters lD Enghsh and PunJabl 
1.1.1 Who are the main users of Universal Grammar (UG)? 
According to Chomsky, the malO users of UG are children who acqUIre theIr flrst 
language naturally. ChIldren will start off at So state where they will have no 
knowledge of any speciflc language and after haVIng accessing to the UG, WIll slowly 
progress to Ss (steady state) once they have efflclently learnt their native tongue. A 
chIld is born with the knowledge of learrung a language but needs external factors hke 
environment and experience for it to mature. An example of this rnatunty given by 
Chomsky is a 'Seed'. 
, Seed 
Plant 
Fig I 2 Example of cluld language matunty 
A seed has the potentIal to turn into a plant, but needs the envIronment (sun and 
water) to succeed, a child's mind also needs the environment to mature and acquire a 
language - but the potential IS there from the start. 
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Children wIll only come across positive evidence via the environment. I They will 
only hear grammatical correct sentences from parents, adults and society, but 
Chomsky belIeves that tlus is not enough for children to acquire language, they also 
need negative evidence to be able to acquire a context free grammar. Children need to 
be able to make mistakes and correct them. 
1.1.2 Do children still have access to UG whilst learning a second language? 
Chomsky looked at second language acquISItion in equivalent terms to first 
language acquiSition. Children start at So and slowly progress to Ss state, whereas an 
adult learnmg a second language starts at the S I state (because they already have 
knowledge of a first language) and slowly progresses to the S, state (which Chomsky 
believes will differ from individual to mdtvidual depending on the nature of the 
acquiSItion and will never be equivalent to the Ss state in the first language). 
Chomsky looked at 3 ways a person could pOSSibly learn a second language-
direct access to UG-
Universal Grammar 
./~ 
L1 L2 
Fig I 3 Dtrec' Access to UG 
UG is accessed the same way as their first language; the parameters would be set 
dtfferently to the first language and this procedure is used by bi-lingual children 
acquiring 2+ languages at one time, 
indirect access to UG-
Universal Grammar 
~ 
L1 
.. 
L2 
Fig 1 4 Incbrect access to UG 
I ThIS IS not stnctlytrue. Learmng takes some negative eVidence, however Chomsky's mam body of 
expenence IS POSItive. 
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The parameters set for the first language are used as a springboard to learn the second 
language - an example of this are adults who learn their first language as a chIld and 
later learn second language as adults - but their second language is sUII highly 
influenced by the syntax of their naUve language, 
no access to UG-
~-----------------------------------------Other Facillues (Books; Tapes) 
~ 
L2 
Fig 1 5 No access to UG 
Adults learning a second language at a later stage in life via non-natural methods - i.e. 
books, tapes, classes, imitaUon. 
One of the reasons why adults are less likely to achieve theIr second language at the 
sarne level as the first language could be due to Lenneberg's (1967) theory on 
'Critical Period HypothesIs'. Lenneberg believed that a chIld can learn more than one 
language fluently as long as It is acquired before the critical penod (approx age of 12) 
and after that age it becomes more and more difficult to learn a language. There is no 
clear evidence on this hypothesis because it is hard to find a first language learner in 
their later teens to compare the difference in language proficiency. (Cook, 1988) 
Another motivating factor of this research is personal expenence of learnmg a 
language that can be compared to Chomsky's theory on 'direct access to UO'. As 
Lenneberg's work suggests, a child is able to learn 1+ languages before the cntical 
period. Personal expenence of trus theory IS that as a child the first language that was 
exposed was Punjabi because everyone in the house spoke the language as theIr first 
language, after attending nursery at the age of 3/4, EnglIsh was exposed therefore 
English was learnt as the second language. Both languages were acquired before the 
cnucal period hence learmng them both fluently and acqUIring different accents WIth 
each language. 
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1.2 Two Flows for the study of Language Acquisition 
1.2.1 Nativist 
Nativist's believe there is innate bIOlogical knowledge that makes learning 
possIble; some NativIsts which are language specific include - Chomsky and 
Krashen. 
As mentioned earlier, Chomsky's conjecture IS that every chIld has built in knowledge 
of any language and by setting principles and parameters they end up acquinng a 
particular language. Hearing only positive evidence is not enough for a cluld to set the 
principles of UG. If a chIld only hears pOSItive input how do they know which 
sentences are grammatical and ungrammatical - Chomsky's answer to tlus is that 
children are already born with this knowledge. 
Krashen's (1988), work mainly focused on Second Language AcquisitIon and how 
second language learning is based on the Monitor Hypothesis. Krashen's momtor 
hypothesis acted as an editor which consciously controlled and changed what was 
already acquired. He believed that this theory proVlded an overall theory of second 
language acquiSItiOn as a combination of 5 basic hypotheSIS (Krashen 1988): 
a) Acquisition - Learning Hypothesis 
This hypotheSIS argues that there are 2 independent systems of second 
language performance - the 'acquired system' and the 'leamed system'. The 
acquired system IS the subconscious process which IS the same process 
chIldren go through when they acqUIre their first language. The learned system 
is the formal instruction that uses the conscious process to learn a language. 
I.e. grammar rules etc. 
b) Monitor Hypothesis 
The monitor hypothesis links the two systems mentioned above and defines 
the role of grammar. The acquisitIOn system will trigger off the utterances 
subconsciously and the learned system WIll be responsIble for editing and 
correcting the utterances. ThIS process works sufficiently if the second 
language learner has sufficient time to focus and thmk about the correctness of 
the grammar rules. 
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Krashen believes that the Monitor Hypothesis can be used m three dtfferent 
ways - by over users, under users or optimal users. The over users tend to lack 
self confidence in themselves therefore always are referring to this hypothesis 
in order to get the grammar perfect. Under users prefer not to use the 
conscious knowledge and try to acqurre a language through experience so that 
they leam it as naturally as possible. The optimal users use this hypothesis 
appropriately as and when needed. 
c), Natural Order Hypothesis 
This hypothesis is based on research that argues the learning process is 
independent of the leamer's first language, age, and background. All leamers 
Will pass through the natural order process in order to leam a language. 
d) Input Hypothesis 
Krashen attempted to explain second language acqulSlllon through the input 
hypothesis. All leamers' progress down the 'natural order' once they have 
received second language mput. For example, if a learner IS at the 'I' stage, 
then the language acquisition Will take place when they are exposed to input 
they understand that is at 'I +1' level. 
e) Effective Filter Hypothesis. 
Krashen believes that a number of vanables can deCide to what level a person 
acquires their second language. A few of these variables melude motivation, 
self confidence and self image. Therefore a person with low anxiety and self 
esteem will raise their effective filter which Will put up a 'mental block' that 
stops input from bemg comprehensible for acquiSition. 
1.2.2 Empiricist Approach 
Empmcists' views on language acqUlslllon are almost contrary to Nativlst's views 
even though they do share some common concepts. The nativists believe that there is 
some mnate knowledge of language that children are born with which helps them 
acquire their native tongue fluently by settlng pnnciples and parameters of the 
language bemg acqUired, whereas empmcists believe that knowledge of a language is 
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acquired with experience from interaction with the environment through senses. 
Evidence is empincal if It is "Publicly accessible pnmary data collected by 
researcher(s)". Research which IS collected empirically can be checked through re-
analysis or replication by others. 
Empiricists are interested in the E-language (Externalised language) approach 
whereas nativists believe in the I-language (Internalised language) approach arguing 
that some of the language learning mechanisms are stored Internally In the mind of 
chIldren before they are even born. (Chomsky 1987). To carry out research, 
empiricists collect and analyse sarnples of sentences that are understood 
Independently of the properties of the mind. Each sentence is recorded in some fonnat 
and then compared to the SItuation at the moment of speaking and to the SOCIal 
relationship of the speaker and listener. EmpincIsts are more interested in the social 
behaviour between people rather than the mental phenomena. 
1.3 Study of Language Acquisition 
For over 200 year scholars have shown a wide interest in how children learn their 
language. Firstly they used parental dianes to collect data but when tape-recorders 
came into use in the middle of the 20th Century they were used to keep pennanent 
records for research. Since then, the subject of children's language acquisition showed 
a great interest in researchers. 
The research methods which were used to get data from adults could not be used with 
chIldren for a variety of different reasons, one of the reasons for this was the lack of 
ability in chIldren to pay attention and remember instructions. 
Akbar the Great (1542-1605) believed children's speech arose whilst IIsterung to 
others; those who had no contact with humans were not able to talk. To prove this 
pOint he put a few babies In a house called GANG MAHAL (Dumb House) and the 
nannies were unable to speak or even make a sound. For 4 years the children had no 
contact WIth sound and when Akbar the Great went to viSIt the house, he saw that 
none of the chIldren could talk or even make a noise. (Bevendge 1993) 
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There are two types of research paradigms that are used for language acquisition 
research - naturalistic and experimentation samplIng. Naturalistlc Sampling is where 
children can be experimented upon In their own home where they are comfortable but 
the presence of equipment, recordIng facilities, video cameras and strangers can make 
a child very uncomfortable and hesitant to talk freely. Alternatively, the recording can 
take place in a research lab where all the equipment IS hidden and the child is free to 
run around, and communicate with others in a more natural manner, but in this case it 
is difficult to see how much the chtld understands and learns, all they see is the speech 
production from the child. 
Additlonal to the naturalistic method, experiment sampling method has also been used 
to get more accurate data. Specific hypothesis about chIldren's ability to acqUIre and 
understand a part of a language is formulated and relevant tasks for groups of children 
to be carned out are devised. The idea IS to collect relevant data/evidence to prove or 
falsify the original hypothesis. 
1.4 Second Language Acquisition 
Adults usually learn a second language not for pleasure, but maInly for 
educatlonal or employment purposes and because of this It IS important to see how 
second languages are learnt. 
The word 'second' can mean a second subsequent to the mother tongue and therefore 
can mean the learning of a third and fourth language or it could be referred to a 
'foreign' language which is learnt naturally as a result of living in the country where it 
is spoken as a native tongue. 
BasIcally, 'second language acquisitlon' is learmng a second language other than your 
mother tongue inside or outside of a classroom. 
Some early research (Ferguson 1975) looked at the way native speakers speak to 
foreIgners. They thought thIS Iinguistlc envIronment IDlght prove to be very important 
In investlgatIng the dtfference between first and second language acquisitlon. 
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They believed that speakers of English, French, Gennan and Finnish tended to sWItch 
to ungrammatical sentences when addressing Non Native Speakers. This process was 
known as 'Foreigner Talk' (Ferguson 1975) and was a result of three main processes 
- omission, expansion and replacement/re-arrangement. 
Omission included the deletion of artIcles, copulas, conjunctIons, subject pronouns 
and Inflectional morphology whereas expansion involved the addition of analysed 
tags to questIOn I.e. yes, no, ok. Other reasons for ungrammatical sentences are 
insertion of subject pronoun - 'you' before imperatives and also replacement whIch 
involved fOrmIng negatives where 'no' plays the negated Item i.e. 'no like' 
The role of environmental factors in first or second language acqUIsition has been a 
great interest to lingUIsts. Linguistic enVIronment is not the only factor that 
determines second language acquISItion. There are many more - for example 
Individual age, language aptitude, social - psychological factors, personality etc. All 
normal children, under nonnal circumstances will acquire their native language -
some faster than others, but language mastery is not that simple in second language 
acquisition. 
The factors mentioned above are some of the reasons of 'differentIal success' in LA-
In other words why some adults learn a second language more successfully than 
others. 
Throughout recent years, age has also been a topic of controversy. Some (Genesee 
1976) believe that there is no difference between a child and an adult learning a 
language and that both undertake the same process of acquisItion. 
Adults are more at an advantage short-tenn as they learn qUIcker than children In 
, 
early morphology and syntax whIch unfortunately dIsappears after a few months. 
Therefore it its argued (Krashen et al1979) that adults learn early stages of syntax and 
morphology faster than chIldren, but it's difficult for an adult to acquire a second 
language without an accent. This has lead to many researchers looking Into 
Lenneberg's (1967) work on the CritIcal Penod Hypothesis where It is argued that a 
second language can only be learnt fluently before the critical period whIch is 
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approximately 12 years old. After this age a language can be learnt but It will never be 
at the same competence as the first language. 
1.5 ECHO System 
1.5.1 Initial State 
The ECHO system was origInally implemented as a Natural Language Interface for 
Databases where the user can type in a query in natural language and the ECHO 
system will present the user with appropriate possibilities In SQL. 
A natural language interface to a database IS a system that allows the user to access 
" the information whIch is stored inside the database by requesting it via some natural 
language. (e g. English). 
1.5.1.1 Natural Language and Databases 
Basic Architecture of ECHO Database Query System. 
I ENGLISH II-"~ I ECHOITMS H SQL ~I OUTPUT 
Where can buy bread select shops from Sainsbury, 
shops WHERE 
product = 'Bread'; 
Fig 1 6 BasiC Archttecture of ECHO Database Query System 
The task of a database front end is to translate natural language queries Into a well 
formed database formal language like SQL. For example a query: 'Where can buy 
bread' would interpret into an SQL language as follows: 
SELECT SHOPS 
FROM SHOPS 
WHERE PRODUCT= 'Bread' 
The database decides where to look In the database ('shops' table), the name of the 
field to access (shops) and the constraInts of the query (bread). 
The query would go through ECHO which is bUIlt on a Truth MaIntenance System 
and a number of possIble answers are formed. These answers have belief values 
assocIated with them. The most belIeved answers are presented to the user In the form 
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of SQL statements. The user will then choose the appropnate SQL statement which 
best fits his query then he will be presented with the output. 
One of the main advantages of NLIDB (Androutsopoulos et. al 1995) IS that the user 
does not have the problem of learning artificial query languages such as SQL which 
take up considerable time and effort. Menu-based applications are also available but 
to some extent the occasional user sull needs some training on some areas, for 
example, linking frames and selecting restricuons from menus. 
NLIDB's can only deal with a subset of natural language which is not always obvious 
to the user and help is not always aVailable. (Tennant et. al., 1983; Hendnx,1982; 
Sidhu and Hinde, 1997.). It is Impossible to try and Implement a system which could 
deal With every aspect of NL - due to new words being invented and words bemg 
disused. 
Natural Language does not seem to be an appropriate means to communicate With a 
computer system. Wnung a query in natural language can result in the sentence 
becoming very long, therefore writing the query in a shorter form (via form based 
interfaces) seems to be more ideal because only fields need to be filled in and in the 
case of graphical interfaces, it is easier just to click on the appropnate buttons. 
The main and most important difference between natural languages and artificial 
languages is the problem of ambiguity. Ambiguity occurs in natural languages all the 
time but is not obvious to humans because the meanings of sentences are often 
resolved with general knowledge and common sense. This common sense that 
humans have is not present in computers. To have it, computers need to have a vast 
amount of knowledge of the world that humans hold in order to eliminate ambiguities 
and overlook them within sentences. 
The main concept of this research IS to see whether or not ECHO can induce PunJabi 
from English with positive evidence. 
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1.5.2 Expectations of the ECHO System 
As mentioned earlier, this project commenced with ECHO as a natural language 
database query system accepting English phrases and translating them into SQL. 
Therefore the ECHO system can generate the semantics of the Enghsh statement and 
by giving it equivalent PunJabi statement it would be able to deduce the semantics of 
the Punjabi sentence. 
The required connection between Punjabl and SQL could have been induced from 
nothing, but an eXisting syntactic and semantic structure is already present to help the 
induction process. 
1 ENGLISH 1---..1 ECHOrrMS H SQL I--~~I OUTPUT 
where can buy bread 
Language 
AcqUlSluon 
1 PUNJAB! 
select shops from shops 
where product = 'Bread'; 
Roti lathe khareed sakd! haan ? 
Bread where buy can 
Where can I buy bread from? 
Samsbury 
Fig 1 7 How language acqUlsluon fits In WIth ECHO 
The Punjabi/SQL pairs started With simple requests (one word phrases) and slowly 
built up to more complex phrases. The heart of the ECHO system is TMS which bids 
on all pOSSible answers that are derived from the query and shows the user the highest 
bldded results in the form of SQL. It is basically a muluple context reasoning system 
that is able to maintain inconSistent views simultaneously and keep the derivauons 
distinct as required. 
The ECHO system can also be looked at as acquinng a second language where the 
first language is already known (English) and the second language Punjabi will be 
mduced from English. The development of the second language will take place by 
entering conjectures or assumpUons into the TMS and raising the belief m those 
assumpuons as new evidence IS presented. Several quenes resulting in the same 
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assumptlon will result in that assumptlon bemg held more strongly by lugher rating 
thus buildmg up all possible syntax and semantics. 
Benefits of such a system would be that a native Punjabl speaker with liIDIted English 
vocabulary can input a Punjabl query mto a database and the output will be shown 
without making any modificauon to the actual program. The aim IS that Punjabi is 
induced from English and is translated into SQL to get appropriate data out of the 
database. 
1.6 Outline of thesis 
Chapter 2 explains the overall language acqUisition process wluch is undertaken 
only by humans. Section 2.3 explains the basic architecture of a human bram and the 
process It goes through in-order to acquire a language. It is Important to exarmne the 
internal structure of a bram to clarify the importance of language development as it is 
only the human species that can verbally communicate in a language, although there 
are other species that can understand and acquire languages, i.e. apes. One of the main 
motivations for this thesis (namely Chomsky) has been explained in section 2.4 
together With his ideas and concepts of the universal grammar and language 
acqUisition. 2 case studies were undertaken to coincide with Chomsky's theory, firstly 
an adult learning English as a second language (indirect access to the Universal 
Grammar) and the other a child learning a second language before the critical penod 
(direct access to the Universal Grammar). Both case studies have been analysed and 
explained in section 2.6 and 2.7. 
Chapter 3 is mainly focused on Cheung and Uzgalis's (1995) views on language 
acquisitIOn taxonomy as they have clasSified language acquisition models accordmg 
to a nUlllber of basic criteria. Section 3.3 evaluates some of the earlier models of 
language acqUisition and points out how they have been modified so that later models 
can obtain a closer model to human behaviour. Sections 3.4 and 3.5 analyse some of 
the models of language acquisitlons and place them mto Cheung et.al.' s taxonomy. 
Chapter 4 mcorporates ECHO into Cheung and Uzgalis's taxonomy of language 
acqUlsiuon. Section 4.3 compares ECHO with the other models analysed m section 3 
to demonstrate how it is Implemented differently showmg successful acquISition 
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results. It is believed that ECHO can not fit into any particular subsections of Cheungs 
taxonomy therefore section 4.5 mochfies the taxonomy to accommodate ECHO. 
Chapter 5 bnefly reviews two areas of Artificial Intelligence that are closely related 
to this thesIs. They include' natural language processing' and 'machine learning' and 
are thoroughly referred to in sections 5.3 and 5.4 
Chapter 6 analyses the differences between Punjabi and English so that the results can 
be used in ECHO to acquire the language successfully. Differentiating between the 
two languages Will show how much work needs to go Into ECHO in order for it to 
acquire a sufficient amount of language successfully. One of the main differences 
between them is that Punjabi is not like French and English where the sentence 
structures are head first, therefore It will be more complicated to get the right structure 
through language Induction. However, PunJabi and English both come from the same 
Indo-European language group and share some properties. It is also pOSSible to use a 
Punjabi font on a standard computer; written Chinese would present many problems. 
Chapter 7 corresponds to the initial state of ECHO where It used natural language as a 
front end to databases. This section gives a basic overview on natural language 
interfaces to databases and explains the advantages and disadvantages of them. 
Chapter 8 introduces the ECHO system and the central focus of tlus research. Section 
8.4 explains the Truth Maintenance System which is the backend of ECHO that 
manipulates and takes control of all the belief system. SectIOns 8.5 - 8.6 analyses the 
outcome of the thesIs and an overview of language acquired together with screen 
shots of the graphical user interface. 
Chapter 9 explains In detrul how the ECHO system works together with explanation 
of the code with sample sentences showing how the beliefs nse as more evidence IS 
presented. Explanation of the 3 mrun rules - Addition, OmissIOn and Re-arrangement 
and how ECHO has used them to acquire Punjabl successfully are evaluated In 
sectIOn 9.6 
Chapter 10 concludes the thesIs With suggestion for further work. 
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2.1 Aim of chapter 
Chapter 2 
Language Acquisition 
Language acquisition is one of the central topics in cognitIve science and one of 
the most complicated. PossessIng a language is a unique quality that is only 
understood by human beings - all human beIngs speak - no non-human animal does. 
Every ch!ld will learn a fIrst language completely WlthOUt any ruff1culties and without 
fonnallessons, therefore it IS important to see pnmarily how language IS developed In 
the brain before explainmg the innate lInguistic ablllties children possess in order to 
acqurre language. 
This chapter begInS With section 2.2 explaining the reasons why language IS an 
Important mecharusm in everyday communication and why it is so important to study 
language acquisitIon both In children and In adults. 
Section 2.3 explains the areas of the human brain that are responsible for language 
acquisition and language comprehension. It further goes on to explain how a child's 
brain develops whilst learnIng a language and the consequences of a young child 
damagmg its bram compared to an adult. 
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Section 2.4 focuses on Noam Chomsky's (1976) conjecture on Universal Grammar. 
HIs work has influenced this research to a great extent, therefore it IS Important to 
understand his ideas and concepts to relate his VIews to thIS thesIs. 
Section 2.5 explains how children acquire theIr first language and the stages they go 
through. All children go through siInllar stages whilst learrung language, even though 
they might achIeve these stages at different paces. Some may acquire language faster 
than others depending on environmental/parental support. 
Section 2.6 extends from section 2.5 by explaining how chIldren learn 1+ languages at 
the same level - hence being multilingual. A case study was undertaken at Wyvem 
Primary School, LeIcester, UK to see if bilingual children mixed languages within 
sentences and whether or not the language spoken at home was more dominant than 
the language spoken at the nursery. The actual corpus of this case study IS shown in 
the appendix but relevant sections are explamed in this chapter. 
Section 2.7 looks at adults' second language acqU1Sltion. Do adults learn their second 
language from scratch or the same way they learnt theIr first language? Another case 
study was analyzed where an adult learnt English at a later stage In hfe - and the 
problems she faced In her grammar and accent. ThIs section WIll also look at the 
reasons why adults find It difficult learning a second language. 
Section 2.8 concludes the chapter. 
This chapter gives insight into language acquisItion and how adults and children are 
affected by language at different stages in life. It also aids in the development of the 
ECHO system by analyzing problems that are made by humans whilst learning 
language, hence using them in ECHO. 
2.2 Introduction 
Language IS one of the pIllars supporting human intellect. It is the means by which 
individual human beings combine theIr thoughts and express them to each other. 
Being able to understand and speak a language helps to analyze the world around us-
for example, reasomng, solving problems or even planning actions. (Caplan, 1995) 
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All human babies can thmk before they actually start to talk. It is almost impossIble to 
show how a chIld can learn a language without assuOllng they have some 
nonlinguistic cognitive machinery m their head before they start. Learning a language 
is hereditary, but the environment is Just as important. Basil Berstein believed there 
was a huge relationship between children's school performance and their socio-
economic background in-terms of variations In the uses and forms of language found 
in different social classes. (Berstein 1960) 
Berstein argued that chIldren from Ollddle class homes are talked to and 
communIcated to m a different way from those children born in workIng class 
families. These dIfferences in how children are treated affected their aspirations, 
attitudes and aptItudes for learnmg which eventually leads to different levels of school 
performance - hence leading to different forms of employment. (Wood,1998) 
Chomsky argued against Berstein's theory and belIeved that even though the 
environment does affect the child's accent and dialect there IS no evidence that any 
social group is better or worse than any another. However, there is evidence __ that 
some SOCIal groups seem monosyllabic towards other SOCIal groups because of the fact 
that they feel under authority - but they are just as lInguistIcally and intellectually 
mtelligent If examined in their own environment and social group. 
Chomsky believed that learning a language involves discovering grammatical rules 
and producing utterances that have never been heard or produced before by the user. 
His research was based around how children acquire these rules when they start to 
understand and produce speech. (Wood, 1998) 
" 
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2.3 Language and the Brain 
Thmkmg! 
FeelIng 
Hearing 
Speech 
MotIon 
VIsion 
~t-r;i1L- Balance 
Eye and FaCIal movements 
Breathmg and Heartbeat 
Fig 2 1 Segments of the bram 
Our brain controls our thoughts, memory, and speech, movements of our anus 
and legs and functlon of many organs within our body. Brain is an organized 
structure, divided mto many parts that serve specific and important functions. 
(American AssociatIOn of Neurological Surgeons, 1998) 
The brain IS made up of 2 types of cells 
a) Neuron - which is responsIble for sending and receIving nerve impulses 
and signals 
b) Neuroglia - which provides neurons with nourishlnent, protection and 
structural support. 
The brain is found inside the bony covering called the cranium which protects the 
brain from injury. The 3 layers of tissue that cover and protect the brain and spinal 
cord are knows as 'Meninges'. The cerebrum (used to describe the whole brain) forms 
the main bulk of the brain and it can be divided into 2 hermspheres - left and right 
that are joined at the bottom by the 'Corpus Callosum'. It is the corpus callosum 
what sends signals and messages from one half of the brain to another. (American 
Associatlon of Neurological Surgeons, 1998) 
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In relation to language acquisitIon, It is only a small area of the cortex that actually 
processes language; problems m this area can leave a person isolated from social life 
and family. (Caplan 1995) 
ScientIsts have tried for over a century to understand how the brain learns, stores, and 
processes language. This task is not so easy because there is no other animal which 
processes language the sarne way as humans do in-order for scientIsts to expenment 
on, therefore for a long time results about how the brain processed language came 
from neurological diseases in humans which allowed sCientists to experiment on how 
an injury to the brain can affect language. During the past decade, the only way 
neurolOgists could get to a human brain was through post-mortem, but due to latest 
technology, the human brain can now be exarnmed whilst It is processing language 
via tools such as electroencephalograms (EEG) and functIOnal magnetic resonance 
Imaging (fMRI). 
Medical defimtions of these tenns are: 
Electroencephalograms (EEG) 
"An electroencephalogram (EEG) is a recording of electncal 
stImulatIon from the nerve cells in the brain onto the skull. Variations 
in wave patterns correlate with neurological conditions and may be 
used to diagnose conditions such as epilepsy, disorders of awareness, 
loss of conSCIOusness, tumors, strokes and infection." (St. Francls 
Medical Center, 2002) 
Functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
''Functional magnetIc resonance Imaging (fMRI) is used to visualize brain 
funCtion, by visualizing changes m cheffilcal composition of brain areas or 
changes m the flow of fluids that occur over time spans of seconds to minutes 
...... can be used to find out what the brain is doing when subjects perform 
specific tasks or are exposed to specific stimuli." (Gregg, 1994) 
When a weak electncal shock IS given to the surface of the bram, certain parts of 
the body Will react in partIcular ways. BaSically, touching one side of the brain 
sends electncal signals to the other Side of the body, hence causing the opposite 
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side limb to move or feel a sensation. This is known as 'Contralateral Control'. 
(American Assoclatton of NeurologIcal Surgeons, 1998) 
2.3.1 Left I Right hemisphere 
There are certain parts of the brain that specialize In language. The brain IS 
divided into two halves which are approXimately the same In size - the left and 
nght heIDlspheres. 
Left 
HelDlsphere • 
RIght 
HelDlsphere 
Fig 2 2 Left and nght henuspbere of the bnun 
Approximately 98 % of right-handers will use their left hemisphere to process 
language processing functions. Others (left-handed and ambidextrous people), are far 
more likely to use the right hemisphere to process functions. Even though the right 
and left heIDlspheres work together, each side of the heIDlsphere has different 
functions and they process information independently. Most people have one 
dominant side wluch is used more whilst learning, therefore no one is totally left-
sided or totally right-sided. (Capian,1995) 
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Sylvian 
Fissure 
Fig 2 3 SylvIan Fissure of the braIn 
There IS only a small part of the cortex (responsible for language and sign 
language) that actually processes language and this area lies around the 'Sylvian 
Fissure'. It's qUIte a deep fold In the brain that lies parallel to the outside corner of 
the eye and middle of the ear. 
The left hemisphere of the brain is responsible for the following language skills 
(Carlson, Mike) 
a) Comprehension and expression of oral and written language 
b) Storage of common nouns and action verbs 
c) Rules of grammar and structure of language 
d) Verbal word recogmtion 
Damage to the nght hemisphere can stop an adult being able to understand 
metaphor and hurnor. It is very similar to symptoms shown in children With 
semantic-pragmatic language disorder - who use language fluently but have poor 
communication problems. (Shields, J 1991) 
Diseases that affect cognition and the language area in the brain can isolate any 
hurnan being from social life and family and can have severe effects on emotional 
states and social positIOn. Such diseases can occur from strokes, head Injuries and 
conditions such as Alzheimer's or Parkmson's Disease, or developmental disorders 
such as dysleXia. (Caplan,1995) 
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Fig 2 4 Broca and Wernicke's area of the bratn 
In-order to produce language, fine control over the tongue and mouth is needed; 
therefore the cortical area IS near the mouth section of the motor cortex. Near the 
motor-mouth area, there is a small area that controls speech - called Broca's area. 
(Molavi, D. 1997) Damage to thIs area can result m the inability to produce 
language - namely Broca's aphaSIa. This area was named after Paul Broca in 1861 
(Molavi, D. 1997) He had a patient who after a stroke, had extreme problems m 
producmg speech. Autopsy showed that the frontal lobe on the left side was 
damaged. ThIs damage affected the patient's language which resulted in him 
being unable to speak fluently. He was aware of the mistakes that he was making 
but was unable to correct them; nonetheless, he was able to understand other's 
speech fluently. 
The language comprehension area IS in the brain adjacent to the auditory cortex 
where parietal lobe meets the temporal lobe - an area which was discovered by 
Werrucke 1874 (Molavl, D. 1997). Damage to this area can result in the Inability 
to understand language - a condition known as 'Wernicke's aphasia' discovered 
by Carl Wenucke in 1874. Damage to this area can result in difficulty m speech 
understanding - both wntten and spoken. A person suffering from thIs condition 
can't understand any speech that is produced from theIr own mouth. The basic 
sentence structure is correct but it has no resemblance to what the patient IS trymg 
to say. The patient's speech made no sense. 
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2.3.2 Child's brain development during language acquisition 
Before children can crawl or even walk, the cells In their brains are 
produced rapidly. This process happens so fast that the baby's brain will grow to 
half of its adult's size within the first 6 months - tlus IS the penod In which It is 
Important that the child is bought up in a secure and loving enviromnent. (Robert 
Muller School, 1999) 
The way the child IS bought up in the first 3 years can have tremendous effects on 
the rest of his/her life, nevertheless it is also important for the pregnant mother to 
provide the child with healthy food during pregnancy as the brain cells of an 
unborn baby multiply at an astonishIng rate even before birth (All children's 
hospital, 1998). 
The brain comprises of several dIfferent regions which all function in dIfferent 
ways to control the body and its movement. Within each of these areas there are 
lDlllions of neurons (Nerve Cells) which all connect to each other via synapses. 
There are lDlllions of synapses Within the brain which form pathways known as 
axons and dendntes. The wiring of the brain helps different regions to 
commurucate and function together in a co-ordInated way. 
New synapses between cells are constantly being formed while others are broken 
or pruned away. During the first 8 months of a child's life, connections are made 
more rapidly than broken, but after the first year connectIons start to break untIl at 
the age of 10 the child has approximately the same number of synapses as an 
average adult. New research has proven that the fonning and breaking of synapses 
operate on a 'use It or lose It' principle - hence only those connectIons that are 
used frequently are activated and retained - all others are lost. A child learning to 
understand spoken language shows a good example of this principle. A young 
child will recognize many sounds, some of which are not present in their natIve 
language, but as the chIld receives more evidence the brain organizes Itself so that 
only sounds heard in ItS mother tongue are recogmzed. An example of t1us 
pnnciple IS an expenment undertaken by Kuhl (1997) where at birth an Amencan 
and Japanese child were taught to turn their face when they heard the word 'ra' 
changed to 'la'. After several months, the Japanese child was taken to learn its 
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mother tongue and when he returned he had no recognition of the difference 
between the two utterances because the Japanese language does not distinguIsh 
between the two sounds. (Hochberg, L. 1997) This shows that the neural 
connections had been discarded with environmental evidence. 
Environmental factors have dramatic mfluences on a young child's brain 
development, not only affectmg the general direction of development - but also 
affecting how the intricate circuitry of the human brain is "WIred". 
It is not lmown whether indIVIdual genetic differences have any influence on how 
a child's mind develops - but early experiences m a child's life can change the 
way genes are expressed m the developing brain - these early experiences can 
cause the final number of synapses m the bram to increase or decrease by as much 
as 25%. 
A child's language learning mechanism is more plastic m childhood than in 
adulthood. Children seem to learn and recover language more easily than an adult 
if the left hemisphere of the brain is damaged. The same damage occurring as an 
adult can lead to permanent aphasia. 
2.4 Chomsky's conjecture 
2.4.1 Brief Outline of Chomsky's Conjecture of Universal Grammar 
According to Chomsky (1976), all human beings share their lmowledge of 
language regardless of which language it is - but Universal Grammar (UO) is their 
common inheritance. UO is concerned with the lmowledge of language and internal 
structure of the mind, rather than external behaviour. 
UG 
.. 
PARAMETER SETTING ----;~~ CORE GRAMMAR 
ENVIRON-L.--~~ 
Fig 2 5 Setting the core grammar 
Chomsky believed that UO IS not leamt, It IS inhented in the mmd. Acquisition of 
language IS not hke acqUIsition of mformatlon from outside the organism - i.e. 
learning information on geography, learnmg to nde a bIke. It IS an internal 
development in response to expenences from the outSIde. 
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Fig 2 6 Umversal Grammar In terms of a seed 
Chomsky describes UG in tenns of a seed. A seed is planted in the ground and It 
grows and flowers. Growth can not take place without environment which is there to 
provide water, minerals, etc. But the enure posslblllty of the plant is in the seed - the 
environment only guides It. In the same way, knowledge of language is in the child's 
mind from birth but it needs experience to mature. Without experience it is impossible 
but the entire potential IS there from the start. 
Chomsky argues that UG is present In every child's mind as a system of principles 
and parameters. Role of principles (syntax common to all languages) is to make 
language acquisluon easier for the learner by constraining grammar and redUCing the 
learner's space from a variety of possibillues whereas the role of parameters 
(expressing how languages differ syntactically) is to account for 'cross linguistic 
syntactic variation'. Therefore UG is a combinauon of restrictive pnnciples with 
certain open parameters which are then fixed by external factors (experience) and 
known as 'Core Grammar'. (Epstein et.al. 1996) 
For example, one principle of language IS that allows co-reference by means of some 
form of refleXive pronoun. 
The actress blames herself 
Ermly knew the actress would blame herself 
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Both English sentences have co-referential 'actress' with the reflexive 'herself that 
refer within the same sentence. It can be seen that a reflexive pronoun can only refer 
to a subject wltlun the same clause therefore English penmts 'local bmding' and not 
'long-distance bmding'. Punjabi also follows the same rule: 
Actress ne apne aap nu dhosh ditha 
Actress herself blame give 
Both English and Punjabl do not allow the reflexive to refer to a subject m another 
clause, whereas a similar sentence in a language like Japanese would be ambiguous as 
the reflexive could refer to either the 'actress' or 'Ernily'. (Ellis,1997) 
Another example of a pnnciple is the principle of 'structure-dependency' which 
argues that the knowledge of a particular language is dependent on structural 
relationships within the sentence rather that the sequence of items. For example, to 
change a statement sentence to a question sentence, an auxlhary word will have to be 
added to the main sentence such as 'will' or 'can'. (Cook, 1988) 
Statement: The letter will arnve tomorrow. 
Questions: Will the letter arrive tomorrow? 
The form of the sentence does not depend on the order of words wlthm the sentence, 
but on the syntactic category of constituents mvolved - ie noun_phrase, verb_phrase. 
_ Forming questions from statements which contams two or more auxiliaries, involves 
havmg knowledge about syntactic categones of the words and their struCtl1ral 
relationships within the sentence. 
2.4.2 Parameter Setting 
~------------~ 
Punjab. English 
Fig 2.7 A sWItch resembhng a chIld's braIn 
A Parameter m a child's bram is hke a switch which can be switched either way to 
suit the language that IS heard. Chomsky believed 'The transition from the initial 
state (So) to the Steady State (Ss) is a matter of setting the switch' (Chomsky 1986) 
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Acquinng grammar of English means setting UG parameters the English way. 
Heanng either positive or negative eVIdence enables the ch!ld to turn the switch and 
set the parameters. 
This seems to be an easy process which is common to all languages, but languages 
differ m many ways. Chomsky also looked into 'head parameters' that specify the 
order of elements wIthin a language. Head parameters is a principle of syntax which 
states where the head of the phrase is placed wIthin a phrase structure. This differs 
according to the language but remains constant wIthin the same language. A chIld IS 
able to set the head parameter of Its language during acquisItion, for example 
English speakers set head-parameters to head first 
The London train arrived at platform 5 
(VP consists of Vas the head first.) 
PunJabl speakers set head-parameter to head last. 
London di train panjvi platform thai ponchl ha! 
London's train fifth platform on arrived 
(Vp consists of Vas head last) 
2.4.3 First Language Acquisition 
Chomsky went on to exarmne first language acquisition. He believed that a child 
is at Initial zero state (So) where it has no knowledge of language and slowly 
progresses to the Steady state (Ss) once it can efficiently use the language. 
He argued that cruldren acquire language from evidence they encounter. This idea 
was illustrated with a snooker game. A person may learn to play the basic rules of 
snooker through observation, but they will only be able to learn the correct moves and 
not the incorrect ones, therefore only legal moves are learnt because only legal moves 
are played. To master snooker, a person must have knowledge of the illegal moves as 
well as the legal ones. (Cook, 1988) 
It iIIustrates that evidence IS needed m-order for acquiSItion to take place. The two 
types of eVIdence that are available are : 
Positive evidence - learnmg the correct way. 
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NegatJve evidence - learning from mistakes. 
How does a child know that the following sentence is incorrect: 
'Sam kIcked fiercely his toy car' 
The fact is that in English you can't put adverbs m-between verbs and duect objects 
can only be taught if there is negatJve eVidence. In other words, if a child uttered this 
sentence and the mother corrected it, then the child will learn that tIus rule does not 
apply to the English grammar. But, If the child only comes across posltJve input, then 
they will never be sure whether or not they will ever come across a sentence where 
the adverb is between the verb and direct object. Therefore thiS grammatical error 
needs to be made and be corrected in-order to acquire this rule. 
Research has shown that children only come across posltJve evidence through adults 
and books therefore it is argued that normal input does not provide enough 
information needed to learn a language successfully. Chomsky argued that If input 
does not provide enough inforrnatJon to learn a full language, then clnldren must have 
some prior knowledge in their biological endowment of what is grammatical and 
ungrammatical. Earlier theones referred to tIus biological knowledge as the Language 
Acquisition Device which consists of the Universal Grammar. Some grammatical 
errors mentioned above do not occur in first language acquiSItIon because they are 
prohibited by the unIversal grammar. (EIIis, 1997). 
Early research saw a clnld's brain to be equivalent to an empty box m which input 
was data and output was appropriate grammatIcal sentences. If there was a case 
where the output did not derive from the input, then it must have already been m the 
LAD itself hence being inherited. 
words .1 Cbtlds 1 Mmd Grammancal ·1 output 1 
sentences 
Fig 2 8 Language AcqUlslbon DeVIce (LAD) 
He looked at other ways of acquiring language other than experience, for example 
iIDItation, explanation, correctIOn and social mteraction but found that all these 
provided the child With POSitive evidence which he believes is not enough to acqUire 
the principles of language. 
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2.4.4 Second Language Acquisition. 
Chomsky later went on to examIne Second Language Acquisition compared to 
First Language AcquisltJ.on. L2 acquisition is different to L1 acquisition which IS 
undertaken by chIldren. By examIning L2 learuing, researchers can look at how age 
and first language effects second language acquisition which Will help researchers to 
attaIn greater depth of knowledge of the human language and mInd. 
He looked at second language learrung In eqUlvalent terms to first language learrung: 
L1 learning So ..................... Ss 
L2 learning SI ..................... . S. 
Fig 2 9 Second language compared to fir.!1 language 
Children start at the iuitial state (So) where they have no knowledge of language and 
slowly develop to the steady state (Ss). Not to get first language acquisition confused 
with second language acqUlsltion, Chomsky looked at the start of second language 
learning as SI stage because the adult already has knowledge of a language and the 
final state as SI state because thiS state differs from person to person according to how 
they learn the second language. 
Chomsky believes that only a mInority of second language learners will be able to 
attain the S. state equivalent to their Ss state In the first language. One of the reasons 
for this could be that the second language is not learnt naturally and is usually learnt 
through books, tapes etc. which are non-natural methods. 
Chomsky looked at how much of UO is accessible to second language learners - do 
they learn language from scratch or do they learn it the sarne way they learnt their first 
language? Chomsky exaruined at 3 possible ways language learners can have access 
to the universal grarrunar : 
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1) Direct access to UG: 
UO 
L1 (Ss) L2(St) 
Fig 2 10 Dllect access to UG 
Second language learners use UO to learn the new language without any reference to 
the fIrst language values that have already been set in the first language. Parameter 
settmgs during acquisItion consists of taking UO options which are avatlable at each 
stage of acqUIsition and using them to construct grammar without actually altering the 
UO itself, therefore the UO being available for access by second language acquisition. 
ThIs procedure is most commonly used by bilingual chtldren who construct core 
grammars that reqUIre different parameter settings m order to get the satne pnnciple -
Le.- a child who is learning Punjabi and English sets parameters for 'HEAD' (main 
word) direction III two different ways. The head position withm the satne language is 
always in the sarne place but may vary from language to language. As mentioned 
earlier, in Punjabi the matn word 'HEAD' is at the end of the phrase whereas in 
EnglIsh it is at the beginning:-
a) English- Train arrived at the platform (VP with head as V first) 
b) Punjabi - Rail Oaddi platform thai ponchi 
Tratn platform in arrived (VP with head as V last). 
2) Indirect Access to UG: 
UO 
+ L1 (Ss) 
+ 
L2 (St) 
Fig 2 11 Indtrect Access to UG 
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Second language learners might use the values of UG already set in the first language 
as a spnng board to learn the new language. Partial-Access hypothesis suggests that 
UG is not fully accessible to second language learners therefore UG is limited. Only 
those features that charactenze grammars of all languages would be accessible to the 
, 
L2 learner therefore it is clear that UG is entirely accessible in all aspects to child L1 
learners (L2learners only have access to invanant principles of UG). 
3) No Access to UG:-
UG 
J(SS) 
Other faculties (Books, iInltatlOn) 
L2~t) 
Fig 2 12 No Access to UG 
Second language might also be acquired through non-natural means and this is 
distinct from first language acquISItion. There are several other methods a person 
Inlght use to acquire a second language, for example books, tapes, imitatlOn etc 
2.4.5 Critical Period Hypothesis 
In-order to understand these three models, it is important to see if access to the 
umversal grammar depends on the age of the learner or not, therefore we need to look 
at the 'Cntical Period Hypothesis'; (Lenneberg 1967). First ideas on CPH came from 
Penfield (1953) who believed that the difficulty of language acquisition increased 
With age. His theory was rather vague and was later revised by Lenneberg who 
looked into the theory in greater depth. He argued that the bram is divided mto 2 
hemispheres - Left and RIght, the fonner controlling language functions wluch are 
complete by puberty. He also argued that language functions can be transferred to the 
nght hemisphere after left hemispherectomy. 
People who lost their linguistic capabilities (maybe as a result of an accident) were 
able to regain them totally before puberty but were unable to do so afterwards. Tlus 
was supported by studies of children who had been depnved of first language as a 
child, snll developing language slalls but failing to acquire many grammancal rules. 
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Adults are expected to learn faster than chIldren but the actual fact is that adults are 
worse at learning languages than children. ThIs could be due to the Cntical Penod 
wluch claims that the abIlity to learn a language disappears after the early teens. 
There has not been clear evidence in CPH In first language acquisItion because it is 
rare to find first language learners after the teen years. (Cook, 1988) 
2.5 First Language Acquisition 
2.5.1 First Language Acquisition 
From a very early age a new born child will recognize its mother's voice and can 
already distinguish it from others. This could be due to the child beIng familiar with 
its mother's voice from the womb wlulst developIng. Research has shown that new 
born babies can relax better to music/tunes of soap operas than to other musIc because 
the mother had relaxed to it dunng pregnancy. After the first few months, a new born 
child is able to distinguish between speech sounds - say (s)AP and (z)AP even though 
they don't understand the difference. It is argued that thIS abIlity is bwlt Into the 
human mmd. One of the reasons being the speed at which babies pIck up sound WIthin 
a few days and another reason being that that these sounds do not exist in the 
language spoken by parents. 
Babies born amongst KIKUYU speakers are able to distinguish between parlbar even 
though these sounds do not exist in their language. (Hendricks, 1998) Up to 6 months, 
a child can distInguish any speech sound whether or not it occurs in their language but 
after the age of 1, there is a decline in the abIlity to deal with sounds which are not 
part of the language the cluld is hearing. A child will produce sound at a later stage to 
when it starts to hear sound. 
2.5.2 Acquiring Words 
A chIld's first words are very important to parents. ChIldren start off with one 
word utterances and then start to combine 2 words and later go on to constructIng 
more complex sentences. Some cluldren may start off theIr first words WIth objects 
e.g. lorry, door bed etc but most children use language to express their desires or 
emotions I.e. down, up, yes, no. A child would use single words to express a need. For 
exarnple. there is no difference between a child saYIng 'TEDDY' than an adult saYIng 
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'PLEASE GET ME THE TEDDY'. Both the cluld and adult are trying to get 
something for themselves. 
The number of words a child uses to express need expands rapidly, from approx. 10 
words at 13 months to 310 words by 24 months, nevertheless a child can understand 
10 times greater than this total. Even though they might use grammar in the 
appropriate way, It is not necessarily true that they know the meaning of the word 
(e.g. headache in tummy - headache means PAIN etc). A child may acqUIre basic 
level terms lIke DOG before super-ordinate terms lIke animal. They tend to learn 
baSIC level terms fIrst because those are the terms they have contact with. A child WIll 
know a 'MAN' as male, beard etc but will not know it is part of 'HUMAN BEING' 
and not 'ANIMALS'. It is good enough that a child learns a word, but It is more 
important how and why they use it. 
After acquiring smgle words, a chIld will start to learn 2 word utterances, e.g. more 
book, here doll. Short sentences acquired by cluldren are the same as adult sentences 
minus grammatical morphemes, 'here doll' WIll be equivalent to an adult sentence 
'here is the doll'; with the 'is' and 'the' missing. 
2.6 Bilingualism 
DIfferent people use the defImtion of 'Bilingualism' in different ways. For some, 
being bilingual means possessing the abilIty to communicate ID two languages 
fluently at the same level, for others it means to be able to communicate m two 
languages with the possIbility of being fluent in one to a greater extent than the other. 
There are different method that have been used to help a child become bIlingual. One 
possibility is to expose both languages to a cluld at an early age, hence the chIld 
naturally learning both languages. Children often IDIX and match theIr acqUIred 
languages for dIfferent reasons, one bemg borrowing words for a different language to 
help express their sentence more thorOUghly. 
Researchers such as Lenneberg (1967) belIeve that there may be a penod of time that 
is only open for chIldren to acqUIre as many languages fluently as they wish as long as 
they have access to the languages as native speech. An exarnple of thIS may be a 
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mother's native language being English and father's being French, therefore as long 
as both parents are fluent in these languages the child Will hence be bilingual 
acqUiring both. By the age of 3 years, a chid will have acquired baSIC syntax (sentence 
structure), basic grammar (rules of the language) and a large vocabulary of basic 
words which are necessary for them to communicate. 
It IS therefore more difficult for a child to start to acquire 2+ languages if they are 
both spoken simultaneously around them because they have to take time to distinguish 
one language from another and be able to communicate With the right language at the 
right time. An example of this is a child who IS exposed to Punjabl at home via 
parents and English at Nursery, therefore the child will need to distinguish between 
the languages and be able to speak Punjabi at home and English at Nursery. 
Researchers believe that one of the reasons why it is harder to leam a language after a 
certain age is because the mind is being taught many other activities therefore there IS 
less 'processing space' left for language learning. It is believed that the best time to 
leam a language is at the same time as the first language, the second best time is 
between the ages of 2-7 years and the third best time is from 10-13 years but by this 
time the second language will be known as a foreign language rather than a second 
language. 
Bilingualism comcides With Chomsky's conjecture on 'full access to universal 
grammar' where both first and second languages have full access to the universal 
grammar wlulst leammg. The principles and parameters for the second language Will 
be set in the same way as the first language, hence being bilingual. 
A case study was undertaken at Wyvem Pnmary School, Leicester, UK with children 
aged between 3-5 years old to see whether or not they acqUired syntactical problems 
whilst acquiring two languages at once. The case study focused on Hindi I Punjabi 
children who have little or no access to English m their own home environment but 
have full access to English whilst at nursery. This cntena for the case study was used 
to see if learning two languages In two different enVIronments cause any problems in 
the linguistic ability of the child and whether or not they take longer to master the 
languages successfully. To compare the results successfully, monolingual children 
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were evaluated against bilingual children so that the distinction can be seen clearly. 
The full case study corpus can be seen in Appendix IV. 
Subjects Manpreet and Gurpinder are both Punjabi speakers at home and English 
speakers at school. All children participated in group discussions allowing children to 
speak freely and without feeling under pressure and uncomfortable. There was a lot of 
positive eVIdence provided to the children as the teacher read out poems and children 
repeated, therefore not much information could be evaluated from this exercise. 
EVIdence showed that there was a clear distinction between chIldren who acquired 
only one language and those who had access to more than one language. These results 
can be seen in Appendix IV with corpus from Aston; a fluent English spealang chlld 
(lines 16-20; 40-43; 169-183). Compared to other Punjabi speaking children, Aston 
showed more advanced and accurate grammar; but this is obvious because he has the 
advantage of having access to English at home and at school whereas the other 
chIldren do not. 
Evidence from the case sIDdy (lines 202, 203, 246-261) has also shown that children 
who have access to Punjabi at home tend to switch between the languages inorder to 
get their sentence correct. If they have a sentence that they would like to express in 
English and do not know the equivalent word, they SWItch to Punjabi and borrow the 
word to complete their utterance. 
2.7 Second Language Acquisition 
2.7.1 Second Language Acquisition 
Work on chIld language acquisition led researchers such as Ferguson (1975) to 
look into exactly how much of the environment affected second language acquisition 
(SLA). Researchers started to look mto how conversation to non-native speakers 
(NNS) differed from conversation to native speakers (NS) and whether this difference 
aided acquISItion of the target language. 
Some of the early research (Ferguson 1975) undertaken in the area of native speakers' 
speech to foreigners looked like linguIstic environment rmght prove to be a very 
important area in the difference between first and second language acqulSluon. They 
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believed that speakers of English, French, Gennan and Finnish tended to sWItch to 
ungrarnmatical sentences when addressing NNS's. This process was known as 
'ForeIgner Talk' (Ferguson 1975) and was the result of three main processes: 
omission, expansion and replacement/rearrangement. 
Omission included the deletion of articles, copulas, conjunctions, subject pronouns 
and inflectional morphology whereas expansion involved the addition of analysed 
tags to questlon - i.e. yes, no, Okay? Other reasons for ungrarnmatical sentences are 
insertlon of subject pronoun - you before Imperatives and also replacement which 
involved fonning negatives with 'no' plus the negated item, e.g. 'no like'. It is 
believed that this type of speech was influenced by race or/and class which involved 
'talking down' to inferiors. 
The role of environmental factors in first or second language acquisItlon has been 
great interest to linguists. They have looked at vanous aspects of the enVIronment 
which could have an effect on language acqwsItion - either short or long term. 
One of the effects on language acquisItion could be due to devIant input whIch the 
learners come into contact WIth WhIlst learning a language. It is reasonable to assume 
that if second language learners only come mto contact with ungrarnmatlcal input of 
the target language, then the learner IS more likely to acqwre a 'substa~dard' variety 
of the language. This is usually found in 'pidginized' languages where 2 languages 
are mixed together by different speakers to form another language between them. 
Another claim concerning the role of the lingwstic environment in SLA concerns the 
possibility that it is through participating in conversations in a SL that helps a person 
to learn SL syntax. Hatch (1978) believes that this process is the sarne in first 
language acquisition, a process which takes place when a child is learnmg ItS first 
language. She writes: 
'Our baSIC premise has long been that the child learns some baSIC set of syntactic 
structures, movmg from a one-word phase to a two-word phase, to more complex 
structures, and that eventually the ChIld is able to put these structures together in 
order to carry on conversatlon with others ... The premise, If we use discourse 
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analysIs is the converse. That is, language learning evolves out of learmng how to 
carry on conversations'. (Hatch 1978) 
According to her statement, Hatch beheves that language acqUIsition takes place via 
conversations where a child will firstly learn one-word phrases and then progress to 
more complex sentences and then being able to carry out conversations. No studies 
have yet been conducted to prove this theory in SLA - the move from conversation to 
syntax. 
Linguistic envIronment is not the only factor that determines second language 
acquisition. There are many more - for example indivIdual age, language aptitude, 
social-psychological factors, personality etc. All normal chIldren, under normal 
circumstances, will acqUIre their native language - some faster than others, but 
language mastery is not that simple in SLA 
The factors mentioned above are some of the reasons of 'differential success' in LA-
in other words why some adults learn a second language successfully whereas some 
don't. 
Throughout recent years, age has been a tOpIC of controversy. Genesee (1976) 
believes that there is no difference between a clnld and an adult learning a language 
and that they both undertake the same process of acquisition. Hatch (1983) argues that 
adults are at a disadvantage in a few areas especIally phonology whereas others 
believe that clnldren are better learners than adults. Some favour adults, other 
children. 
Theoretically, tins Issue IS quite important. Those who believe that clnldren and adults 
have the same learning processes will imagine language acquiSItIon models close to 
Ll=L2 whereas those who believe they have learnt differently WIll imagme alternate 
learnmg mechanisms for the learners. 
From theIr studies Krashen, Long and Scarcella (1979) concluded 'older IS faster but 
younger is better'. They looked into short-term and long-term effects and found that 
for long-term, children are at an advantage because they can achIeve ultImate 
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attainment and achIeve accent free, natIve performance in their second language. 
Adults are more at an advantage short-term as they can learn quicker than children in 
early morphology and syntax which unfortunately disappear after a few months. 
Therefore it is argued (Krashen et al. 1979) that adults learn early stages of syntax and 
morphology faster than children, but it IS difficult for an adult to acqUIre a second 
language WIthout an accent. 
Krashen's study also showed that older chIldren acqUIre faster than younger children. 
ThIs was shown in a study by Collier (1987) that older ESL learners (ages 8-11) were 
much better at learrung that younger children (5-7) in SLA. His reason for this was 
that older children tend to use the academic skills they acquired in their first language 
in their second language - thus acquinng at a faster rate whereas livmg in the second 
language environment WIll enhance the learrung faster. 
Even though some researchers agree that age does effect second language, their 
reasons behInd it differ. Three pOSSIble reasons why age could affect language 
acquisluon could be: 
Social-psychological explanation. 
Mowrer (1950 cited In Larson-Freeman and Long 1994) belIeved that a child's 
success in acqUIring a Ll IS due to the child's search for Identity - initially with 
members of the chIlds famIly and later with a wider community. In the same way, 
adults are 'integrauvely mouvated' - meaning that they want to assocIate themselves 
with other ethnolinguIstic groups. 
Input explanation. 
Studies done by Hatch (1976) show that children are more likely than adults to 
receive better input to aid them with SLA syntax. One of the reasons could be due to 
the fact that they enjoy playing language games at school which provides them with 
phonological practice. 
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Neurological explanation. 
Lenneberg (1967) proVIded evidence to show that around puberty, 2 halves of the 
brain (left and nght hemispheres) each train to function dJ.fferently. Before puberty, 
the bram is lIke plastic and allows informatIOn from one half to travel to the other If it 
is damaged in any way. 
2.7.2 Analysis of a case study where English is spoken as a Second Language 
by an adult. 
2.7.2.1 Background 
Swjit is a 48 year old female who has been working for British AIrways, UK for 
the past 27 years. She IS a native speaker of Punjabi that is spoken in an Indian state 
called Punjab. WhIlst at school in India she had no contact WIth the English language. 
All her exams and school work was eIther in PunJabi or in Hmdi. At the age of 15 
years, her family slowly moved mto London, UK where she first carne into contact 
with the English language and EnglIsh-speaking people. 
It was only when Swjit started to attend School in London that she had regular 
opportunities to use English with both teachers and friends, but it was still at a llImted 
stage. She started to learn English grammar and syntax by attendJ.ng evemng classes 
that were specially deSIgned exclUSIvely for second language learners who had 
recently arrived in Bntain. The main goal of this college was to prepare students for 
communication WIth English speaking people via formal instructIon. Therefore Swjit 
is an exarnple of a 'naturalistic' and 'classroom taught' learner. 
By naturalIstic learner we mean that she learnt English in surroundings where it 
serves as a means of daIly communication, in other words learning the language at the 
same time as learning to communicate in It. As well as a naturalistic learner she also 
went to evemng classes to learn the correct grammar and syntax, therefore being 
classroom taught too. 
After leaving her education she joined BritIsh Airways as a permanent employee and 
regularly spoke English with other work colleagues and her employers, but as she 
lived in a highly Asian populated area in London, the majonty of her work colleagues 
were of an ASIan background that enabled them to communicate WIth each other m 
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their native language. At home, (before and after marriage) she stIlI used Punjabi as 
the primary language for communicatlOn with friends, fanuly and relatives. Therefore, 
it is believed that she has had more exposure to PunJabi than English throughout her 
life. 
There are different ways researchers have used to monitor second language 
acquisition progress. One approach that has been used is to ask the learner how they 
learnt their second language but unfortunately most learners are not aware of the 
actual learning process they were engaged in. Another approach used is to collect 
sarnple data at different stages of language acquisition and then analyse the data 
carefully looking for specific areas. TIns approach can provide evidence as to how the 
learner's knowledge gradually develops over a period of time. 
The approach that was undertaken in this study was rather different because of the 
situation. The subject already had knowledge of English, and at tlus stage of the 
study, she was not undergoing any formal or informal acquiSition process and had no 
intentions to do so in the near future. The study therefore involved holding a general 
conversation with the subject and recording the conversation onto tape and later 
analysing it for various distinctions. 
It would be almost impossible to focus on how SUIjit's overall ability to communicate 
developed from no English to her present stage. Therefore the study focused on 
speCific areas of the language acquiSItion process. The areas this study was mostly 
concerned with were missing words, pronunciation of words, addition, substitution 
and re-arrangement of sentences spoken in English within a natural conversation. This 
report also explams the reasons for such findings with reference to previous research 
" undertaken by other researchers. 
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2.7.2.2 Itesults 
Accent 
Very strong Punjabi accent tbroughout the whole conversation. 
Substitution: Said Should be 
Dne22 this that 
Dne26 with to 
Dne73 was were 
Line 80 get got 
Dne 80 loose lost 
Dne 89 joint Joins 
Dne 99 doesn't don't 
Dne 103 doesn't don't 
Dne 104 doesn't don't 
Dne 116 doesn't don't 
Dne 127 to for 
Dne 164 is are 
Dne 170 wasn't weren't 
Dne 174 was were 
Dne 177 difference Different 
ExclusiOn of words 
Dne 3 have Dne 39 to Dne 117 the 
Dne4 have Dne40 to Dne 117 is 
Dne4 and Dne 41 a Dne 137 to 
Dne 5 have Dne 43 the Dne 138 and 
Dne 7 are Line45 to Dne 139 to 
Dne 11 a Line 50 the Dne 166 the 
Dne 13 up Dne68 a Lme 166 a 
Dne 13 Ius Dne 73 the Dne 168 the 
Line 24 at Lme76 the 
Lme35 It Lme 86 a 
Line 37 only Lme94 the 
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Rearrangement of words within sentences 
line 2 
line 40 
line 43 
line 61 
its horrible my life. 
you are 
that's mean 
different two things 
Addition of words to sentences 
Line 15 was 
Line 50 Its 
line 102 is 
Line 126 much 
line 128 very 
line 151 it 
2.7.2.3 Analysis 
My life is horrible 
are you 
that means 
nvodUferentthings 
There were many types of errors found in Surjit's spoken English. At Umes she 
used grarnmaucally incorrect sentences and at other times she used incorrect syntax. 
Second language acquisition can be learnt through different processes. One method 
used is by generating formulae and another way is by using rules - these are known as 
item and system learmng. An example of Item learning are requests such as 'can I 
have ...... ?'; where the expression is learned as a whole, whereas rule learning IS 
learning that the word 'can' IS followed by a 'verb'. 
After years of exposure to English as a second language, Surjit sull failed to reach a 
naUve-speakers level of performance. Elhs (1997) believes one of the reasons could 
be due to the possibility that second language learners, unlIke children acquinng their 
first language - just stop learmng. Another possibility could be that SUlJit's motivation 
to learn a second language was only as far as the ability to satisfy her commumcative 
needs. She did not need the full English grammar In order to get her meaning across. 
Other reasons could be due to internal and external factors that she has access to. 
After recording the conversaUon on tape, a thorough analysIs of each sentence was 
made. Surjlt didn't have any time to plan out the answers to the quesuons asked. The 
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questions were posed randomly, however continuity of the conversation was 
maintained. ElIis (1997) believes that If the subject had pnor knowledge of the 
questions and they prepare for It beforehand, they are more likely to get the sentences 
grammatically correct. 
To identify errors, each sentence was compared to the eqUivalent 'correct' sentence in 
the target language. At times, thiS seems to be quite easy, for example: 
Lme 73 When they was living all together. 
Line 174 Because there was poor people. 
It is not difficult to see that the correct sentence should be: 
Line 73 Where there were living all together 
Line 174 because there were poor people. 
There were some cases where it was difficult to know what Smjit was trymg to say, 
therefore It is confusing to tell where the error occurred. 
e.g. Line 124 That's the tune, that's the most you depend on time. 
One way to reconstruct this IS: 
That time was different. It depends on time. 
Another way could be: 
It depended mostI y on time. 
Another problem is that how can we be sure that this sentence was actually an error 
and not a slip of the tongue. It is a fact that even native speakers make ungrammatlcal 
mistakes when they are tired or are under pressure to communicate. SUIJit uttered this 
sentence after about 45 mmutes of continuous speech therefore the error could be due 
to tiredness and pressure. 
Over-generalisation was also found in SU1Jlt'S speech. 
Lme 128: is comparing to my religion 
Line 24: parents are not choosing them 
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One of the main errors found in the speech was the error of ormssion. SUIjit exclude 
words from her sentences m several places throughout the conversatlon. An example 
of a few of them include: 
Line 3 have 
Line 11 a 
Line 39 to 
Line 43 the 
Line 138 and 
The majority of the excluded words were either a defimte or an indefimte amcle. One 
of the reasons for tlns could be due to the fact that articles are not present in the 
Punjabi language wluch is SUIJit's mother tongue, therefore she tends to leave them 
out whilst translatlng from her native language to the target language. 
Mis-ordering is another error which was spotted m the utterances. Mtsordenng is a 
result of placing words in an utterance in the wrong place: 
I.e. Line 61 
Line 40 
different two things two different things 
you are are you 
Some of the errors that were found are not exclusive to SUIjit's speech but are 
umversal. For example, over-generalisation and omission are also found in other 
language learners who share the same mother tongue acquinng the same target 
language. 
Some errors known as 'global errors' are errors which affect the structure of the 
sentences therefore making it chfficult to understand, whereas other errors known as 
'local errors' are minor errors which effect only a small area of the sentence, e.g. 
verbs, therefore are less likely to create any problems. 
SUIjit's errors are mainly local: 
Line 20 in UK Its cold country. 
Line 14 I was lived with my parents. 
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Therefore It'S easy enough to understand what she is trying to say. 
2.8 Conclusion 
This chapter has focused on both first and second language acqulSltion. The 
chapter is vital to the contribution to this thesis as it provides great insight Into how 
language is learnt and how It can aid in the development of ECHO. 
Both the case studies undertaken have provided crucial results which have helped to 
keep a track on whether or not ECHO is providing sufficient output in terms of 
learning a language. 
Even though the bilingual cluldren' s case study did not provide contributing results 
for ECHO It did provide some Insight into how bilingual children SWitch between two 
languages and talk in both languages simultaneously. 
The second case study that was undertaken by Surjit coincided with Chomsky's 
conjectures on indirect access to the universal graminar and Lenneberg's theory on 
the cntIcal penod hypothesis. FIrstly It followed Chomsky's conjecture of indirect 
access to uruversal grammar where English is learnt With the help of the- principles 
" 
and parameters which are primarily set in the first language. Results have shown that 
Surjlt does leave out articles in her English sentences because they do not occur in the 
Punjabi language. 
Secondly, Lenneberg argued that a second language is more difficult to learn after 
.", puberty, hence Surjlt learning second language after the age of 15 years has depnved 
her from learning the language to its full and Without an accent. 
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Chapter 3 
Language Acquisition Taxonomy 
3.1 Aim of chapter 
Aim of this chapter is to evaluate computational language acquisItion models that 
have successfully acquired some aspects of natural language in sinular terms as eIther 
a child or an adult. There have been several studies taken in the field of cruldren's 
language acquisition and none of them believe that ch!Idren acqUIre their native 
language Independently of semantics (meaning) and pragmatics (use). 
Some of the models are based on theories that have already been explored and some 
are theory-free. They are categorized into different sections according to Cheung and 
Uzgalis's (1995) taxonomy which makes It much clearer to understand and compare 
the models. 
Work undertaken by Cheung and UzgaIis (1995) has helped the orgarnzatlOn of 
several language acquisition models that have been Implemented by sCIentists, 
psychologists, socIologists etc. therefore their taxonomy has been used to categorize 
the models and evaluate them. 
Section 3.2 introduces the chapter WIth some insight on how important language 
acqUIsItion models are and the benefits they have had in helping us to understand the 
'- ,,' 
way the human mind works. 
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Section 3.3 bnefly explains the earlier models of language acquisitton and how they 
acquired language as close as possIble to a human brain. 
Section 3.4 explains how the models can be classified mto groups using Cheung and 
Uzgalis's taxonomy of language acqUIsition. Several models have been mentioned In-
order to show the relationshIps and the common features between them. 
Sectton 3.5 explains some of the models in-depth that fit into Cheung and Uzgalis's 
taxonomy 
Section 3.6 compares the models to each other m-order to have some insight into 
different ways these models have been implemented and the different approaches the 
models have taken to acquire a language. 
Section 3.7 concludes the chapter. 
3.2 Introduction 
Many years ago, language acquisition research started WIth learning languages 
from example. One observation through research (TomaseIlo 1995) IS that children's 
first words are labels for things, relattonships, actions and internal states. Present 
srudyon mechanisms for first language acquisition is motivated by a marvel of babies 
as language learners. Babies can be seen as neutral language learners because they can 
pIck up any language spoken around them. Also, they learn language they first meet 
more completely than adults learning a second language. 
Children learn phonemes, vocabulary, grammar and semantics naturally dunng the 
course of Interacting with the world. ThIs motivates us to investigate devices whIch 
automatically acquire the language for their task dunng the course of interacting WIth 
a complex environment. 
According to Shapiro (1992), cognitive scientists tend to build computational models 
that show how chIldren learn because they believe that building these models allows 
them to achieve a degree of expIiciruess that is impossible to achIeve when working 
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WIth pen and paper. These models allow the sCIentist to compare the results in greater 
depth. 
ThIs chapter will evaluate some of the language acquisItion models that are available 
and segment them into these categories that have been presented by Cheung and 
Uzgalis. This categorization will help to compare language acqUIsition models and 
provide insight into how ECHO differs from them. 
3.3 Earlier models of Language Acquisition 
One of the earliest applications to acquire language acquisltlon was 'Teachable 
Language Comprehender' by QUlIIian (1969). This system learnt how to understand 
English text and was developed as a theory of language understanding rather than 
language acquiSItion. The first computer simulation of language acqUIsItion was 
written by Kelly (1967) III a linguistic manner. It was able to learn SImple grammars 
through experience. ThIs model was given basic syntactic categories and It had to 
guess whether input sentences were grammatically correct or not. It was intelligent 
enough to Ignore sentences it did not recognise and only dealt WIth the ones that were 
clear. 
Another applIcation, which acquired language, was developed by Harris (1974, 1977) 
where a robot was able to learn a subset of the English language from a teacher. 
Others included LAS (Language AcqUIsition System) by Anderson (1977). ThIs 
system together with that of Hams, fruled to learn in the sarne manner a chIld would 
learn. (Shaplro, 1992). The LAS system did manage to learn to generate and 
understand sentences but it was simIlar to that of an adult learning a second language 
rather than a chIld learning its first. The reason for this was that the system had to 
already be programmed with all the concepts before the mapping of words and 
concepts can occur. The onginal idea was to develop a language acqulSltion system 
which made the same errors as a child and would correct these errors as a child would 
whilst learning. 
Chomsky's view was that language is not as easily learnt through rules lIke 
mathematics or chess. But he was yet surpnsed that all chIldren all over the world 
acquired their native language by the age of 5. (Shaplro, 1992). He belIeved that 
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language is productive and a child is creative therefore a child can produce a countless 
number of original sentences which are not taught to them. 
Cogmtive models of language acquisition are not only concerned with whether or not 
a computer can learn a language but it is also concerned with whether It can learn a 
language the same way a child does. There has been a wide range of research by 
psycholinguists on how children learn their first language, but attentIOn has been 
focused on errors children make (and don't make) and how they correct them. An 
example of a tYPiCal error by children whilst acquiring language is overgeneralization 
of plurals of nouns and of past tense of verbs in English, therefore a computer system 
acquiring a language must also make mistakes as a child would and also be able to 
correct them after further learning has occurred. Models of language acquisition are 
based on data which are collected via psycho-linguistic study. 
3.4 Classifying Language Acquisition models into groups 
Cheung and Uzgalis (1995) looked at how Language acquisitIOn models can be 
organised into dlfferent categories by using a common framework. Using their theory 
to organize models, It makes it easier for the models to be compared and evaluated. 
They based their taxonomy on 6 cnteria's that helped them organize the models into 
categories. 
Figure 3.1 shows how the models have been organized according to the cntera: 
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------------....... 
3.4.1 A Taxonomy on Language Acquisition Research 
Syntax 
Inference 
Class A 
Cla~sB 
Class C 
Cla~sE 
Class F 
C1a~sG 
Cla~sH 
C1a~s T 
ClassJ 
Fig 3 I Cheung and Uzgabs (1995) Language ACqWSlboD Taxonomy 
Ql - What is the model for? It is important to look at the goal of the model and the 
reason why the model exists. The model can fall into two categones -It can be either 
simulation oriented (models that try to mimic chIld language acqillsition) or 
application oriented (trymg to discover a portable Natural language processing 
system). 
Q2 - What is the model trying to learn? The learning process can fall into three 
categones. It can either try to learn via 'syntax-semantic mapping', 'developmental 
approach' or 'syntax Inference'. The 'Syntax-semantic' mapping takes place by 
inputting both syntax and semantics to the model and it will try to map the syntax to 
the Input semantic structure. Therefore the syntax and semantics are already present -
and the main task is to map the right syntax to the correct semantics. 'Syntax 
inference' Will onut semantic distinctions which Will result in a over-simplified model 
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of language whereas the 'developmental approach' takes place by assuming some 
semantic entities but most of the meanings are learnt in addition to the syntax and 
syntax-semantIcs map. 
Q3 - What is the input data? The Input data can differ according to the type of model 
which is being bUIlt. In order to get a more suffiCIent LA model, the Input should 
reflect real situations. Application onented models use data which come from actual 
real SItuations, simulation models use input that mimic child's LA. The semantics WIll 
depend on whether the model is 'syntax inference' (taking out semantics), 'syntax-
semantIc map' or 'developmental approach' (most meanings are learnt). 
Q4 - Is Word-class assumed or not assumed. Models that are word-class assumed 
usually assume some lInguistic theories and specific LA mechanlSlns. Models that 
don't have word-class assumed look at more general results therefore are not specific 
(they make use of general cognitive approach). This question is SImilar to the Nativist 
and Empiricist views on language acquisition. Nativists believe In Innate knowledge 
(simIlar to word class assumed) whereas Empiricists believe in informatIon 
processing mechanisms in brainS (simIlar to NOT word-class assumed) 
Q5 - What is the target grammar? Every language acquisition model involves 
generalization but overgeneralization dunng acquISItion will result in incorrect 
grammar - therefore there must be some cntena to stop generalization before it's too 
late. 
Q6- What is the 'metric of success'? Every language acquiSItion model must have a 
defimtIon of what 'learning' involves before it can determine whether or not its 
algorithm is working correctly. We basically need to know what criteria it must meet 
in-order for it to be learning successfully. The Metric of success could be an increase 
of lexicons, time efficiency, increase in the number of correct grammar rules etc. 
Metnc of success must be determined in order to evaluate how well the algonthm is 
working. 
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3.5 Evaluation of some models that fit into the taxonomy 
3.5.1 Class E models: 
3.5.1.1 Natural Language acquisition by Robot· Harris (1974) 
Larry Hams (1974) developed a robot which could walk around in a room, store 
information about the state of the room and answer questions it all controlled by 
presenting the robot with commands and questions In natural language. 
The aim of this project was to develop a robot that would perform certain actions and 
the teacher would descnbe these actions to the robot - very similar to a parent 
descnbing the world to its chIld. 
The meaning of the sentence would depend on the context the sentence is given 
therefore the robot must store memory of what's been dtscussed. The parsing of the 
sentences will involve a selection of possible meanings that are allowed by the 
grammar and those that make sense in the current context. 
Robot IS built With innate capabilities that are needed In order for the robot to 
successfully perform the deSired actions. These Innate capablhties came in the 
following two forms - Physical and Mental. The physical capabilities is the motor that 
is required for the robot to move around the room whereas the mental capablhties is 
the path-finding algonthms that help the robot to figure out how to move around the 
room in certain directions. 
The robot goes through 3 phases that help it to learn: 
Phase 1: Learning the lexicon by comparing words to concepts 
Phase 2: IndUCing a transformational context-free grammar (Hams, 1974. Grammar 
that Hams demonstrates IS Context Free Phrase structure. Transformational 
context-free grammar is more complex.) 
Phase 3: Communicating In natural language. 
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Phases 1 and 2 are explained below: 
Phase 1: Learning the lexicon (Word - Concept Mapping) 
WORD CONCEPT PART OF SPEECH 
I 
MOVE 
--. 
MOTOR 
I 
VERB 
t---! 2 NOUN 
STEP f- SELF 
3 
HIT OBJECT NOUN 
'TABLE' 
4 
ROBOT OBIECT NOUN 
'CHAIR' 
S 
TABLE 
--. 
OBJECT NOUN 
'STEP' 
6 
CHAIR CONTACT DEVICE VERB 
Fig 32 ROBOT (Hams 1976) progressmg through phase [and 11 
Idea is to map the words in the language to the built in concepts of the robot. This 
mappmg allows the robot to change a sentence to concepts and change it back into a 
sentence if it needs to speak. If one word has two mearungs then there w!ll be two 
mappmgs e.g. 'STEP'. The robot performs an action and the teacher responds with a 
descriptIOn. 
Sample of Phase 1: 
The robot generates an action and asks for a description from the teacher. The 
response is typed by the teacher without regard to syntax. A correlation table is 
implemented and a word-concept map IS generated. 
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46 ...... IS MY ACTION. ENTER DESCRIPTION 
HIT CHAIR 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
MOVE 0 0 0 ·0.125 0 ·0.125 
STEP 0 0 0 ·0.125 0 ·0.125 
HIT ·0.125 ·0.125 ·0.125 0.12S ·0.125 0.12S 
ROBOT 0 0 0 ·0.125 0 ·0.125 
TABLE 0 0 0 ·0.125 0 ·0.125 
CHAIR ·0.125 ·0.125 ·0.125 0.12S ·0.125 0.125 
Fig 3 3 Sample of phase I 
As we can see from the table, positive ratings have been applied to lllT and CHAIR 
with concepts 4 (Object 'CHAIR') & 6 (Contact device). Negative ratings have been 
applied to all other possible concepts that can be mapped With lllT and CHAIR. 
More examples are given and the same method of ratmgs are applied to the 
correlation table. An example of a correlation table after several examples is given 
below: 
1 2 3 5 6 
MOVE 
STEP 0.33 ·0195 ·0414 ·032 0.164 ·0296 
lilT -0296 -0487 -0080 0004 -0384 0.33 
ROBOT -0195 0.234 -033 -0487 0055 -0487 
TABLE -0414 -033 0.125 -0487 0055 -0487 
CHAIR -0222 -0414 -033 0080 -032 -0246 
Fig 3 4 Phase 1 after several examples 
Any element with a correlation coefficient greater that 0.125 Will be mapped. If there 
is no such element then the closest one Will be mapped. The result of this mappmg is: 
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WORD CONCEPT 
MOVE 1 
STEP 5 1 
HIT 6 
ROBOT 2 
TABLE 3 
CHAIR 4 
CONCEPT WORD 
1 MOVE STEP 
2 ROBOT 
3 TABLE 
4 CHAIR 
5 STEP 
6 HIT 
Fig 3 5 Results mapped after phase 1 
Phase 2: Learning the granunar 
Idea of phase 2 is to mfer a transformattonal context-free grammar that wIll generate a 
set of sentences given by the teacher that IS mapped via the map in phase 1 into the " 
parts of speech. 
The learning phase consists of 3 operations: 
Grouping: Transforms two adjacent non-terminals into a new non-terminal. A -> BC. 
ThiS operator simply moves up the parse tree replacing one terminal. TIns makes no 
change to the input language. 
I Np N....-~ 
Fig 3 6 Phase IT groupmg 
I 
Folding: TIns operator changes the grammar by assuming that 2 non-terminals 
represent the same structtlral body. Firstly the grouping operator Will group two non-
terminals into a new non-termmal. If the same structtlre is repeated in the sentence, 
the two non-terminals are related. An example of this is shown below: 
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I 
• 
NP2 
I I 
ADJ NP" 
I 
ADJ 
Folding procedure: 
--... NP 
I 
ADJ 
I 
I 
ADJ 
I 
VERB 
I 
NOUN 
VERB 
I 
NOUN 
Fig 3 7 Phase II foldmg 
Recursion: This operator replaces any repeating non-terminals by a single new non-
terminal. It IS also known as 'recursIve grouping' and IS specifically used to mfer the 
I 
closure of the non-temunal that recurs. It does the same function as a senes of 
groupings and a fold but it does the closure of some non-terminals in one operatlon. 
Using grouping and fold a NP can consist of an ADJ and NOUN whereas a NP using 
recursion can consIst of a sequence of ADJ followed by a NOUN therefore a NP can 
also consIst of a NOUN alone. 
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3.5.1.2 AMBER Model- Langley's (1982) 
I Adult Senten~ Error recovery system compare adult and systerr ~ 
sentences 
~ Adjust if different 
I Meaning ~ 
-" 
System generated 
Grarrunarisinduced sentence 
Topic or goal If r 
sentence 
Fig 3 8 !.angley·s (1982) AMBER Model 
Langley's (1982) AMBER IS a model which acquires language through a process of 
error recovery over a gradual penod of time. The system does not understand and has 
a very small amount of knowledge about the world therefore cannot answer any 
questions. 
The input to the system Includes adult sentences together WIth the meamng 
representations and an idea of the main topic which the system leams to nnmic in all 
adult like complexities. The system outputs a sentence and then compares it WIth the 
ongmal adult one. If the sentence is not the same, the system will adjust its output to 
account for a difference between the two. The main concept is to slowly descnbe the 
main topic of the sentence. 
According to Langley, the learning process is slow but accurate; the reason for this is 
that it starts off with learning one-word utterances and slowly deals with suffixes, 
prefixes etc. Some rules which are acquired can later be used to learn more complex 
constructions. The rules are learned many times before the system realises that It is 
the same as a previous learned rule. LIke children's learrung behaVIour, the more 
complex the input, the more time it takes for leaming to take place. 
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3.5.1.3 Siskind (1990) 
One important aspect of language acqwSltlon IS the acqwSltlon of lexicon. Slskind 
(1990) developed a system which acquired core meanings of words. His system was 
not motivated by psycholinguistic data, but was based on how children learn word 
meanings In the early stages of language acquisition. 
INPUT OUTPUT: 
/, 
" .. " ""~ 
i'. f it ! 
I.m May I.M -May The: DEI' 
BE("""T(I.lm)" BF,(cup,AT(Jotm»A cup N [ThIng CUP] 
- BE("""T(May» - BE("""T(Ma») 'lid: V [Event GO (x; [Path J.t])] 
\.. The cu slid ITnm Joh,. to Marv ,,/ -. from: P [Path FROM ([place AT(x)])] 
to. P [Path TO ([Place AT(x)])] 
,,~ 
""" 
John: N [ThIng JOHN] 
1 it t ~ Mary: N [ThIng MARY] BUI. N [ThIng BILL] Bm ~Bill May 
BE(o"""'T(May)" BE(cup,AT(BIU)Y' 
• BE(cup.AT(BIII)) ,,/ \.. - BE(cup.A1'(Mzy» 
\.. The cup shdjromMary loBUl ./ 
Fig 3 9 S"Iand's (1990) model 
Input to the system consists of sentences which describe ViSUal pictures. The system 
itself includes a parser, linker and an inference machine. The parser used a context 
free grammar to produce a parse tree (syntax), whilst the inference machine uses the 
pictures to produce the semantic structure and finally the linker links both the 
syntactlc information and semantic information to produce the output. The output of 
the model IS lexicon which descnbes the sentence and picture. 
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3.5.1.4.1 CHILD· Selfridge (1982) 
Focus of attentIOn mecharusm 
leannng rules, mference rules 
I" 
,~ 
Conceptual dependency frames Adult Sentence 1-"- Chlld response m 
encodmg world knowledge and the fonn of an actIOn 
mearung representatIon or a verbal response 
SImulated associated lexical and syntactic r--. VISUal mput IDfonnanon 
Fig 310 Selfndge (1982) CHIlD model 
Input to CIDLD can be in any of the following three forms: 
• If only a sentence is given, CHIlD considers It imperative [order mode] 
• If sentence+meaning is given, CHIlD considers it declarative [learning mode] 
• If only meaning given, CHIlD generates Its description. [production mode] 
In the production mode CHIlD will learn nothing, but its knowledge to describe a 
semantic is tested. The learning takes place in the order and leanung mode where 
meanings of words are learnt together With relationships between words. Firstly the 
model was able to understand only commands With the output as actions, but after 
further work it was then able to generate language and the output was In the form of 
verbal communication. The input to the model IS in the form of adult sentences and 
the output is a childlike response. 
Selfndge believes that concepts exist before a language is learned. He argued that 
leanung a language is the sarne as learning to fill slots Within a sentence in relation 
to other words In the sentence. CHIlD begins at the same stage where a child 
begins with no language slalls. The basiC Idea of the model is· to have poor 
language slalls, gain expenence, make errors wlulst learning and correct those 
errors in order to understand. The errors are corrected by a teacher who gives 
CHIlD negative evidence by correcting incorrect output. If CHIlD returns a 
wrong answer, the teacher says 'NO' and demands a new answer. For example: 
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CHILD receIves an unperatlve sentence' 
'papa red mama cereal' 
CHILD parses' 
(EAT FEEDER (MOTHER!) 
FEEDEE(FATHER!) 
FOOD(CEREAL!) 
TIME(p AST) 
CHILD understands' 
(EAT FEEDER (FATHER!) 
FEEDEE(MOTHER!) 
FOOD(CEREAL!) 
TIME(pAST» 
Fig 3 11 CHnD . teacher Interaction 
The reason for this wrong interpretation is that CHILD already has some 
knowledge that It's the mother that is the feeder and the child is the feedee. This 
error mvokes a learning mechanism in CHILD - where it Will learn the syntax for 
'fed' and will eventually get the semantIcs for the above exarnple correct. 
Like a child learning its first language, the model CHILD also first learns to 
understand single words and then goes on to learmng syntactic informatIon and 
then use this information with other words and eventually extend the knowledge up 
to an adult level. 
3.5.2 Class F models: 
3.5.2.1 Lo the first five years of an automated language acquisition project. 
Feldman (1998) 
The origmal name for the project 1.0 was chosen because zero was the approximate 
percentage of language they were trying to cover the project has now been renamed 
NTL because they are now aiming for a cruld's first approx 200 words (Feldman 
1998). The 1.0 project IS stnctly behaVIOural and theory free, hence there is no theory 
berund any of the acqwsition rules and It is fully dependent on how it behaves to 
input. 
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The 10 project combines vision, natural language and also learning. The Idea is that, 
once the model can learn a substantial arnount of the language, It will be able to 
determine whether or not the input sentence matches the visible picture. The work 
followed probabllistic context-free grammars usmg Bayesian mference framework 
and model merging as a principal induction operator. 
The system started incorporating samples mto a working grammar. It constantly 
looked at all possible merging and chunkmg opportunities. It was successful enough 
to form groups and put words into lexical categones for nouns, pronouns, 
transitive/intransitive verbs, adjectives as well as the standard NP and pp phrase 
structures. For German like languages, it took a step further and dealt With gender 
agreement between determiners and nouns. 
The project has successfully induced grammars for 10 fragments of EnglIsh and 
German using on the syntactic-semantic distributional eVidence contamed m 
randonlly generated samples. 
3.5.2.2 Hill Model (1983) 
Hill tried to explain the language acquiSition phenomenon in her model below: 
HypotheSIZe 
word classes and grammar 
Generahse 
word classes and grammar 
AsslIDllate new words and new 
concepts 
Accommodate structure through 
Successlve reorgamsatlon 
I Adult Sentences ~ LeXlcon Cluld·ilke 
Grammar RePlutJon 
Concepts and World Knowledge or Response 
PhYSIcal Context 
--. 
Present PhYSIcal Context 
ofut1erance 
Fig 3 121h1ls's model (1983) 
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She believes that this phenomenon can't be explained If a child's lexicon contains 
rules for past tense for every verb because then the rules would have to be learned and 
unlearned many times. 
Hill's model follows the acquisition of syntax but IS unable to learn suffixes, prefixes 
and morphemes. It has the abilIty to understand and generate language at a level of a 
2-year-old and relies on word order in the same way a cluld does. The model is based 
on the results of the study taken from a child named Claire who was learning a 
language. Input to the model is in the form of adult sentences and the outputs are 
child like sentences which repeat and respond to adult input. The system Itself 
consIsts of a dynamic data structure wluch encodes the child's grammar and 
knowledge of the cluld. Learning process of this model is dynamic; therefore If the 
same input is gIven twice, two different sets of grammar schemata and addinonal 
lexical information is leamed. 
Hill's model has the capabIlity to repeat adult sentences correctly and also can answer 
questions but unfortunately it does not progress beyond the level of a two-year-old. 
3.5.3 
3.5.3.1 
Class G models: 
Competition Model MacWhinney (1987) 
MacWhinney's model (The competition model) is based on the Emergentist view 
statmg that second language learrung is based on interaction between the learner, the 
input and under the context in which the learning is heard. Emergennsm does not 
reject either nativist or empiriCIsts view of language acquiSItion, but rather takes a 
step further from the current nature - nurture debate by showing how language 
emerges from mteractions between biological and environmental processes. 
The competition model views language acquisinon as a series of competitions 
between lexical items, phonological forms and syntacnc patterns. The competition 
model measures the leamer's acquislnon of a second language at VarIOUS stages 
dunng learning and it then shows how these changes can emerge from the interaction 
between the human mind and properties of the input. - 1~ 
" -
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3.5.4 Class H Models: 
3.5.4.1 BUD - A computational model of first language acquisition - Nobuo 
Satake (1990) 
Mam question m Satake's work is 'What sort of innate knowledge enables children to 
acquire first language'. He bwlt a computational model named BUD (Bring up a 
Daughter) on the basIs of data that lingwsts and psychologists have collected. 
BUD IS based on empinclst's view of language acquisition. Two pomts which support 
this view are: 
1) Children make a number of rules when acquiring first language acquisition. 
2) Overgeneralizations can be found in the acquisition of every aspect of a 
language. Once children form a rule or principle they tend to apply it to nearly 
every case - thus they are positive leamers of languages. First language 
acquisition can be regarded as learning the correct application of a number of 
rules through overgeneralizations. 
BUD has no built in knowledge structures but it has a bwlt in procedure by which it 
computes the structure of a given language. BUD forms a rule only when it finds that 
two or more words have a common property. A category is defined as a set of words 
to which BUD applies a rule, or which BUD considers to have a common property. It 
therefore learns the correct apphcation of rules concurrently in its databases and 
accounts for overgeneralizations of rules as the results of interactions among rules. 
WInlst learnmg a first language, children tend to use pnnciples to situations which 
they do not apply - this is called overgeneralization. Empiricists believe that first 
language acqulSltIon is learnt by correct rules via overgeneralization. An example of 
this is shown below: 
"-.. 
Morphological Overgeneralization : called the went-goed-went problems. 
Stage 1 - Child finds properties of words separately 
Stage 2 - Child finds words with common properties - therefore forms a rule 
and category Which-is a set of these words. 
CategA - is the category ( set of words) 
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PAIS the property which the words of CategA have in common. 
Once a rule IS formed - it IS applied to words which do not belong to CategA. 
Child assumes that the words also have P A - but it IS not confirmed. 
SetB is the set of the new words which the child assumes are words of P A. 
Therefore: CategA' = CategA + SetB 
The new category compnses of the existing category of words + the set of 
words which are not confirmed. 
Therefore overgeneraIization has occurred. Child assumes that all CategA' 
have P A • At this point the child forgets which words belong to CategA or 
SetB. 
Stage 3 - when a clnld gets negative examples (child is corrected when they 
make errors) which is a word in CategA' but does not have PA - he becomes 
confused - therefore CategA' gets disrupted. 
Thus all words of CategA have lost P A - rule remains and child has learnt that 
the rule should not be over-generalized. Further examples are presented to the 
child. 
Stage 4 - he forms CategA" which is guaranteed to have P A • therefore 
CategA" is not equal to CategA' - this rule is never over-generalized again in 
the future. 
3.5.5. Class I models: 
3.5.5.1 EBNLA, Rey-Long Lui &Von Wun Soo (1994) 
A natural language acquisition model called EBNLA is based on explanatIOn based 
language (EBL). The model used Chomsky' theory on Innate Imowledge and context 
free grammar. EBNLA consists of two parts - static and dynamic. The statlc part is 
believed to be Innate to the model and Includes theta theory in government binding 
theory and uruversal features instantlatlon principles in generalized phrase structure 
grammar (GPSG) winch are innate and Invariant in learning . The dynamic pan 
contams context free grammar rules as well as syntactlc and thematic features of 
lexicons (the acqUired parsing Imowledge). 
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Whilst parsing input sentences, both parts work together. If the highest goal which is a 
major sentence can be achieved then the sentence is proven to be grammatical and can 
be parsed. The rules are based in terms of lInguistic features such as verb, noun, 
object etc. 
The static side of the parser mcludes universal principles i.e Government Binding. If 
an input sentence can't be parsed (It is not grammatical) then the learning part of the 
parser hits it. The universal mnate principles in the model are: Theta Theory 
(Chomsky 1981), Head feature convention (HFC), Foot feature pnnclple (FFP) and 
The control agreement principle (CAP) (Gazdar et al1985). 
Parsmg knowledge of the dynamic part includes argument structures of verb (e.g. 
verb 'see' needs an experiencer argument and a theme argument) and nouns, and 
general grammar rules (S: NP VP). As learrung is triggered by the dynarmc part of the 
domain theory - the parse tree IS given to the learner. The learner then explams the 
parse tree based on its innate knowledge from the static part (using the prinCiples). 
Any new parsing knowledge can be extracted from the parse tree and assirmlated into 
the dynamic part. 
It IS very important to consider additional information m-order for the sentence to 
parse correctly. Additional informanon will limit ambiguous sentences, therefore 
EBNLA uses parse trees of input sentences as the addlt10nal input - but the parse 
trees also need input on more specific details - i.e. third person etc. 
No 
... 
Leannng I11ggered 
.. 
Get parse tree of the sentence 
... Annotate the parse tree by IDvolang the parse 
(apply umversal hngwSt1C pnnclples and 
current parsmg ;OWledge to the parse tree) 
Extract new rules from the annotated parse tree 
... 
Is the first subgoal of the rule a phrase? 
.-- --.. yes 
... 
Empmcal generahzatlon 
OD the leXIcon entry ,. 
Assumlatc new knowledge 
Into the leXIcon entry ,. 
Assmulate new knowledge 
Into the leXICon entry 
---I.~ Leannng completed 
Fig 3 13 Process when the dynarruc part (learnmg) IS I11ggered 
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EBNLA is not memory-less - it remembers all of the previous parse trees and work 
done - therefore If the same sub-goal is attempted- no effort is needed to explore it 
again. 
3.6 Comparison of the evaluated language acquisition models 
The problem with some of the cognitive models described above is that they expect 
the child to have acquired some knowledge of the language before they start to learn. 
Models do make errors of overgeneralization like cluldren do but they do not rely on 
overt correction of errors. Selfridge's CHll..D lacks a system of weighting factors 
(weights are attached to rules to indicate the relative strengths and weaknesses) which 
the other models do possess therefore it learns immediately rather than gradually. 
Selfridge's model starts off with no language skills, but gains expenence through 
errors and learns to correct them as a child would. It first learns basic words, then 
syntactic mfonnation. On the other hand, Langley's model learns to utter sentences at 
the same level of an adult. It develops the ability to learn morphemes, suffixes etc. 
through gradual but slow learnmg. It lacks the ability to understand because it just 
copies adult utterances therefore it does not need to acquire world knowledge due to 
the fact that It will not be used to answer questions usmg its knowledge later. 
Learning ideas of Langley, Hills and MacWhinney's models are closely related to 
connectionists models as It requires a teaching phase. Selfridge's and Hill's model 
rely on generalisation (going from a specific plan to a more general plan) and 
Langley's model uses discrimination (starting from overly general idea and then 
finding and adding missmg conditions) whereas MacWhinney's model both 
generalises and discriminates. 
Like Langley's model (AMBER), Hill's model also follows the acquisition of syntax 
but is unable to learn suffixes, prefixes and morphemes. It has the ability to 
understand and generate language at a level of a 2-year-old and relies on word order 
in the same way a child does. 
Models based on the natlvist view can acquire the structl1re of a given language more 
easIly than models based on the empiricist VIew - e.g. LPARSIFAL (Berwick 85) is 
based on the natlvist view and acquired almost complete knowledge about the 
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structure of a given language from a relatively small number of sentences. BUD 
demonstrates the empinclst view on LA. (Satake, 1990) BUD does not depend on any 
particular hnguistlc theory, e.g. LPARSIFAL is based on Chomsky's GB and Pinker's 
Model based on LFG. If a model depends on a theory - it imphes that some built in 
knowledge of language structures is present. 
EBNLA and LPARSIFAL have some silmlar characteristics. Both are well-guided 
during its learrung stages; therefore fewer examples are needed for it to learn 
sufficiently. The domam theones are 'constraint-based'; therefore it does not require 
any negative eVIdence. This helps both systems to be robust under chfferent sequences 
of traimng data. Neither EBNLA nor LPARSIFAL store any trainmg examples m 
memory, but they do store all acquired information in the knowledge base for future 
use. 
As well as silmlmties, they also have some chfferences, for example: parse trees 
are extra input in EBNLA, therefore it can make the acqUIsition of special phrase 
patterns pOSSible and facilitate the learning of chfficult constructions even though 
simple constructions have not yet been acqwred. 
3.7 Conclusion 
Tlus chapter has evaluated several computational models of language acquiSition that 
have been categorised accorchng to Cheung and Uzgalis's language acqulSltlon 
taxonomy. Arrangtng the models accorchng to thiS taxonomy has helped to understand 
ECH.9 further and how it fits in in relation to other models of language acqUIsition. 
Evaluating several models has also aided in the further development of ECHO as it 
has helped to see how ECHO differs from other models and in what respects it is 
silmlar. All models of language acqulSltion do tend to focus on a certain aspect of 
natural language learrung as it would be almost impossible to try and get a model to 
learn every aspect of talkmg, speaking, understanding etc. Takmg this mto 
consideration, ECHO has focused on lexical and syntactical aspects of language. 
ECHO acqUIres leXical words and grammatical structures of PunJabi from. English. 
After thorough research, It is believed that no other computational model has worked 
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with these two languages (Punjabi and English) together in tenns of inducing a 
language, therefore it is a model that can be stretched further to accommodate other 
Indian languages. 
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Chapter 4 
New revised language acquisition taxonomy 
4.1 Aim of chapter 
This chapter shows that Cheung and Uzgalis's (1995) taxonomy of language 
acquisitIOn does not necessanly accommodate all language acquisition models. The 
taxonomy is extended to accommodate the ECHO system and further includes 
Pylyshyn's (1978) ideas of how simulation onented and application oriented models 
cannot be separated. A new taxonomy is introduced to accommodate this pomt. 
SectIon 4.2 mtroduces the chapter With insight on why ECHO does not fit into the 
language taxonomy presented by Cheung and Uzgalis (1995). 
Sectlon 4.3 compares other computatIonal models evaluated in chapter 3 With ECHO 
and points out areas that differ. 
Section 4.4 goes on to descnbmg Pylyshyn's ideas and concepts in greater depth. 
Sectlon 4.5 takes Pylyshyn's ideas mto practIce and shows how ECHO is both 
SimulatIon onented and applicatIon onented. Cheung and Uzgalis's original taxonomy 
has also been taken and altered to include Pylyshyn' s concepts. 
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Secllon 4.6 concludes the chapter. 
4.2 Introduction 
Many of the language acquisition models that are developed fall Into the category 
of eIther being 'nativist' or 'empIricist'. Nativlst models are developed on the basis 
that there is some innate knowledge present in the model before any acqUlsitlOn has 
taken place whereas empiricIst models reject these conditions. Models that fall under 
these categories can be seen in figure 4.1 under the sections 'word class assumed' and 
'word class not assumed'. These categories clearly distinguish between natlvlst 
models and empiricist models of language acquisition by assmning whether or not 
there is pre-knowledge built into the models before actual acquisition takes place. 
4.3 ECHO compared to the other computational models 
Some of the earlier problems WIth cognitive models described chapter 3 are that 
they expect the child to have acquired some knowledge of the language before they 
start to learn. Selfridge's model (1986) CHlID does not use weights to indicate the 
strength of rules, therefore tends to learn immediately rather than gradually. ECHO on 
the other hand uses belief values to all its rules, therefore it is easier to see where the 
acquisition has actually taken place. If the same sentence structure or lexical Item has 
previously been parsed, then the belief will Increase slightly - hence holding the 
correct grammar values stronger. This helps ECHO to acquire a language at a slower 
process as it only increases the value of the correct structure slightly, therefore several 
evidences have to be presented before the results are noticeable. Unlike Harris's 
Robot, ECHO does not decrease beliefs If the sentence structure does not fit in, and it 
does not alter the ratings if that particular structure does not apply to the given 
sentence. 
Selfridge's model starts off with no language skills but after some expenence through 
errors it learns to correct them as a child would. It firstly learns baSIC words then goes 
Into syntactic information, whereas Langley's model learns to utter sentences at the 
same level of an adult developing the abIlity to learn morphemes, suffixes etc. 
through gradual but slow learning. It lacks the ability to understand because It Just 
copies adult utterances therefore does not need to acquire knowledge due to the fact 
that It would not be used to answer questions. 
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ECHO demonstrates two behaviours - it can be either seen as a language acqwsition 
system for first language learners or for second language learners. The Punjabl 
language-description2 files begin empty and slowly build up as positIve evidence is 
presented and acqwsltion takes place. If ECHO is acquiring a language as a child, 
then the pre-built English grammar can be seen as the Umversal Grammar from where 
the first language is denved; but if ECHO is acquinng as an adult learning a second 
language, then English wllI be used as the first language and Punjabi Will be acquired 
from It as a second language. Using the belief system, ECHO has naturally come to 
learn that a 'roti' IS a noun; this acqwsition has taken place by the TMS increasing the 
belief m asswnptions as new evidence is presented. 
ECHO builds its model of language by acquiring slowly and relymg on collective 
evidence to determine which structures are most likely to be correct. It uses past 
generalised evidence to focus on the most likely interpretation of any given sentence. 
According to Cheung and Uzgalis (1995), most models can fit into the Language 
Acquisition Taxonomy mentIoned in chapter 3, but this idea has been cntIclzed by 
Pylyshyn (1978) who believes that there should not be a separation between 
simulation and application based models. 
The diagram below shows an outline of how computational models can be organized 
in a clear and concise manner. 
2 Language.descripnon files cons.st of gramm.ncal and lex.cal representatlOns of the language. 
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4.3.1 Comparison table 
I 
-
Hlrschman .. x 
Robot - Harris 1974 .. .. 
Welder & Culicover .. 
Pinker, 1984 
MouIton & RoblDSon .. .. 
AMBER Langley 1982 .. .. 
Slsklnd 1990 .. .. 
CHILD Selfndge 1982 .. .. 
Anderson, 1977 .. .. x .. 
Compelltion .. X 
Model MacWhinney 1987 
BUD Nobuo Satake,1990 
Berwick 
EBNLA,I994 
Berwlck& Pllato .. .. 
Wolff .. .. .. 
Fig 4 1 LA models companson table 
4.4 Pylyshyn's views 
Pylyshyn (1978) argued that there is not a clear distInction between computatIonal 
models and human intelIigence. It is a complex comparison because intelligent 
behaviour depends on many factors and some aspects of intelligence requIre 
interaction of smaller components - i.e. knowledge about the dJfferent aspects of the 
world and previous experience. 
LIke Cheung and Uzgalis, Pylyshyn also believes that there are two types of 
intelligent computatIonal systems: 
1) Computer programs that intend to do diffIcult tasks using clever 
techmques avatlable - e.g. Processmg Natural Language 
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2) Computer programs that sImulate the human cognitive process -
mimic human cognition. 
But Pylyshyn argued that the conditions by which computer models are organIzed and 
put into categones are not sufficient for models to be compared. Pylyshyn believed 
that intelligent models can clearly be organised into one of the categories if they were 
compared WIth criteria's such as interests, training, goals of the designer etc. 
These are the cntena that Cheung and Uzgalis used to evaluate language acquisition 
models and orgaruse them into a common framework. The framework orgarusation 
was based on 3 questions: 
1) What is the model for? Goals of the designer - is It application on sImulation 
oriented? 
2) What is to be learnt? Learning process - syntax semantic mapping, 
developmental approach, syntax mapping? 
3) "What is the mput data? Input - is it word class assumed or not assumed? Are 
there some innate capabilities the model already possesses or not? 
Even though the critena's set by Cheung and Uzgalls has helped many models to be 
put into some framework, Pylyshyn argued that if we were to compare these models 
on generality, power and description of the system rather than the above cntera, It 
would become almost impossIble to dlstingwsh between computer simulation and 
application models. 
4.4.1 Generality and Power: 
By generality of method, we mean a range of tasks to which a particular a method is 
applicable - and power is how successful it is on these tasks (assessed via testing 
methods). 
This relationship between generality and power arises almost together because the 
narrower the range of tasks to which a method IS applicable, the more one can assume 
about the task in desigrung the method - hence testing can be more powerful bnnging 
out more valuable results. 
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4.4.2 Description of the system: 
When a computational system IS presented as a model of some aspect of cognition, 
there IS always at least one major difficulty that has to be faced - 'How can we judge 
whether or not the same process is running in two radically different matenal systems 
- i.e. computer and the human brain' . 
We can't answer this question just by comparing the phYSical attnbutes between a 
computer and a human - but we need to carefully create a detaIled description of the 
process of both deVices of the task they will undertake. When constructing a detailed 
description, there is an issue of the appropnate level at which computational systems 
are to be evaluated because there are levels in computational systems which can not 
be compared with the human cognitlve process - i.e. computer's memory, lack of 
motivation, speed etc. Humans do not possess such properties therefore it is wrong to 
compare such Issues With the human cognition. 
Pylyshyn belIeves 'Intermediate State EVidence' and 'Relative CompleXity EVidence' 
are the cause of constraints on computer models. He explains these constraints by 
giving an example of a computational model that acts like a calculator and calculates 
arithmetic in SimIlar terms as a human brain. Firstly, in-order to compare the two 
devices, both sources (brain and the computer model) will need to have a detailed 
description at some appropriate level. This description will not be based on the 
physical criteria, i.e. colour, weight, size etc, but can be done on the basis on the 
numbers entered into the machine and the numbers being displayed. 
Even though it is possible to get a detailed description at some appropriate level, It is 
still not an' adequate comparIson model because of the follOWing reasons: 
a) Intermediate state evidence 
If the machine is observed when calculating an arithmetic sum - e.g. addition of two 
numbers, we find that there are states in-between the process where all digits have 
undergone some change in various ways before getting to the end result. This process 
that the machine Will go through WIll not be the same as a human mind. It is very 
difficult to assess the stages humans go through when they do artthmetic and one of 
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the methods that have been used is by thinking out loud supplemented by some 
inferences made about missing states. 
b) Relative complexity evidence 
Levels of complexity are measured in terms of the time taken to complete a task and 
the number of elementary operations required to finish the operatlon, e.g. machine 
cycles. CompleXity of the computer model is independent of the number of digits 
being calculated in the anthmetic. Complexity of human arithmetic IS different from a 
computer. The scale of complexity can depend on measurements such as the time 
taken to finish the anthmetic or the frequency of errors. The complexity measure 
increases with the number of digits' and whether the calculation involves addition I 
multlphcation I chvision etc. 
4.5 New revised model that fits in with ECHO 
Taking Pylyshyn's arguments mto consideration, a new model has been developed 
that is both computer simulation oriented and computer application oriented. 
As can be seen from the table above, all models are organized according to Cheung 
and UzgaIis's taxonomy, but their taxonomy does not allow our new model to fit In as 
It requires ECHO to either be computer simulation oriented or computer application 
onented, therefore we have devised a diagram to show how ECHO employs both 
ideas. 
4.5.1 New model 
ECHO 
A 
New ReVIsed LA Taxonomy 
B 
Syntax-semanttc I 
Developmental 
C 
76 
Word class 
Assumed 
D 
E 
Fig 4 2 New LA Taxonomy 
Aruta Claire 
4.5.2 Explanation 
Section A 
ECHO as a Simulation oriented model: 
ECHO starts off WIth learning a language the same way as either as a clnld 
learning his first language, or as an adult learning a second language: Therefore it 
IS simulation oriented because it simulates the human cognitive process. 
ECHO as an Application oriented model: 
ECHO was onginally developed as a natural language interface for databases. It 
used natlirallanguage queries given by the user in·order to get mfonnation from a 
database. It used a truth maintenance system to bid upon all possible answers and 
then the highest believed answer presented to the user in the form of an SQL 
statement, therefore, ECHO IS also an application oriented model as it parses 
natural language. The original ECHO system did not parse the sentences but did 
use semantically linked phrases. 
SectionB 
ECHO as syntax-semantic mapping: 
ECHO IS presented With both syntax and the semantics which it needs to map 
appropriately. The syntax is the English sentence and the semantics links the 
equivalent Punjabl sentence that ECHO needs to acquire and map onto. 
ECHO as developmental approach: 
ECHO also undertakes the developmental approach by assunung some semantic 
entities but most of the meanings are learnt. Not all the semantics are given to 
ECHO. There are cases where the full English sentence is presented, but the exact 
equivalent can not be presented in PunJabi because of the language difference, 
therefore it Will need to assume some semantics but later need to be confirmed as 
more sentences are presented. 
Section C 
ECHO as syntax-semantic mapping for natural language processing: 
ECHO IS given syntax (English sentence) - has to map onto SQL statements 
(semantics) 
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Section D 
ECHO as Word-class assumedfor simulation oriented model: 
If ECHO IS acquinng a language as a child would, then the pre-built English 
grammar can be seen as Chornsky's 'Uruversal Grammar' from where the first 
language is denved from whereas if ECHO is acquiring as an adult, then the pre-
built English grammar will be used as the first language and Punjabi being 
acquired from It as a second language. In both instances, ECHO possesses some 
innate capabilities. 
Section E 
ECHO as Word-class assumed for application oriented model: 
ECHO has bUllt in language-descriptlon files that helps it parse sentences into the 
right structures so that an SQL query can be formed. Therefore it is word class 
assumed because it already has built in structures. 
4.6 Conclusion 
It has been shown in this chapter that Cheung and Uzgalis's taxonomy of 
language acquisition does not accommodate all language acquisitlon models therefore 
a new diagram has been drawn up developed from Cheung and Uzgalis's taxonomy 
which accommodates for ECHO and all its feanrres. 
One of the reasons why ECHO could not fit mto the old taxonomy was due to 
Pylyshyns views on how Simulation oriented and application oriented models can not 
be separated. He argued that a computer system can not be compared to human 
intelligence due to the fact that knowledge requires interactlon with the world and 
prevIOus experience which a computer system fails to possess. The conditlons under 
which computer models are orgaruzed and put into categories are not good enough for 
models to be compared. 
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5.1 Aim oC chapter 
Chapter 5 
Artificial Intelligence 
To be able to understand natural language processing and artificIal Intelligence 
thoroughly, it is important to understand the background of these areas and other 
research that has been carried out In similar fields. Therefore tlus chapter reVIews 
some of the other areas that are associated WIth artificial intelligence to see how they 
can be Incorporated Into this research. 
Section 5.2 introduces the chapter giving some insight into the nature of artifiCIal 
intelligence and the reasons of why It is used. 
Sections 5.3 and 5.4 look into two areas associated with artificial Intelligence namely, 
natural language processing and machine learning. The chapter focuses on these two 
areas as they are the most closely related to this thesIs. 
Section 5.5 concludes the chapter. 
5.2 Introduction 
Artificial Intelligence (AI) IS an area of computer sCIence whIch deals WIth 
Intelligent behaviour. AI and Natural Language (NL) involves producing a computer 
program whIch successfully uses a human language at the same level of competence 
as a native human speaker. Research has shown that for a computer to understand 
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human language, It needs to possess encyclopaec:hc knowledge therefore it will also be 
an intelligent system as well as a natural language system. Knowledge representaoon 
is one of the area of AI where research has been undertaken in depth (Lugar & 
Stubblefield, 1998). 
5.3 Natural Language Processing 
Natural Language Processing (NLP) refers to computer systems that understand, 
try to analyse, or produce human languages - i.e. English, French etc. in order to: 
a) translate from one language to another 
b) understand and represent the content of a text 
c) to build a database or generate summaries ~ 
d) for informaoon retrieval 
e) generate language 
with input as eIther text, spoken language or keyboard. (Ralston & Reilly, 1993) 
NL is seen as a very important aspect m AI and has been examined for decades. 
Unlike lOgICS and progranumng languages, one of the problems faced when 
processing natural language is ambiguIty which occurs in most areas of language but 
is completely overlooked by humans because of the fact that humans possess common 
sense wluch is not possessed by computers. Some examples of ambiguity are given 
below: 
1) Lexical Ambiguity - 'duck' - noun (animal) or verb (to avoid something). 
Lexical Ambiguity of this kind is quite common m the English language 
because many English nouns can be also used as verbs. The word ending 
'-s' is used by both English nouns at their plural form and by verbs as third 
person smgular form which results in a large number of ambiguities. 
2) Structural and syntactic ambiguity: '1 saw a man WIth a telescope' - is 
the telescope used for viewmg the man or is the man being viewed holding 
the telescope? This sentence is truly a structural ambiguity and not a 
lexical ambIguity. 
3) Semantic ambiguity: 'go' the verb has too many meanings in a dicoonary. 
4) Pragmatic ambiguity: Can you hft that rock? Can you pass me the salt? 
Sometimes It is c:hfficult to tell If the statement is a quesoon or a request. 
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5) Referential ambiguity: 'Jack met Sam at the pIctures; he was feeling ill' 
In this statement it is difficult to tell whether it is Jack or Sam who is 111. 
Tlus can be resolved by looking at the person and seeing which one looks 
ill. 
Fox, C.J (1997) argues that m-order to understand natural language we need to 
consider the bnds of tasks a human actually performs. He mentions the followmg 
areas WhICh need to be considered if analysis of natura1language IS to take place: 
5.3.1 Phonological Analysis 
Phonological Analysis deals with phonemes which are related to sound. It is essentIal 
to recogruse the sounds people make while they are speak:J.ng. Speech varies from 
individual to individual and from region to region. 
5.3.2 Morphological Analysis 
Morphology deals with the structures of words within sentences. It deals with 
different variatIons of basIC words (e.g. run-ran, man-men) and new words which 
denve from others ( e.g. lighthouse). 
5.3.3 Syntactic Analysis 
StudYIng S)'lltax involves studying structures of sentences- i.e. how they fit together. 
Words within a sentence are put into categories (nouns, verbs etc.) and these are then 
used to form more complicated forms (determiner followed by a noun gives noun-
phrase). A simple example of a context free grammar is given below (C.J.Fox 1997): 
Sentence 
Noun-phrase 
Verb-phrase 
Determiner 
Noun 
Noun 
Verb 
noun - phrase, verb-phrase 
determiner noun 
verb noun-phrase 
'the' 
'dog' 
'cat' 
'saw' 
Fig S 1 An example of context free grammar 
Tlus grammar gives a sentence 'The dog saw the cat' wluch can be represented VIa a 
parse tree as follows: 
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Sentence 
noun-phrase verb-phrase 
/~ /----
determiner noun verb noun-phrase 
I 1 I /'-....... determiner noun ~ ~ 
The Dog saw the cat 
Fig 5 2 Parse tree of the CFG 
5.3.4 Semantic Analysis 
Semantic analysIs IS the analysIs of the sentences and what they mean. This area 
IS quite difficult to study and has been avoided by many researchers in the Lmgwstic 
fields. Language is known as generative. This means that it is Impossible to write 
down all the possible sentences within a language therefore making It difficult to 
specify all sentences and their translations into a formal language. 
5.3_5 Pragmatic Analysis 
Below are some of the aspects that are looked into when considering Pragmatic 
Analysis. 
Presupposition WIulst makmg a statement or askmg a question, we often tend to 
presuppose somethmg e.g. - Have you stopped drinking alcohol? This question tends 
to assume that the person drank alcohol in the past but giving the answer 'NO' does 
not falsify the presupposition. 
Speech Acts Dependmg on the tone of our voice, the sentences we say can mean 
, 
different things. We can - make assertions, ask questions and also give orders (or 
request an action). 
For example: Can you put your shoes on? 
This is normally a request for an actIOn and not for an answer of 'Yes' or 'No'. 
It is difficult to decide whether a computer system actually understands natural 
language, whereas It IS easier to Implement a system which appears to understand NL 
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by perfonrung tasks successfully. One of the first systems which showed examples of 
NLP, was introduced In 1950 and was Imown as the Turing Test (Turing 1950). 
5.3.6 The Turing Test 
Human The Interrogator Computer 
Fig 53 TunDg test (FOIgenbaum &; Feldman. 1963) 
Turing's ideas were based on whether or not machines could be taught to think. In-
order to test hiS ideas he set up a game which he called the 'Im!tation Game'. This 
game was used to prove whether or not a machine can acqUIre intelligence. To prove 
this, a machine and a human were both placed separately in two rooms and the only 
contact they had was via an 'Interrogator'. 
The concept of the game is for the interrogator to distinguish between the machine 
and human through answers which he receives for his questions. The Interrogator is 
allowed to ask questions on any subject he wishes including emotional (humans tend 
to be more emotIOnal than computers) and arithmetic (assuming that the computer 
Will be able to calculate the complex arithmetic more quickly and accurately) In order 
to figure out the true identity of the computer. If the Interrogator does not manage to 
;, 
distmgmsh the machine from the human, then Tunng believed that a machine can be 
assumed to have acquired intelligence. (Lugar & StubblefieId, 1998) 
The mam advantages of this test were: 
1) It shows whether or not a machine uses the relevant Internal processes or if 
it's actually aware of its actions. 
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2) It gives an actual notIOn of Intelligence. For example, it prevents the 
interrogator assuming that only the computer can make complex and fast 
decisions on long and complex arithmetic questions. 
3) It prevents the interrogator making bIased decisions on eIther the human or 
computer by only interacting with them via questions and answers and 
without seeing them. 
Even though the Turing test turned out to be relevant, successful and formed an 
essential tool for modern expert systems, there were stdl many criticisms which were 
placed on it whIch of some are mentioned below: 
1) Two of the cnticlsms placed on the Tunng test were based on work by 
'Ada Lovelace' and were known as the 'Lady Lovelace's Objectlon'. 
Firstly she believed that computers do not hold intelligence as humans do 
due to the fact that they can not make original intelligent decisIon because 
they only act upon what they are programmed to do. 
2) Secondly, she believed that it is almost impossible to wnte rules on all the 
possIble actlons a person can take on a particular problem. It is true to say 
that the control structures used in some traditional computers do not show 
fleXIbility or originalIty but not all computer systems are written in the 
same manner. Modern computers do enable the system to illustrate 
flexibIlity that enables them to act on problems with different possIbilities. 
3) One of the most important cnticisms that were made on the Turing test was 
that it did could not test certain abllitles - e.g. perceptual skill, manual 
dextenty, which are believed to be important features of human 
Intelligence. According to Lugar and Stubblefield (1998), the Turing test 
tries to liIDlt machine intelligence to that of a human bram which could 
cause problems because the human mind is slow and is inclined to errors. 
They believe that a machine should use its capabIlities to the maxImum 
because It IS fast, reliable and accurate. 
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5.4 Machine Learning 
There have been studIes undertaken by Hochberg (1988) m the area of children 
and learrung of stress. He believed that chIldren learn rules for assigning stress rather 
than acquiring them naturally (which seems to be more obvious). It is hard to belIeve 
that children learn rules since they hear almost all words correctly stressed by the 
speaker whom they are listening to. It is not clear why a rule-based approach is used 
more than a memory-based approach when learning stress. 
Research undertaken by Hochberg (1988) also showed that children are more lIkely to 
imitate regular words correctly and Irregular words are imitated with errors. If 
children do not use rules for asslgnmg stress, there is no reason for them to pronounce 
some words incorrectly, whereas If they do use rules than irregular words are 
expected to be imitated with errors. 
The study also focused on how machines learn stress. In this expenment they used 
Instance-Based Learrung (IBL) system. In order to teach machines stress, no rules 
were defined and learning was based on examples where pre-categonsed items were 
presented to the learmng component which the system had to recognise (Lazy 
Learning method). If the Item was not recognised, a new record was created which 
included the word and Its categorisation (stress pattern). The system was then tested 
by being given words to recognise by comparing the stress patterns with other words 
in memory. If the word was siIDllar to another then mL returned the most frequent 
category associated with it; otherwise another category was assigned based on the 
most similar item. 
It was belIeved that novel words for an artificial learner (computer) were si1llllar to 
irregular words for natural learners - m both cases the words are unfamiliar and were 
prone to errors. The mL experiments produced the same errors of child acqwsition 
together with the tendency to regulanse irregular words; therefore an exemplar-based 
approach does not outweigh a rule-based approach but just shows an alternative. 
Another piece of research undertaken on machine learrung was that of Daelemans 
(1995). Daelemans (1995) used performance-onented approach to NLP based on 
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automanc memory-based leaming of lexical tasks. He believed that when researching 
into computationallexicology, the following aspects need to be considered: 
1) Which knowledge should be in the leXIcon 
2) How should this knowledge be represented 
3) How can thIs knowledge be acquired. 
Daelemans (1995) looked into how language can be leamt via examples (behaviour-
based) rather than through a knowledge base. The three aspects mentioned above lead 
the research Into looking at knowledge-based systems. It is important to have 
knowledge of the nature of the NLP task which is to be tackled therefore the 
representation can be matched accordingly. The reason for this is that different types 
of NLP tasks will require different approaches which Include dtfferent lexical 
Information which can lead to different types of lexical knowledge representation. 
Daelemans (1995) believed that the more knowledge the system has about the target 
language, the more successful its performance shall be. It is bad enough building a 
lexical knowledge base winch is costly in terms of nme and money, but the biggest 
disadvantage is that it all has to be repeated With languages that require different 
leXIcal knowledge. He proposed that using the consistency heuristic method will 
reduce this problem. The system will leam through samples and edtt accordingly 
depending on the output. The samples used will not only be workable in one 
language, but the way they are devised will enable the same set of data to be tested on 
other languages - hence redUCing time and money. This approach of machine learning 
via samples is known as 'behaviour based.' 
In machine learning, there are two ways in which a machine can acquire knowledge. 
Performance Component - where_,the machine is expected to produce an output after 
being presented with an mput via some sort of representanon (rules, trees etc). 
Learnmg component - this uses the learning method. It is gIven the reqUired Input 
and expected output and it changes Its representanon from the performance 
component to aclneve this mapping for new inputs. 
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Fig 5 4 DIfference between knowledge based and Lazy leammg approach 
Daelemans (1995) Illustrates the above chagram to show the chfference between 
Knowledge-Based and Lazy-Learning approach. The fIrst diagram descnbes the 
knowledge based systems where features are used to describe solution space and it 
draws up rules to defIne areas in this space (and m their action part) the category 
associated With this area. Therefore, areas are likely to overlap and to solve the 
problems rule ordering 'IF-THEN' conditions are used. 
In the Lazy-learning method knowledge acquisition is thought of as being automatic 
(Daelemans, 1995). A vanety of examples are given to the system in the testing 
process which includes noise, misclasslfIcations etc. and are weighted (more or less) 
according to their features. One disadvantage of such a system is that It reqUIres a 
large amount of traming patterns m-order to cover the search space suffIciently. 
The lazy learnmg method involves a selection of exarnples given to the machine 
without creatmg abstractIOns in the form of rules or deciSIOn trees. (The set of 
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examples given are known as the training set which are presented in an incremental 
fashIOn). When a new input IS given to the machme, it recognises It by referring to 
the set of examples currently held in memory and checks which most closely fits the 
Input. The lazy learning method IS widely used because it is believed to achieve high 
classification accuracy and has high speed learning. 
5.4.2 Combining Machine Learning with Knowledge Acquisition 
It is believed that there is potential for positive results through collaboration 
between machine learning systems and human experts during knowledge acqUisition. 
(Webb, 1996) Research undertaken by Webb (1996) has tried to implement this 
concept. A knowledge acquiSItion environment has been implemented where domain 
experts can interact directly with machine learning systems Without the need of help 
from knowledge engineers. He believes that this 'Knowledge Factory' IS designed for 
direct use by domain experts and is a different learning approach from the learning 
apprentice. 
Before machine learrung can actually commence, knowledge is taken directly from 
the expert by consulting the expert to detennine the primitive terms (attnbutes, 
predicates etc) in order for the machine learning system to work. TaIang knowledge 
from the expert IS not always reliable because in some cases the expert themselves are 
not familiar With their expertise (Waterman, 1986) and often there are areas which a 
human can not tackle successfully but may be done by machine learning. (Agar & 
Webb,1992) 
Webb argues that humans have the ability to acqUire expertise through books, oral 
learrung, practical experience, general and common-sense knowledge whereas a 
machine learning system is able to perform logical and statistical analysIs of large 
amount of data and has no contact with book and social learning. Therefore a 
machine is able to look at certain aspects of areas which the humans overlook or even 
take for granted and provide certain solutions which the human could not even think 
of. On the other hand, humans are able to provide solutions to problems which have 
not been programmed mto the computer (common sense) and they can be biased and 
only apply the solutIOns to certain areas. For example - an answer may be correct but 
a person may still not be able to act upon It, therefore others Will have to do It instead. 
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Humans are also able to change rules instantly as circumstances change. It can be 
seen that it is important to use the skllls of both machines and humans in order to 
approach knowledge acquisItion successfully. 
To collaborate the two (machine and expert) it is important for both to be able to 
commurucate WIth each other successfully. Webb (1996) believes that natural 
language cannot be used for this purpose because current technology does not support 
domain independent specialist natural language interaction. Therefore formal 
language is suggested for communication but a complex formal language can affect 
the success or failure of the collaboration due to the expert not being able to apply it 
successfully. 
Webb believes that control should be entirely in the human expert's hands who will 
be responsIble for the success or failure of the application but the Initiative should be 
in the control of both parties. 
5.4.3 Knowledge Processing and Common Sense 
Symbolic expert systems have been developed WIth the intentlons to model 
human intelligence but have not been successful because of the lack of common sense 
which humans possess through experience. Work undertaken by Naraslmhan (1997) 
discusses what common sense is and how current expert systems try to acqUIre it. 
There have been many researchers who have tried to define what constitutes 
common-sense. Moore (1982) believes that it IS the abIlity to reason from insuffiCIent 
knowledge of the problem situation. McCarthy (1990) gives a more detailed 
explanation of which some Include: 
a) dealing WIth sItuatIOns that change in time 
b) dealing WIth simultaneous occurrences of several events WIth mutual 
Interactions. 
c) dealing with the agentlve aspects of oneself and of others (intentions, 
beliefs, abilities etc) 
Human knowledge can be diVIded into two categones: - knowledge that is tacIt and 
knowledge that can be represented as propositIons. He believes that tacit knowledge 
IS common-sense and is possessed by human beings but is taken for granted by 
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humans when solving in given problem domams. This IS the type of knowledge 
which is missmg in AI systems and is hard to model. ProfessIOnal knowledge is also 
possessed by humans and is easier for computer systems to model. The reason for 
this is that literacy (writing, reading etc) is a general prerequisite to the acquisition of 
knowledge which IS not present in tacit knowledge. 
All human beings have common sense but each has It at a different level according to 
their ability to acquire and use skills. Computational modelling accounts for the 
': 
competence of ordinary non-professional human beings who interact with people day 
to day by means of COmmunications, interacting, exploring etc. 
Narasunhan (1997) believes it IS Important to look at what constitutes 'intelhgent' 
behaVIOur in the common-sense mode before it is modelled by a computer system. 
5.5 Conclusion 
Different areas of AI have been analyzed In this chapter, from natural language 
processing to machine learning. Several of the attributes and charactenstics discussed 
In the chapter can be adapted and incorporated into ECHO to make it more efficient 
and useful. 
It can clearly be seen that ECHO can not mirmc human intelhgence completely due to 
lack of experience and memory and also ECHO lacks the abIlity to understand 
ambiguous lexical items and grammar unless all possible interpretations are pre-
programmed Into the system. 
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Chapter 6 
Differences between Punjabi and English 
6.1 Aim of chapter 
It is not a hard task to find the history and relatIOnships between two different 
languages but it is more difficult to actually see the Similarities of words between 
these languages. This type of information is only found by those who research Into 
the linguistics of these languages in greater depth. 
. . 
Aim of this chapter is to distinguish between Punjabi and English in terms of syntax 
and grammar In order to have some knowledge into the problems that will be faced 
when developing ECHO. 
Section 6.2 Introduces the chapter with some basic insight of the Punjabi language 
and its ongin. 
Section 6.3 explains the Punjabi Gurmukhi scnpt that's has been used for centuries to 
communicate With the Punjabi community. This section goes into depth explaining 
the Gurmukhi scnpt alphabet and how it differs from English. 
Section 6.4 shows how different Punjabi vowels are pronounced and the rules of uSing 
the vowels compared to English. 
SectIOn 6.5 looks at the Gurmukhi consonants and how they are pronounced 
according to the Roman Scnpt. 
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SectIOn 6.6 compares the Gurmukhi vowels and consonants to the English ones. This 
companson helps us understand how the languages dIffer and If it is possible to 
incorporate wntten Gurmukhi script into ECHO. 
Section 6.7 to 6.12 looks into Punjabl structure and syntax m greater depth. They 
show how the actual language both wntten and spoken compares WIth English. One of 
the malO differences between Punjabi and English IS the formation of genders. The 
English language does not require genders for manimate objects whereas every 
inarumate object in Punjabi is either male or female. 
Section 6.13 concludes the chapter. 
6.2 Introduction 
It can be seen from Appendix V that Aryan languages of IndIa (Sansknt) and one 
, 
of its descendants (punjabl) together with most of the European languages are all, 
inter alia, members of the Indo European family (Rayall 1996). 
The Old Indo-Aryan language, Sansknt, still lives as a very popular language today 
which many go into great depths to study and understand. It is believed that in many 
ways this language still survives in New Indo-Aryan languages such as Punjabi, 
Hindi, Gujurati etc. which today are also described as 'Neo-Sanskntic Languages'. 
(Websters Dictionary) 
Appendix V shows that English belongs to the Germanic sub-family. Like Punjabl It 
has borrowed vocabulary from its descendants from which it denved. As well as 
inhenting from Anglo Saxon, English has borrowed from Latin, Greek and French 
(which is a developed form of Latin). The English language has also acquired a great 
stock of vocabulary which is mutually related to many other languages. A brief 
example is: 
English wit (germanic origin) 
video, vision (Latin ongm) 
idea (Greek origin) 
view (French vue) 
Fig 6 1 Bnghsb words related to other Janguages 
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Rayall (1996) believes that those words from the English language which derived 
from the Latm or Greek relate more to Sanslmt language than those of the Germanic 
source. 
Because PunJabi and English derived from one Indo-European language, some of 
their words (With slight adjustments) are also very similar both in writing and 
meaning. 
Engllsh name 
PunJabl nam 
mother 
ma 
under 
undar 
Fig 6 2 Snrular words Wltlun mdo-european languages 
According to Ganathe (1995) many sirrularities of distantly related languages are 
qUite a secret unless they are studied and observed phonetlcally, morpholOgically and 
semantically. 
PunJabi is a modern language and is in everyday use. Latin, however is not in 
everyday use and is therefore not changing. Greek may be found in modern use but 
Its older form Ancient Greek IS different. Punjabl is spoken in the state of Punjab 
(India) and in the East of Punjab (now in Pakistan) (Ganathe 1995). Its dialects are 
also quite strong. The main dialects which are concerned With the PunJabi language 
include: Majhi, Doabi and Malwai. 
Majhi IS known as the major dialect. It is an area wluch lies between the 
nver Beas and Ravi. This dialect is mainly spoken in the districts of Lahore & 
Amritsar. 
Doaba IS an area that lies between the river Sutlej and river Beas. It is mainly 
spoken by people who live in Ju1lunder, Hoshiarpur and Kapurthalla. 
Malwa is also an area but lies South of the river Sutlej and is a dialect which 
is mainly spoken in Ludhlana, Ferozepur, Patlala, Napha, Jind and 
Chandigarh. 
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Adchtlonal to these there are also three different kinds of spoken PunJabi:-
Indian: - which also uses vocabulary from the Hmdi language. 
Pakistani:- whtch uses vocabulary from the Urdu language and finally 
British :. whtch uses some of the English vocabulary. 
6.3 Background of the Gurmukhi Script 
Many languages can be written in more than one scnpt. The Punjabi language can 
also be written m Farsi and Devangn but it is more well known in the Gurmuklll 
Script. (also know as Penthi • meaning 35 because it consists of 35 characters). 
Like English, Gunnukhi IS also wntten from Left to Right but unlike English, Punjabl 
characters are aligned below the line of writing rather than between the lines. 
Punjabi 
English English 
Fig 6 3 Dlfference between Engbsb and GurmuIdu scnpt 
Many believe that older scripts of PunJabi were known as Brahmi and Kharoshtl 
which were also written from left to right. These scripts evolved from the Sindh 
script. Kutal, Sharda, Devangn, Bangali, Takri and Gurmukhi scnpts evolved from 
the Brahmi script. (padam 1988) 
Even though the 'Gunnukhl' name IS no older than 4-500 years, the actual scnpt is 
much older. It IS belIeved that this script has been around for many generatlons but 
throughout tlme they have been adjusted and changed to reproduce the final 
'Gurmukhl Script'. Gunnukhi means from the mouth of the guru which was invented 
by the second Sikh Guru in the 16th CentUry and is.now used pnmanly for the 
PunJabi language. The main aIm for the Improvement of the scnpt was to make It 
easier to read, wnte and learn. 
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6.3.1 Reasons why Gurmukhi is a popular script 
Some of the reasons why Gunnukhi IS so widely used for the PunJabi language are 
given below:-
1) It is a phonetic scnpt; therefore for the 35 different sounds that are used in the 
Punjabi language there are 35 different characters. Each phoneme in Punjabi 
has a separate character unhke English which has more compound characters. 
It is not hke English where more than one character IS used to reproduce a 
completely different sound and spellings of words need to be learnt. In Punjabi 
what is heard is wntten. 
2) Unlike English each character III Punjabl represents one sound. A 'P' in 
Punjabi can only be used as a 'P' III Peter and can not be reused to form 
another sound like 'PhiI'. 
3) Each character is written differently to another therefore there is no mistakes 
and lDlsunderstandings. 
4) Like English, Punjabi is also a very neat script therefore it can also be typed 
easily. 
5) It is easy to read, write & learn. 
6) LIke English many characters in Punjabi can be written in cursive script i.e. -
Without talang the pen off the paper therefore making it faster for the person to 
wnte. (padam 1988) 
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6.4 Gurmukhi Vowels 
The English language consists of 5 vowels whereas in PunJabi there are 10. 
The 10 vowels (Laga Matra) are as follows: 
r 
f 
1 
= 
a 
aa 
it 
u 
00 
ei 
ae 
0 
0 
as in aside 
as in father 
as in big 
as in need 
as in book 
as in stool 
as in hay 
as in had 
as in more 
as m nod 
Fig 6 4 Gunnuklu vowels (Bahm \997) 
Major symbols represent consonants. Vowels other than (e) are indlcated by accessory 
symbols which are wntten around (below, above, right, left) the consonants, e.g. 
H:- H, w, H, Ft, H, Ft, "8", ~, H, Fr, rn, Fft 
Only the first three letters in the Punjabi alphabet are vowels, but by uruting them 
with the vowel symbols, 10 extra vowels can be reproduced I.e. 
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o as in go 
u as in pull 
00 as in pool 
aasinat 
aa as in all 
ai as in dine 
au as in house 
i as m India 
ee as in sweet 
~ e as in may 
Fig 6 5 Three major vowels In Gurmukln (Ganathe. 1995) 
When a word begins with a vowel, a vowel bearer (@", nf, ~ ),- a consonant like 
symbol Indicating the absence of a consonant is used. In other words, a vowel IS 
written as a complete letter only when it occurs at the beginning of a word. A vowel 
may well be pronounced alone, but a vowel sign is pronounced with a consonant. 
Therefore a word never begins with a vowel symbol alone. 
I.e. - One ek fu"or 
(note. Only specific vowels are used wIth the first three letters of the alphabet.) 
Two additional vowels (semi-vowels) are bindi· and tIppC which are added to the 
10 vowels sounds m order to give nasalisation .• has a short nasal sound like 'n' or 'm' 
and is only used With long vowels whereasM has a long nasal sound and is only used 
with short vowels makIng the next letter sound double. ~ is not a semi-vowel but it IS 
also used to give the next letter a double sound without the nasalisation. (Ganathe. 
1995). Nasalisation is a peculianty of Indian languages. Again, there are restrictIons 
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--------------- - - - -
where these addItional vowels can be used. n is used WIth f , _, ~ when at the end 
of a word and 'IS used with T, T, r , ~, '"n when not at the end. (Bahlfi 1997) 
6.5 Gurmukhi Consonants 
There are some sounds in Punjabl which can not be reproduced accurately in the 
EnglIsh script. All the Punjabi consonants and theIr equivalence to the EnglIsh 
alphabet are mentioned below. 
k 
kh 
g 
gl! 
n 
ch 
ar 
Uf 
chh 5" 
j 
Jh 
n 
t 
th 
d 
dh 
n 
th 
Differences Between PunJabl and English 
kill 
no simIlar English pronunciation (is a 
mIxture of 'k' & 'h' simultaneously) 
gum 
no simIlar English pronunciation (IS a 
mixture of 'g' & 'h' SImultaneously) 
has the nasalised sound of 'ng' in smg 
chips, chalk 
no SImilar English pronuncIation (is a 
mixture of 'ch' & 'h' simultaneously) 
jam ,joy 
98 
no similar English pronunciation (is a 
mixture of 'j' & 'h' SImultaneously) 
has the nasal sound of 'n' in pinch 
traffic, ticket 
no SImilar English pronuncIatIOn 
dry, dog 
no simIlar English pronunciation (is a 
mixture of 'd' & 'h' simultaneously) 
no equivalent in any European 
language 
no SImilar English pronunCIation 
Aruta elme 
th no sunilar English pronunciation (is a 
mixture of 't' & 'h' simultaneously) 
d t has the sound of 'th' in the, that 
dh LT no similar English pronunciation (is a 
mixture of 'd' & 'h' simultaneously) 
n 7) name 
p l..f please, pea 
ph G feel, 'phiI' 
b ~ book 
bh !3 no similar English pronunciation (is a 
mixture of 'b' & 'h' simultaneously) 
m H mum, money 
y trr year 
r <r run 
I C? lady 
v 'ir can be 'v' or 'w' but more like 'v' 
rr S-' 
s Fr see 
sh Fr slup 
h "J his, hot 
z F.r zip 
ch l:f like Scottish 'loch' 
Fr , E, or, M , l:f, are basic alphabet followed by a dot. All of these but S, are 
used only in unassimilated loan words, mostly from Persian. (Bahiri 1997) 
6.6 English Vowels and Consonants 
Unlike Punjabi, the EnglIsh alphabet can be written in two ways - either in capital 
letters or m small letters. A combmation of both are used within sentences. The 
rules for usmg capital letters dunng sentences are quite simple: 
a) Capital letters are used for the begInrnng of sentences and 
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b) They are used as the first letter of names of places, people, Countries, 
languages etc. 
The alphabet consists of 5 vowels and 21 consonants. English is not a phonehc 
language therefore there are many rules which need to be leamt before a person can 
understand and write the language successfully. 
The consonants are pronounced WIth aspIration. That is one of the reasons why 
people who speak English as their first language find it difficult to pronounce many of 
the Punjabi characters which are unaspirated. (Rao 1979). As mentioned earlier, the 
alphabet consIsts of 21 consonants but there are three extra consonants which are only 
used when two of the consonants are united - 'Th', 'Ch' and 'Ph'. Some of the 
consonants in the alphabet have more than one sound depending on what follows the 
consonant and which letter the consonant has folIowed, e.g.: 
C- Cell, Cat Ch- Change, Chorus 
G- Gun, Germ Ph- Philosophy 
S- Tnbes, SelI, Pension Th- Thin, That 
T- Patlent, Culture 
Fig 6 6 Enghsh consonants haVIng more than one sound 
Together with the above problems of pronouncing the consonants differently at 
different ames, there is also an additional problem of silent letters which the Punjabi 
language does not have. An example of these are given below. Again these have to 
be learnt througll practice because there are no hard rules about learning them. 
b· doubt p- psychology 
c- scent t- catch 
d- budget k· know 
g. resign I· talk 
h· hour n· column 
Fig 6 7 Silent letters In EnglIsh 
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In the alphabet, the two letters 'W' and 'Y' can be used both as a consonant and also 
as a vowel. When a word starts with either of these two letters, e.g. When, Yes, they 
are seen as consonants whereas if they do not begin the word e.g. By, How they 
appear to be vowels. 
Even though there are only 5 vowels (A,E,I,O,U) - they constItute 22 dIfferent sounds 
once they are doubled or two vowels united. Some of these are as follows: 
week dog go hear 
bit baIl way poor 
leg fan cook four 
class son there 
fig 6 8 EDghsb vowels haVlDg 22 sounds 
6.7 Punjabi Structure and Syntax 
Structures of English and Punjabl sentences also differ. Order of words in English 
sentences are very important. A change in the word order usually results in a change 
of meaning. Many languages unlike PunJabi use mflection which is a change m the 
form of words to show how the parts of a sentence fit together. (Collins Gem 1996) 
Simple sentences in Engltsh have a word order which varies according to whether the 
sentence is a statement, question or a command. I.e. 
statement - I saw you at the cinema. I did see you at the cinema. 
question - Did I see you at the cinema? 
command - Buy a tIcket for the film. Meet me at the cinema. 
Takmg this mto consideration It can be seen that syntax is very Important in both 
Punjabl and English but It is important in dIfferent ways. 
The Simple rules are defined below: 
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Punjabi 
Normal 
subject- object-verb 
gorai ne gha khadha 
horse grass ate 
subject - verb 
ghora chaleya 
horse (is) going 
subject - 2nd obj (nu) - prim obj - verb 
main Singh nu rupai ditai 
I Singh Rupees gave 
Imperative 
place - adverb - verb 
etha jeldi ab 
here quickly come 
adverb - -ve - verb 
jeldi na kha 
quickly not eat 
Interrogative 
subject -adverb - verb 
thu 
you 
Id 
what 
khandayan 
eating 
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English 
subject - verb- object 
horse ate the grass 
subject - verb 
the horse is going 
subj - verb - 2nd obj - prim obj 
I gave Singh Rupees 
verb - place - adverb 
come here now 
verb --ve - verb - adverb 
do not eat qUIckly 
adverb - aux.verb - subject - verb 
what are you eabng 
Fig 6 9 Word order In Engbsh and PunJabl sentences 
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Word order in English sentences IS connected to 'mood'. Statements and deruals are 
declarative, questions are interrogative and commands are imperative. Both m 
English and Punjabi, imperative sentences do not usually have a subject because It is 
assumed to be the hearer. There are some exceptions, for example, questions can also 
be asked in a declarative way - e.g. 'it's raining again? that makes it 3 days runrung' 
and also not all imperative sentences are commands - e.g. 'Have a nice day'. (Collins 
Gem 1996) 
Postpositions in Punjabi are prepositions in English but they are acrually placed 
behind the nouns. The noun which IS in front of the postposltion is always m the 
indirect form 10stead of the direct. It is not unusual for a word in English to be a noun 
in one sentence and a verb in another - 'I shall act in a play', 'We shall play'. (Collins 
Gem.1996). The use of postpositlons makes it pOSSible to express those rmssing cases 
which are not available in Punjabi. 
Order of words in a Punjabl conversation IS extraordinary. There are so many 
patterns in which sentences come in, and they are always chang10g according to tone 
and emphasis. (Bailey & Cumrnings 1994) 
Many Punjabi sentences compnse of more than one clause m a co-ord1Oated 
construction. These are joined together by certain co-ordinating elements, 
connectives, pronouns and adverbs which are usually in pairs, one introducing 
another. 
Some of the connectives which join clauses are as follows: 
tho - and 
pur - but 
- that ja - either 
tho - on 
na - neither/nor 
tha - then 
Fig 6 10 Connecnves thatJOIQ clauses 
A simple question is Punjabl is often indicated by the tone and not by chang10g the 
sentence around as It is done m English :-
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thera na Pinky hai - your name Pinky IS? 
thera na P10ky hai - your name Pinky is. 
(is your name Pinky ?) 
(your name is Pmky). 
Fig 6 11 Sample of a questIon mchcated by tone 
In English the verbs are changed around. If this was done m Punjabl, the sentence 
could have a different meaning altogether. 
6.8 Possessors 
tT (of) is a postpositlon showing possessIOn. A preposition in English is a 
POStposltion in PunJabi (Bahin 1997). LIke English, possessor IS put before things 
possessed or related. 
i.e., 
makan di bari 
house's window 
J;%tT?8<JT 
mundai da bhra 
boy's brother 
Fig 6 12 Possessors Wlt1nn a phrase 
If the above sentences are translated into English together with apostrophes, the 
translation and word order can be more easily understood. 
Adjectives ending in 'a' change in gender and number according to the noun it 
possesses, (Prakashan 1977) therefore from the sentences above we can see that :-
a) if the noun is masculine (brother) 'of' takes the masculine form 'da' (tT) 
b) if the noun is feminine (w1Odow) 'of' takes the fem1010e form 'dI'. (1ft) 
c) if the noun was masculine plural, 'of' takes the form 'de' (~) 
d) if the noun was feminine plural, 'of' takes the form 'dIyan' (~) 
PossessIve cases are used as adjectives to the possessed noun because they are formed 
according to the number and the gender of the nouns possessed (prakashan 1977). 
If there IS more than one possessor, then' da' comes after the last possessor. e.g. 
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boy and gtrl of brother 
boy and girl's brother 
Fig 6 13 More than one possessor 
In Punjabi there are no separate words for 'this', 'these'. The same word 'eh' fu<::r IS 
used. There are no separate words for 'that' and 'those'. The same word 'oh' is used, 
also there are also no separate words for, 'He', 'She' or 'They'. The above 'eh' and 
'oh' are used With both masculine and feminine nouns. 
In Punjabl, there are nouns, adjectives, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions, 
prepositions and intel]ections wluch make up sentences. The indefirute article in 
Punjabl is expressed as ikk (one, certain) or koi (some), and definite articles are 
expressed with 'eh' and 'oh'. English articles (a, an, the) are not present In Punjabi. 
6.9 Genders 
The Punjabi language consists of only 2 genders - masculine and fenumne. There 
are different ways of initiating what is masculIne and what is feminine. In Punjabi, 
masculIne and feminine genders are not only deCided by the sex (as humans or 
ammals) but also on the size and usage. The most noticeable peculiarity of Punjabi is 
that unlIke English there is no neuter gender therefore everytlung has to be either 
masculine or feminine. It is qUicker to recognise the gender of an animate object than 
an inanimate one. 
The main rules for recogrusing masculine and feminine words are as follows: 
1) Majonty of the nouns which represent inanimate objects ending in 'a' are 
masculine. e.g.:- kamra (room) 
sota (stick), 
goda (knee) 
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2) Majority of the nouns representing inarumate objects ending in 'i' are 
femimne. e.g.:-
koli (bowl) am 
kursi (chair) '3<:JHl 
3) Abstract nouns ending in as, ao, pan, pana, epa are all masculine. 
4) Pronouns, adjectives and verbs enrung in 'a' are masculine and 'i' are 
feminine. Gender of nouns are clearly dependent by the pronouns, adjectives 
and adverbs. 
5) Inarumate objects which are masculine form, generally mean large specImens 
of the class and the feminine smaller ones. 
masculine 
ghora 
lella 
kala 
horse 
he-Iamb 
black 
feminine 
ghori 
leIIi 
kali 
mare 
she-Iamb 
black 
Even though these rules seem to be quite straight forward, problems arise with words 
that end in consonants rather than vowels. In that case, most of the words can be given 
either of the genders but only after the sIze and usage of the object has also been 
considered. 
Even after consIdering all these before assigning a gender to a word, there are still 
many exceptions. 
6.10 Formation of feminines 
For a majonty of cases, a masculine form can be converted into a feminine form 
by doing the following: 
1) Masculine noun, pronouns, adjectives and verbs ending in 'a', are substituted 
for an 'i'. 
ie sofa (large stick) masculine 
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~ 
soti (small stick) feminine HC I 
The English language makes no distinction between these as Punjabi does. 
2) Masculine nouns representing certain classes usually add - 'ni' to convert them 
into feminines. e.g. sadhu 
sadhni 
3) Some female anlmals and birds also end in 'ni' -
e.g. mor (male peacock) 
morni (female peacock) 
4) Certain classes of people add 'ani' to the end of the male version to make It 
female. 
e.g. - nokar (male servant) ~ 
nokarani (female servant) 66(d 101 
Masculine nouns denoting 'residents of or 'professionals' and ending in 'i' or 'ia' get 
endings replaced by 'an' to become femlnine. 
e.g. - dhobi - dhoban 
However, there are some masculine forms which do not form femlnines which 
suffixes but have different words altogether: -
bapoo (father) anJ 
ma (mother) 
aadhml (man) 
orath (woman) 
Inanimate objects are given mascuhne and feminine names. It would be tedious to 
learn them all. In general the bigger thmgs are male e.g. OCEAN while the smaller 
ones are female e.g. RIVER. MaJonty of the bigger things can be converted to thelr 
smaller forms by adding EE to make them feminine. 
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Nouns that belong to the same group or subjects can within Itself be of different 
genders - e.g. face - nose (f), ear(m). Therefore it IS hard to learn all the genders of all 
objects. 
6.11 Plurality of genders 
Plural forms of common nouns follow the followmg rules: 
1) Masculine nouns ending in 'aa' change to 'ae' to form the plural. 
~ 1:% 
mundaa 
boy 
mundae 
boys 
2) Masculine nouns ending with a consonant or any other vowel do not change in 
plural form. 
<JTEft 
hathi 
elephant 
hathi 
elephants 
3) Feminine nouns eniling in 'a' or 'ee' change or add 'aan' to form the plural. 
kuree kuree'aan 
girl girls 
4) Feminme nouns ending With 'aa' change to 'vaan' 
}-It ~ 
ma 
mother 
ma'vaan 
mothers 
5) Femmme nouns ending m a consonant or any other vowels change to 'an' 
~ 
jurab 
sock 
jurab'an 
socks 
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These are the rules for the plurality of genders in Punjabi, but like English there are 
also many exceptions. Another point to nonce is that in PunJabl the verbs do not 
change according to the gender of the Subject in the present or past tense, but they do 
change accordmg to the gender itself, number and person of the subject. (Ganathe 
1995). 
6.12 Comparisons 
To express comparison, (Bailey & Cwnmings 1994) the prepositions ~ -
~ (than), fuB--lf~h3J (out of) and 3"-GiJ (from), are used. Waddh (more) and 
gatt (less) are also used to compare two things. e.g. 
eh waddh takra ha! - he IS stronger 
eh gatt takra ha! - he is less strong 
Superlative is expressed by makmg the comparison With 'all' (tho & subtho). e.g. 
eh sab tho nikka hai 
this all from small is 
this is the smallest (from all) 
Posinve - sundar 
comparative - oos tho sundar 
superlative - sub tho sundar 
(pretty) 
Prettier than that 
Prettier than all (prettiest) 
Another way of comparing things is by repeanng the adjective. When an adJecnve is 
repeated twice With a 'tho' in between, it emphasises different kinds of the nouns or 
the mtenslty or selecnvity. e.g. ameer tho ameer - richer than rich 
Like the English suffix - er or ish, (larger, biggish, smallish), Punjabl also has some 
cases of 'era' - e.g. changera - better from, 
lambera - longer Italler. 
In these cases 'tho' and 'kolon' are used before the word to give 'than'. 
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6.13 Conclusions 
There are some important differences between the structure of Punjabl and the 
structure of English. Many of the differences will cause little difficulty, however. In 
both languages rules have many exceptions which can only be learnt through practice 
and not through hard rules. 
This chapter has compared Punjabi and English so that the differences can help assess 
how successful ECHO will be in acqUiring Punjabi. 
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Chapter 7 
Natural Language Interfaces to Databases 
7.1 Aim of chapter 
Expectations of Natural Language Processing systems were really hIgh in the 
early 1950's but were later followed by reactions of disappointment as they did not 
keep up with expectations. 
The aim of this chapter is to evaluate some of the natural language processing systems 
wluch have been developed and how they compared to ECHO wluch was pnmarily 
used a natural language interface to databases. 
Section 7.2 introduces the chapter with some background infonnation on NLIDB's. 
Section 7.3 shows an easy to follow diagram of a natural language database query 
system. This section also provides information on some past and present natural 
language processing applications that have been developed together WIth the 
advantages and disadvantages of developing such systems. 
Section 7.4 concludes the chapter. 
7.2 Introduction 
The first few applications that were made in this area were 'Machine Translation' 
whIch mvolved text bemg translated form one language to another. Even though 
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machine translation (MT) had been researched into for a long time it was stiIl only 
machine-aided translation where the hnguist stilI needed to eillt the document after it 
had been translated by the computer (Wallace, 1984). MT was implemented to cover 
a wide area of vocabulary WIthout actually understanding what it means. All it did 
was translate sentences/paragraphs by finding which words fit the closest. 
The maIn reason for the lack of development was the lack of techrucal resources and 
finances which held back the fuIl potential of research which were being carned out. 
Research in the 1960's stated that machine translation was beginning to seem 
impossible therefore it should be abandoned. This is exactly what happened as 
research in the machine translation area started to decline and people started to focus 
on the other aspects of natural language processing Instead. (Wallace, 1984) 
Wallace (1984) believed that humans can Interpret sentences like 'The box was in the 
pen' to be untrue with the judgement of their common sense where as a computer has 
no common sense and no expenence of the world and therefore was unable to achieve 
high quality translatIons. Together WIth the development of new technology and 
software, research in to MT has also risen tremendously. Upgrade of technology and 
software has gIven nse to applicatJons being more successful. However, applicatJons 
stiIl failed to translate literary text (stories) in great depth but were successful In 
translatJng technical texts. 
7.3 Natural Language and Databases 
7.3.1 Basic Architecture of Natural Language Database Query System 
Conversion to NL~ 1 Database r Response SyntactIc ~ Semanllc -.. adbaquery Query Parsmg Interpretallon language 
(Durkm,1993) 
Fig 7 I BasIC Archtlecture ofNaturaJ Language Database Query System 
The task of a dba front end is to translate natural language queries Into a weIl formed 
database formal language like SQL. For example a query: 'Who hired John Smith' 
would interpret mto an SQL language as foIlows: 
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SELECT MANAGER 
FROM MANAGER_OF_HIRE 
WHERE EMPLOYEE: 'John Smith' 
The database decides where to look in the database ('manager of hire' relatIOn), the 
name of the field to access (Manager) and the constraints of the query (John Smith). 
The system would firstly do a syntactic parsing and then the semantic interpreter 
would produce a graph of the user's query depending on the verb, noun phrase etc. It 
would then be converted In a formal query language which the database would be able 
to understand and give the appropriate response. 
A natural language interface to a database is a system that allows the user to access 
the Information which is stored inSIde the database by SImply requesting it via some 
nat1Irallanguage (e.g. English). A database IS the only software which is best SUIted to 
accommodate Natural Language Front Ends (Wallace, 1984). Formal Languages 
which are used to access data from a database can be diVIded into 'One dimensional' 
and 'Two Dimensional' Languages. One dimensional languages Include letters, 
numbers and mathematical signs and 'Two Dimensional' allows the user to use 
diagrams on the screen. 
7.3.2 Past Natural Language Processing Applications 
In the early days there were no such things as naive users to access databases. Alt 
Interactions with computers were done via profeSSIOnals - because the user needed to 
know what information was in the database and many tricks of how to get to It. 
The Ideas of NLIDB's already started and were being implemented in the late 60's and 
early 70's. An application which had been implemented at that time was known as 
LUNAR (Woods,1968). This applIcation was a NLIDB containing chemical analysis 
on moon rocks but the problem with this application and others that were 
implemented In the early stages, was that they were bUIlt around a partIcular database 
and were hard and sometimes impossIble to alter to accommodate alternative ideas. 
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Others that were implemented by the 80's included RENDEZVOUS (Codd), 
LADDER (Hendrix), PLANES (Waltz) and PInLIQA1 (Scha). One of the best 
known applications that were developed in the early 80's was CHAT-80 (Warren) and 
was implemented in the PROLOG programming language. This application was so 
successful that the code was Widely distnbuted and many other applications - e.g. 
MASQUE used it to form the base of their experiments. 
In the mid- 80's, much of the research focused on portability issues and an application 
that was designed to be easily configurable by database administrators With no 
knowledge of NLIDB's was TEAM (Grosz, 1983). 
Another application that was implemented was ASK (Thompson & Thompson, 1985) 
which was accessible to the end-user who was able to ask natural language queries in 
English. The system was also able to learn new words and concepts input by the end-
user at any point dunng mteraction. 
JANUS (Weischedel, 1989) was similar to ASK where the user could ask natural 
language queries Without bemg aware of the heterogeneity of the system and was also 
able to support temporal questions. 
7.3.3 Present Natural Language Processing Applications 
Even thougli there have been many applications in NLIDB's, they still are not 
Widely accepted within comparues as they are still thouglit of as research or exotic 
systems rather than an opportunity for interfacing to databases. 
It is believed that the reasons of this non-acceptance of NLIDB is due to the lack of 
graphical and form-based interfaces. 
Some of the NLIDB system's which are commercially available today include: 
a) INTELLECT (Harris, 1984) Formed by AICopr and Aica. This system is an 
advancement from ROBOT (Harris, 1974) 
b) Ibm's LANGUAGE ACCESS (Ott, 1992). 
c) LOQUI (Binot, 1991) from Bim. 
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7.3.3.1 The Intelligent Assistant 
'The Intelligent Assistant' is a natural language interface introduced in 1985 by 
SYMANTEC which allows the user to interact wIth the database in a form of natural 
language questions. 
It is believed that for an application to be successful, It should meet the following 
requirements (Hendrix et. ai, 1987): 
a) UsabIlIty - Application should be easy to use by untrained novice users. 
b) AccessIbilIty - Functio,nalities should be accessible 
c) Habitability - It should understand natural language quenes 
d) VerifiabIlity - Application should venfy that It has understood your query 
e) ReSIlience - It should overcome and solve problems in the query - e.g. 
spaces, ambiguIty, incorrect spellings 
f) Performance - Should be quick and efficient 
g) AdaptabIlity - Should be easily adaptable on other databases 
h) Synchrorusation - Vocabulary should be updated automatically with 
database updates. 
The following explains how IA system deals with some of the design aspects 
mentioned above. 
b) The applIcation should hold enough knowledge about the language for It to 
understand the queries that have been presented to It. It should acquire 
accessibility - meaning that for every operation that Q & A can perform, 
there should be at least one way to request it in English. 
c) If the system is accessible, It should also be habitable - meaning that the 
user should be able to request data in natural language which comes 
comfortably into the mind WIthout changing the structure of the sentence 
in-order to make the machine understand it. One of the ways to achIeve 
this IS to use the same sentence and change it around so that it would still 
mean the same thing hence still achieving the same results. An example of 
this is given below whIch is used by the IA application: -
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A lIst of some of the vanations that lA will accept for the query 'Prmt the names and salanes of all women' 
Female salanes 
Show the female salanes 
Salanes for females 
Salanes of the women 
What do we pay the women? 
What are the salanes of the female employees? 
What are the women paId? 
Please fmd the earnmgs of our women employees and present them for me. 
How much pay do the women get? 
Get the salanes of the employees who are women. 
II an employee m female, I want to see her salary. 
et c 
Fig 7 2 Llst of sample sentences lA will accept 
d) Because the IA system accepts a variety of inputs, It sometimes has the 
problem of InIsunderstanding some parts of a query presented by the user; 
therefore, before it processes the query, the system will show the user the 
plan for the query and prompt the user to verify it before it proceeds. If the 
system still fails to understand the query, it would present the user with the 
closest query matching the output requested. 
e) IA was designed to deal with many types of errors that occur in the English 
Language but it does not deal with grammatical errors, e.g. I wants you 
please shows me what salary females? 
In order for the application to be fast and small enough to fit on all 
computers many changes had to be made mcluding cutting out rules which 
were less important and changing some of the rules to pseudocode to 
decrease the size of files. 
7.3.4 Advantages of using Natural Language Interfaces to Databases 
One of the mam advantages of NLIDB (Androutsopoulos et al 1995) is that the 
user does not have the problem of learnmg artifiCial query languages such as SQL 
winch take up considerable time and effort. An ideal NLIDB would be a user friendly 
database where the user does not have to learn any formal languages and can use the 
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system casually mputting quenes in theIr own native language without learning 
syntax. 
Menu-based applications are also aVaIlable but to some extent the occasional user still 
needs some trairung on some areas, for exatnple, linking fratnes and selecting 
restrictions from menus. 
Cohen(1992) believes that sometimes certaIn queries are easIer to express in natural 
language than in a query based language or vIa menu based systems. For exatnple: It 
would be easier to input a negation query 'Which department has no computers' in 
natural language instead of using a formal query language. 
Some NLIDB support quenes which refer back to previous quenes whIch eliminated 
the need to retype the whole sentence again; e.g. the user inputs: 
Instead of: 
How much are the apples? 
Bananas? 
How much are the apples? 
How much are the bananas? 
and they also have the ability to combme a number of elements in a question ie. 
'Where does this and this but not this apply' (Sidhu & Hinde, 1997). 
According to research undertaken by Sldhu and Hinde (1997), using natural language 
as front ends to databases gives the user the abilIty to retrieve raw information quickly 
out of the system on demand and without too much trouble. A user can also search the 
database by using single words to represent a string of words, which makes it easier to 
access information if the person is slow at typing or just too busy to do so. 
7.3.5 Disadvantages of Natural Language Interfaces to Database Systems 
A disadvantage of NLIDB IS that once a query has been rejected by the system, It 
is dtfficult to tell whether It is due to the system not holding the particular information 
or if the query was syntactically III a bad form. Thus, users try to re-phrase the 
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questions agam and again but still continue receivmg the same output and in other 
cases the users don't try to rephrase questions which the system is able to solve in a 
different fonn. Some systems try to help the user by providing feedback after the 
query has been rejected which may help the user to identIfy the problems and try 
again. 
NLIDB's can only deal With a subset of natural language which is not always obVIOUS 
to the user and help is not always available. (Tennant, 1983; Hendnx,1982; Cohen, 
1992, Sidhu and Hinde, 1997.) It is impossible to try and Implement a system which 
could deal with every aspect of NL - due to new words being invented and words 
being disused. 
Users tend to ask questions to the database which it is not able to cope with and users 
often find difficulty in understanding what the system can and can't deal With. One 
way to deal With these queries is by either usmg formal query languages such as SQL, 
graphical interfaces or fonn based mterfaces. Natural Language tends to make the 
user believe that the system IS intelligent and that It possesses common sense. 
Graphical and fonn based interfaces restricts the user's knowledge on what the system 
can deal with but the capabilities of the system are more obVIOUS to the user (Hendrix, 
1982). Query Languages use structured syntax which elinnnates problems of the user 
making assumptIons about the database which are incorrect. 
Natural Language does not seem to be an appropnate medium to communicate with a 
computer system. WritIng a query in natural language can result in the sentence 
becoming very long, therefore writing the query in a shorter fonn (via form based 
interfaces) seems to be more ideal because only fields need to be filled m and in the 
case of graphical interfaces, it is easier just to click on the appropriate buttons. 
The main and most important difference between NL and AL is the problem of 
AMBIGUITY. Ambiguity occurs in NL all the tIme but is not obvious to humans 
because the meamngs of sentences are often resolved With genera! knowledge and 
common sense. This common sense that humans have IS not present m computers. To 
have It, computers need to have a vast amount of knowledge of the world that humans 
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hold m order to elmllnate ambigUlues and overlook them within sentences. There are 
many types of ambiguiUes within sentences, but the mam ones are: 
Lexical Ambiguities - Words can be either be a determiner or conjunction 
in that grass, 
it is true that grass is green 
this can be easily resolved because the word is placed chfferently within a sentence 
which allows you to determine whether a word is a determiner or conjunction. 
Homographs:- words which are spelled the same but have different meanmgs: SAW. 
This type of ambiguity can also be easily resolved with syntacuc analysis - I saw a 
man with a SAW. The word order of the word determines what the word means. 
Syntactic: - most problematic. THE MAN SAW THE GIRL WITH A TELESCOPE. 
TIns type of ambiguity is the most problematic to analyse. It can be solved easily by 
humans with common-sense but computers do not possess this abihty. 
Another major difference is the difference in flexibility of understanding. In NL a 
sentence can be understood even if it is in bad syntax and structure as long as the 
recipient knows what the subject IS about, the meaning of the sentence, its compleXity 
and form. Whereas if there is an error in the syntax of an artificial language, it will 
produce errors and will be unable to compile through the compiler. 
Accorchng to Sidhu and Hinde (1997), It can be very annoying when a question 
becomes chopped off and goes into processing wh!lst the user is suIl fimshmg off. 
This can cause frustration and lack of motivation to re-do the query agam. They also 
believe that the same query can take different amount of times to process depending 
on the day, time and the number of users who are currently on the system. A query 
takmg only a few seconds can take up to a few minutes to process if any of the above 
factors affect It. 
7.4 Conclusion 
Several past and present natural language interfaces to database systems have 
attempted to use natural language in order to successfully retneve informatIOn out of a 
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database. Some of these systems possess characteristics that other systems lack, 
therefore makmg NLIDB' s a step closer to being more successful. 
Reviewmg the advantages and disadvantages to NLIDB's, it has become more clear 
why a system such as ECHO needs to be developed and what it can offer to industries 
to aid in information retrieval in foreign languages. 
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8.1 Aim of Chapter 
Chapter 8 
ECHO 
ECHO started off as a system for translatIng natural language into SQL 
(structured query language). It was originally designed to accommodate English and 
was aimed at interpreting statements in Engl1sh that were syntactically badly formed. 
ECHO was then extended to acquire a language from scratch so that it can use 
different languages as a front end m-order to get mformatIOn out of a database. It 
would be easier and much simpler for the system to leam a new language from 
scratch rather than the user programmIng the system to adapt to the users native 
language. 
Section 8.2 introduces the chapter with background information on how the research 
commenced. 
Section 8.3 gives an outline on how ECHO developed as a natural Janguage interface 
to databases. The backend to the system is a truth maintenance engine and several 
language-descnption files are descnbed in detail in sections 8.4. Section 8.5 and 8.6 
explain in det31l how ECHO has been adapted to acqUIre a language in a similar way 
as a child/adult would. 
Section 8.7 concludes the chapter. 
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8.2 Introduction 
The easiest way to retneve information from a relational database (RDB) is to use 
a database query language (DBQL) such as SQL (Date 1987). LIke ordJ.nary 
programmmg languages, DBQLs have a tight lexicon and syntax, whose purpose is to 
help the user put forward unambiguous queries from which the system will then 
deliver the most appropriate responses. For example the English sentence "Get all 
employees who receive more than £10,000 a year." could be translated into SQL as 
select( employee.name,employee. wage) 
from employee 
where(employee.wage> 10000) 
Although database query languages are a reasonable means of communication 
between a user and a database, they stlII have some disadvantages: 
a) They are artificial languages; therefore they have to be leamt by those who 
use them. 
b) Learning the lexicon and syntax of a DBQL takes time and effort, and 
remembering them is not necessarily easy, especially for people who do 
not use them frequently and regularly (Shneidennan 1981). 
These disadvantages prove that it would be much simpler and easier to interact with a 
database vIa natural language rather that an DBQL. If this was possible it could 
eliminate the problems of leaming and remembenng syntax winch is associated WIth 
DQL and would help the user uses the method of communication most natural to 
them. 
Chomsky (1981) argued that humans have an ability to acquire their natural language 
by parameterising a Umversal Grammar (UG) rather than acqUIring a language from 
nothmg. Acquinng a context free language reqwres presence of negative examples as 
weII as positive examples, whereas a regular grammar can be acquired from only 
positive examples (Fu 1974). 
FoIIowing Chomsky's conjecture It can be assumed that a language can be leamt 
faster and easier by parametensing a universal grammar rather than inducmg a 
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grammar With no irutlal constramts. Learning a second language presupposes 
knowledge of the first language therefore the second language may be strongly 
influenced by the structure of the first language learnt. 
8.3 Initial State 
IbI':;EN~GU~S~H ..11 ---...11 TMS 11 .11 SOL /1 .11 OUTPUT /1 
Where bread can buy select shops from shops Samsbury, Tesco 
where product = 'Bread'; 
Rg 8 Ilruttal state of the ECHO system 
This research project starts with a natural language database query system based on 
accepting English and translating it into SQL statements. A natural language interface 
to a database IS a system that allows the user to access the information which IS stored 
inside the database by simply requesting it via some natural language which does not 
necessarily have to be syntactically correct. (e.g .. English). 
The heart of the system is a Truth Maintenance System (TMS) which has been used to 
support several areas from Computer Aided Design and Manufacture (Hmde et al. 
1989a) to Gesture analysIs (McKenzie-Mills et al. 1997), and of course natural 
language processing (Hinde et al. 1989b). The TMS is a multiple context reasoning 
system that is capable of maintlllning mconslstent views simultaneously and keeping 
the derivations as separate as possible (de KIeer 1986). 
The natural language will pass through the TMS which then derives a number of 
pOSSible answers which are assigned a measure of belief. The highest ranked quenes 
are presented to the user in the form of SQL statements. 
8.4 ECHO Architecture 
8.4.1 Blackboard systems 
The ECHO system is based around a ranked-bid truth maintlllned blackboard system. 
Blackboard systems are frequently used in natural language systems, e.g. Hearsay IT 
system developed at Stanford University (Lesser et al. 1977). 
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The blackboard architecture 
LevelS 
Level 4 
Level 3 
Level 2 
Level I 
Blackboard 
system WIth 
Iuerarchy of 
levels. 
Knowledge Source 1 I 
I 
- ": I Knowledge Source 2 I 
I I I , I . I Knowledge Source 3 I I 
I 
. Knowledge Source 4 
I 
I 
Control Control 
Data 
Fig 8 2 Blackboard Arclntecture. 
httpJlwwwdoemmracuklSTAFFIIGrny/kbsnoteYblackboardlbbdetshtm 
Blackboard systems are built up of 3 components - the knowledge sources (KS), the 
common blackboard (BB) and the control mechanIsm. 
An example of a blackboard system can be seen in a company where several 
employers are trying to solve a particular problem. The employers may consIst of an 
accountant, production manager, sales manager, purchasmg manager etc all sitting 
around a table trying to solve a problem by contnbuting knowledge and skills they all 
possess individually. Each employee WIll offer information to the dIscussion forum 
and the others will use thIS to help them offer further information. During the 
diSCUSSIOn, dIfferent employees WIll offer various suggestions for solving the problem 
and eventually a plan of action will be agreed upon. This is what a blackboard tnes to 
mimic. 
The knowledge sources in the above diagram can be seen as the employees where 
each one IS a self-contained problem-solving component. Each KS can contnbute to 
the solution of the problem, and workIng together WIll eventually come to a possible 
solution. The KS's can't mteract directly with each other, however, they can see each 
others Ideas by readIng and wntlng on the blackboard. ThIs is the only form of 
communication the KS's can have between them. 
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Each KS checks that a set of conditJ.ons have been met before It can perform the 
action that the control mechanism has set. Once the conrutlOns have been met the 
control mechanism reads data from the blackboard, applies its knowledge to that data 
and updates the BB. 
The blackboard is the common source that allows the KS's to communicate With each 
other. 1t holds all the updated data and partial solutions to the current problem which 
is being resolved. The blackboard can be organised mto a series of levels or 
hierarchies m-order to improve control and mcrease data abstraction. The KS' s are 
then able to read data from one level and report back to another. The control 
mechanism controls the input to the BB when more than one KS is able to contribute 
knowledge at anyone time. The control mechanism will look that the BB and check 
all the possible input the KS' s would like to contnbute ; it Will decide which KS is to 
execute next. 
8.4.1.1 Example of blackboard system: Hearsay IT project 
Sentences ~ Spot posslble mterprelatlons from seatences 
Phrases Spot posslble sentences from phrases 
Words Spot posslble phrases from words 
Syllables Spot posslble words from syllables 
Phonemes Spot posslble syllables from posslble sounds 
Morphemes 
• 
Spot pOSSlble sounds from pnnuoves 
Analogue SlgnalS Spot posslble pmmoves from analogue SlgnalS 
Fig 8 3 Example ofblackbcard system. Hearsay n project 
The Hearsay Project (started in approx 1971) attempted to produce a real-time 
speech recognition and understanding system. Speech recognition itself comes 
With many problems which are quite difficult to resolve, many of which are 
related to noise. Given that the speech recognition problem was quite complex, 
unfortunately there were very few technolOgies avaliable, hence they used BB. 
The reason it was difficult was because speech recognition meant dealing With 
other sounds In the background e.g. coughing, bus going past etc. which were all 
picked up as part of the sound waves. These sounds had to then be converted 
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into sentences and interpreted. This itself causes problems because many words 
in English sound the same - e.g. read and red. 
The speech recogrution and understandIng problem was attempted by using 
phonetic components of speech to bUIld up the origmal sentences and then to 
Interpret them. This basically means that the most basic phonetic speech parts 
(phonemes) are stored as patterns and the incoming speech utterances and sound 
waves are matched against these phonemes. Initially there will be several 
solutions, but as more examples are presented, the number of solutions will 
reduce. As the phonetic components of the utterances will be present on the 
blackboard, the KS would be able to combine the phonemes into syllables, 
syllables into words etc. each time reducing the possible set of solutions. 
The blackboard is splIt up into hierarchical sections wluch allows the KS at one 
level to post information onto the BB which can be used by KS' s at the next 
level. 
If the system was presented With a sentence ''Fmd papers on how to recognise 
speech" - it might be split into the following structures: 
Fin I fine I find pap I cap I tap ers I errs I hers I ores on how I bow I to I too I two 
wreck I rec of I a mse I nice I nize etc. 
As low level pOSSibilities are combIned and grammar rules are applied, the 
number of potential sentences begin to diminish. 
8.4.2 Truth Maintenance systems 
r---------------------------------------------------------------------------
I 
I , 
I , 
, 
I , 
, 
, 
, 
r .. ------ 1"'-------
, I I I 
I lE '+--------------------.' TMS ' I ' I I 
I ____ ..... -~ .... ______ ! 
,---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fig g 4 TMS (http I/wWWCtS temple edu/-m!r.lfgtO/cls587/readm°s!tnls shtml) 
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The TMS is used together with inference engines (lE) and is designed to keep the 
system consistent and truthful as and when knowledge changes. The IE passes 
assumptions and Justifications to the TMS which can pass back beliefs or 
contradictions. 
The TMS is mtended to satisfy a number of goals: 
a) Provide justifications for conclusions 
When the system gives an answer to the user's query, an explanation of the 
answer is required. This explanation can be constructed by the IE by tracing 
each step of the answer. 
b) Recognise inconsistencies 
Some sentences presented to the TMS may be contradictory; therefore TMS 
should be able to recognise these and elimlnate any inconsistency by 
determining the assumptions used and changing them appropriately. 
c) Support default reasoning 
Sometimes not all information is presented, therefore default Information 
should be used unless otherwise stated. For example, if Tweety is a bird, it 
IS assumed that Tweety can fly usmg the justificallon that Tweety is a bird 
and the assumption that birds fly. 
d) Remember derivations computed previously 
Once the system has concluded what could be the potential reason for a 
problem, it will remember It and that conclusion Will not be derived again; 
nevertheless, other possible reasons will be examined mstead. 
e) Support dependency driven backtracking 
Problems will occur If the blackboard holds entnes which seem to be 
inconsistent, hence forcing backtracking. ''Dependency directed 
backtrackmg" Will occur If the backtracking leads to the source of the 
inconsistency. 
(http://www.eis.temple edul-ingargio/eis587/readimrs/tms.shtml) 
8.4.3 Language-description files 
ECHO consIsts of two language-descnptlon folders - English and Punjabl which 
are located in the Engtnes folder of ECHO. Each folder is made up of several files 
that consist of English or PunJabl grammar and lexicons. The English grammar and 
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lexicons are pre-defined whereas Punjabi is slowly mduced using the English 
descnptlons as a guide. 
Words with several meanings are shown in the language-descnption files with each of 
their interpretations, thus reducing the problem of ambiguous words. 
Following figure 8.5, it IS easier to see how the language-description files are set up. 
English sentence: 
Punjabi Sentence: 
8.4.3.1 English 
NounJ'hrase 
A~ecuve 
DOlffiT,E 
BREAD 
Noun...Phrase 
Fig 8 5 Parse tree of Enghsb sentence 
I 
V~rb 
KHA 
EAT 
Fig 8 6 Parse ttee of PunJabl sentence 
The English language-description folder consists of several files wluch guIde the 
acquisition process. The grammar and lexicon for English are pre-defined in ECHO as 
Prolog clauses. TakIng the above example, the English sentence "Eat the bread" can 
be broken up into the following Prolog clauses. 
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English Grammar File: 
Grammar(english,sentence,[verb_phrase,noun_phrasej, 0,0. 0,0. 1.0. 
Grammar(english,noun_phrase,[nounj, 0,0. 0,0. 1 O. 
Grammar(english,noun_phrase,[article,nounj, 0,0. 0,0. 1.0. 
Grammar(english,verb_phrase,[verbj, 0,0. 0,0.1.0. 
Fig g 7 Engbsh grammar file for 'Eat the bread' 
The grammar file breaks the sentence down into its categories. It starts from the top 
level and works its way down to the bottom of the grammar tree. ThIs grammar file 
consists of possible sentence structures of the English language. 
Sentence structures are read as: 
"An English sentence consists of a verb phrase followed by a noun phrase" 
Each clause holds a rating of 1.0 which shows the likelihood of the structure being 
true. 
English Lex File 
Lexical(English,noun,[Breadj, 0,0. 0,0. 1.0). 
Lexlcal(English,artlcle,[The j, 0,0. 0,0. 1.0). 
Lexical(English,verb,[Eatj, 0,0. 0,0. 1.0). 
Fig g g Engbsh lex file for 'Eat the bread' 
The lex file consists of English words together With their appropriate categones. 
Again, an ambiguous word will be defined With both ItS categories - e.g. SHOP can 
be defined as both a noun and a verb and the ratings held at 1 with the likelihood of 
both words being true. 
8.4.3.2 Punjabi descriptions 
The Punjabi descnptions are structured In a siffillar way as the English one, but 
the ratings are updated as and when more evidence is provided for that particular 
structure. 
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------------....... 
The difference between English and Punjabl descriptions are that the ratings m 
Punjabl increase and decrease according to the amount of eVidence present to make 
that structure strong. Grammar and lex that have the lughest ratmg are the most 
probable. 
8.S ECHO and Language Acquisition 
11 ENOUSH 11 ~ 11 ECHOrrMS 11 
where can buy bread 
r 
11 PUNJAB! 11 
select shops from shops 
where product = 'Bread'; 
~II OUTPUT 11 
Samsbury, 
Fig 8 9 Language acqUlslDon and ECHO 
As mentIoned earlier, thiS project starts With a natural language database query 
system; therefore the system is capable of generating the relationship between English 
and SQL. ECHO is then given equivalent Punjabi statements and the task would then 
be to generate the associatIon between Punjabi and the associated semantics (SQL). 
The link between PunJabi and SQL can be made in one of the following two ways: 
1) Induce the required connection between Punjabi and SQL from nothing 
2) Use an existIng syntactic and semantic structure to atd the induction 
process. 
In either case, examples have to be presented with simple sentences bUilding up to 
more complex srtuctures, therefore helpmg to reduce ambiguitIes that often occur in 
natural language. 
The development of the second language Will take place by entering conjectures, or 
assumptIons, into the TMS and modifymg the belief in those assumptIons as new 
eVldence IS presented. Several quenes resulting m the same assumptIon will result in 
that assumption being held more strongly, therefore atding the build up of possible 
syntax and semantIcs. 
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Even though French has been successfully used as a natural language for database 
query systems within the same system, it was Important to expenment on languages 
that do not follow similar sentence structures to English; therefore Punjabi was chosen 
as the next stage for the experiment. Although It is an Indo-European language, It is 
not closely related to English or French but it is a living language and adopts 
vocabulary from other languages and because of some common ancestry they share 
some similar vocabulary. Dhunay and Hmde (1998) examine the basic differences and 
similarities between the languages m the context of extending the data base query 
system. 
8.6 The process of Language Acquisition by ECHO 
ECHO goes through 5 main stages. 3 of them are the language acquisloon process 
and the final two are the lmking to the database so that the user can get relevant 
infonnation in their native language. 
• Step l:User Questions 
• Step 2: Break up of the sentences 
• Step 3: a) Acquiring the language as a first language 
b) Acquiring the language as a second language 
• Step 4: Forming the database queries 
• Step 5: Results from the database 
Steps 4 and 5 have not yet currently been linked to the language acquisition but 
nevertheless have been explained in this chapter and shall be acknowledged as future 
work. 
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8.6.1 User Questions 
, i # '''MW '1 
.. ,-1l-.w... ... - !. t 
Fig 8 10 Screens hot ECHO loadIng 
Fig 8 11 Screenshot ECHO user Interface 
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------------........ 
Figures 8.10 and 8.11 show the graphical user interface that IS associated With ECHO. 
The interface IS very simple and straIght forward. There is a division on the interface 
where the two languages divide. On the left hand side there is the source language 
(English) together WIth the English query, whereas on the right hand side it is the 
Target Language (in thls case Punjabi) together WIth the eqUIvalent Punjabi query. 
There are several databases that are embedded into ECHO, but the language 
acquisition process will use the PunJabi database. 
8.6.2 Break up of the sentences 
We can see that at this stage there IS no strong evidence that KHA is a verb and 
ROTI is a noun. They all have the srune ratings. As mOre exrunples are provided, the 
wrong structures will slowly decrease. 
grarmnar(punjabl,sentence, [lmperatIve_ verb,noun_phrase] ,(0,0.89 82009 ,0.1 017991)). 
grrunmar(punjabi,sentence,[noun_phrase,imperative_verb],(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
Fig 8 12 Raongs remam the same until further eVidence IS provided 
The srune applies to the sentence strucrure sectIon. At present it does not have much 
knowledge of Punjabi therefore both English and PunJabi sentence structl1res hold the 
srune ratings. 
For demonstratIon purposes, we provided ECHO with English(bread) PunJabi(roti) 
tWice, therefore the ratings of this structl1re have Increased. The result of thls is: 
lexical(punjabi,noun,[roti],(0,0.89282514966295,0.10717485033705)). 
lexical(punjabi,lffiperative_verb,[rotl],(0,0.8982009,0.101799I)). 
Fig 8 13 Ratlngs mcrease as eVidence IS proVided 
Here we can see that there is stronger evidence of roti being a noun rather than an 
imperative verb. The ratings have only increased slightly, but the correct structl1re is 
being held more strongly. 
8.6.3 Acquiring Punjabi as a first language 
In order to acquire a first language, ECHO has followed Chomsky's conJecrure of 
"Direct Access to Uruversal Grammar". Chomsky believed that children are born 
With innate knowledge of acquinng a language. The native tongue IS acqUIred by 
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setting principles and parameters of a language according to the one that 1S being 
heard by the ch1ld. 
Smce there is no physical evidence of the universal grammar, ECHO has used the 
inbuilt English grammar as a surrogate for aspects of the universal grammar and 
Punjabi has been denved from it the same way a chlld would whilst haVlng full access 
to the UG to acquire its native tongue. 
8.6.4 Acquiring Punjabi as a second language 
The ECHO system has also followed another conjecture proposed by Chomsky on 
'Indirect Access to UG'. As an adult learning a second language using the first 
language as a springboard, the ECHO system also uses the first language - English as 
a springboard to acquire the second language- Punjabi. To rud this inducnon process, 
ECHO has used three main rules in-order to acquire the second language - Re-
arrangement, Omission and Addinon. In terms of access to the Universal Grammar, 
there is no need to access it to perform re-arrallgement; Omission similarly does not 
require access to the U.G. and so indefinite and definite articles can be omitted as they 
are not present in Punjabi syntax. Addition requires access to the UG as there is no 
other source for the adrutional syntactic forms. 
8.6.4.1 Re-arrangement 
The re-arrangement rule takes an English and Punjab1 phrase and re-arranges each 
wcird to a different pos1non within a phrase till the nght Punjab1 structure is found. It 
1S apparent that Punjabi and English have different word orders. In order for ECHO to 
learn the Punjabi sentence, 1t must take the English sentence alld swap the word order 
around several times to find all possible grammancal structures of the sentence and 
eventually it will find the structure that fits the Punjab1 phrase. 
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For example - a simple English sentence structure is 
Sentence ~eat the bread [verb, article, noun] 
Whereas the PunJabi structure IS: 
Sentence~ roti kha - [noun, verb] (bread eat) 
Fig 8 14 An example ofa slIDpie sentence structure 
The ECHO system will go through the following steps of re-arrangement: (bearing in 
mind that it will delete the artIcle with the 'omit' rule, see later) 
Step 1 
Step 2 
Step 3 
[verb, article, noun] 
[verb, noun] 
[noun, verb] 
Fig 8 15 Re-arrangmg a simple sentence 
Here it can be seen that both the correct English and PunJabl phrase structures are 
present; however they will generally have different levels of belief associated with 
them. 
8.6.4.2 Omission 
The omission rule m ECHO takes out a selected word from a phrase wluch does 
not occur in the target language. It does this by usmg the add_olDlt rule: 
add_olDlt([indefinite_article,noun_phrase],[noun_phrase],20) 
Fig 8 16 OIDlSSlon Rule 
The mdefinite_article IS deleted from the English noun_phrase and the 'noun_phrase' 
alone is parsed. An example of a Punjabi sentence where this may be used is: 
ECHO 
English: The shops 
Punjabi: Dukaana (shops) 
Fig 8 17 Example of the OnuSSIOD rule bClDg used 
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8.6.4.3 Addition 
In ECHO, the addition rule adds a word onto a phrase. Currently, If there is a 
single word in English that corresponds to two words in Punjabi, it will add on a 
modifier at the beginning of the phrase to make it equivalent to the Punjabi sentence. 
For example: 
English: train (noun) 
Punjabi: fatl gaddi (adjectIve, noun) 
Fig 8 18 One word ID Enghsh correspondlDg to two words In PunJabi 
ECHO will see that Train is a noun therefore one of the words 'rail' or 'gaddi' has 
also got to be a noun. It will then add an adjective to the phrase because the adjectIve 
complements the noun. 
English 
PunJabi 
noun 
adjective, noun 
FIg 8 19 Addlog an adJecuve to a Dou\l..Pbrase 
At this stage of acquiSition, ECHO does not know which word In the PunJabi phrase is 
a 'noun' or an 'adjective' therefore It will look at all possibilItIes by stating that 
'Gaddi' and 'Ratl' could both be either nouns or adjectives. 
The way ECHO IS Implemented also reflects results found in the report wntten on 
Surjit (Dhunay, & Hinde, 2000). In the report, it is evident that Surjit, being a native 
Punjabi Speaker, OmIts articles when speaking the English language. e.g. 
Line 73 : liVIng altogether in Village 
A 
MiSSIng article 'the'. 
Punjabl does not use articles. SU1)it learnt English at as an adult and so would not 
have access to the UG. She unconsciously leaves them out whilst translatIng from 
Punjabi to EnglIsh as the concept of articles is not available at the subconscious level. 
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8.6.5 Formation of the database queries 
Once ECHO has acqUIred a sufficient amount of language, it will then be ready to 
use Punjabi as a natural language for a database query language. Currently ECHO is 
able to use French and English to get mformation out of the database. The process is 
explained briefly below. 
The database query system has been built to allow different database query languages 
to be implemented WIthout changing the basic structure of the database. The TMS will 
bid on the query and will consider all SQL queries winch satIsfy the request using all 
the words in the query requested by the user. If only a small amount of the queries are 
actually useful, a considerable amount of tIme wiII be wasted presenting them all to 
the user, therefore the bids need to be more specific and concise. 
ECHO uses partIal data base quenes to save time. TIns involves the system bIdding 
twice into the blackboard system; the hIghest ranking bid expects all the English 
sentence to be explained and if a sentence is formed it will "fire" and the most 
obvious interpretatIon that explains the English query wIIl be presented to the user. 
The most obvious interpretation IS the one which has satisfied most of the rules. For 
example the English word "name" could mean "employee name", "manager name", 
"supplier name" or any number of other interpretatIons. The presence of the English 
word "employee" makes the mterpretation "employee name" more lIkely. 
Many prevIOus Natural Language understandmg systems have been based on a 
syntactical analysIs of the sentence foIlowed by a thorough semantic analysIs and 
finally the required actIon is formulated via conSIderatIon of the pragmatics. Often 
humans can make a syntactIcally invalid statement that is clearly understood by the 
receiver and results in the correct action being taken; Syntactic and semantic 
knowledge is important in determirung the required action, but m the context of a 
relational database query system nothing is relevant unless it helps to resolve the 
reqUIred action. We have therefore adopted an approach based on the content and 
structure of the database to help the interpretatIon using syntax to reduce semantIc and 
pragmatic ambiguity. 
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8.6.6 Results from the database 
Two bids are made to the system, one at a high level which needs any database 
query created from the English to 'explain' all the English sentence; the other at a 
lower level which accepts partial explanatIOns for the English sentence. In this way if 
the English query is written clearly, the system is fairly fast. On the other hand If extra 
words are inserted which have no relevance to the actual query then the system tnes 
to make sense of them, falls and then looks for other interpretations which ignore the 
unexplained words. This is more time consuming. 
Once the system has a fair idea of the SQL queries that are relevant to the query, It 
will ask the user for confirmation - as follows: 
Do you wish to execute this command? 
select employee. name 
from employee 
I: yes. 
The SQL lNGRES command for database empdb is ... 
select employee. name 
from employee 
INGRES is now being invoked . .. 
Iname 
1--------------------
ISmith I 
IJones I 
IBlake I 
IClarkel 
IAdamsl 
1--------------------
(5 rows) 
Do you wish to input another phrase? 
I: 
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The system is now ready to accept another phrase or will search for another 
interpretation of the user query if requested. 
8.7 Conclusion 
ECHO was designed primarily as a natural language query system. An interface 
has been constructed whereby there is not a strict demand for grammatical correctness 
in the input supplied by the user. The system did not need alteration when Introducing 
French to the database. This rud not seem the case with Punjabi due to the order of 
words in Punjabi sentences being different from English; however the database query 
system (Hinde et al. 1989) makes mirumal use of word order and uses context to 
determine the semantics and pragmatics of a query. 
As mentioned earlier, one of the main reasons for using Punjabi is the difference in 
the syntax of the two languages. Firstly "headedness" is rufferent; comparisons in 
English place the comparator between the objects whereas Punjabl places the 
comparator after the two objects; English uses "infix", Punjabi uses "postfix". The 
second reason is that the researcher is bilingual in English and Punjabi and has learnt 
the language naturaIly as ECHO has attempted to do. 
Other differences between the languages are that the postpositions in Punjabi are 
prepositions in English and are placed behind the nouns; there are no separate words 
for 'this', 'these', 'that', 'those', , He', 'She' or 'They', no article,S (a, an, the). The 
same word 'eh', 'oh' are used for both masculine and feminine nouns. Pronouns are 
some of the most difficult aspects and so the absence of gender and plurality in 
pronouns removes important information in determining the referent. 
Punjabl has 2 genders - masculine and feminine (with the absence of the neuter 
gender) which could cause future problems in the system. In Punjabi, masculine and 
ferrunine genders are not only decided by the sex (as humans or animals) but also on 
the size and usage. Inanimate objects which are masculine in form, generally mean a 
larger specimen of the class and the femirune a smaller one. Genders of inanimate 
objects are decided by the word ending, i.e. object enrung in 'a' is masculine. e.g.:-
kamra (room), ending in 'j' is ferrunine, e.g.:- kursi (chair). 
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The research has managed to construct a natural language acquisItion system whereby 
an English phrase and an equIvalent Punjabi phrase are presented and Punjabi syntax 
together with semantics are built from scratch with evidence. The next pOSSIble stage 
of the research could be to incorporate PunJabi dIrectly into the system so sample 
databases can be interrogated and the feasibIlIty of using Punjabi as a source query 
language established. 
Work done by Sidhu and Hinde (1997) Indicates that one of the bottlenecks of setting 
up a natural language query system is the introduction of a new database or a new 
language. The pOSSIbilities resulting this successful project include being able to 
produce a much simpler system of introdUCIng a new language reqwring less time by 
a bilingual data base administrator being replaced by time from a bilingual user; the 
system would then acquire the language used by the user rather than that employed by 
the data base admirustrator. Multi-nationals would be able to prOVIde management 
information system taIlored to the local language or dialect. 
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9.1 Aim of chapter 
Chapter 9 
Mapping Process 
This chapter goes through the mapping process in detail and explams how the 
language acquisition and language induction takes place. It explams. the mam 
mappmg process that ECHO goes through in order to acquire language successfully. 
Examples of the actual PROLOG code are referred to in the appendix section whereas 
an explanation of the process Wlth examples of the code is given here. 
The chapter commences with section 9.2 introducing the chapter. ECHO goes through 
several checks before parsing the phrases, which are explained in sections 9.3 and 9.4. 
Section 9.5 shows several data examples that were presented to ECHO in-order for it 
to acquire a language successfully. It thoroughly explains the language acquisitIOn 
process WIth reference to the code which is sItuated in the appendix. Explanation of 
the 3 main rules - Add!tlOn, Omission and Re-arrangement and how ECHO has used 
them to acquire Punjabi successfully are evaluated in section 9 6. 
Section 9.7 concludes the chapter. 
9.2 Introduction 
A simplified versIOn of the ECHO language acqUIsition process can be descnbed 
usmg the following diagram: 
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Phrase 
.. 
Add/Onnt 
.. 
SplIt Sentence I Re-arrangement 
Fig 9 I Sll11phfied chagram of ECHO 
The three mam rules that are applied to the parse tree in order to get as close as 
possIble to the Punjabi sentence structure are Addition, Omission and Re-
arrangement, using each rule as and when needed. The rules coincide with the case 
study undertaken on a natIve Punjabi speaker (Surjit) who learnt English as an adult. 
She used these rules of language acquisition in order to communicate in English 
efficiently. Frequently words such as articles were missing from her sentences when 
she spoke in English because they are not present in Punjabi, therefore for her to 
speak English efficiently she w!ll need to add on articles wltlun the appropriate 
sentence structures; and in the same way, a person learning Punjabi from English will 
need to omit them. 
.... 
Re-arrangement was another rule found in Surjit's utterances. She successfully re-
arranged most of the sentence structures so that each sentence was 'head first' in 
English rather than 'head last' which is found in Punjabi and most of the other 
languages spoken in India. 
According to Chomsky, language is learnt only with the help of positIve evidence 
because all the utterances that are heard around language learners are grammatically 
correct. He lid not believe tins was the most effiCIent way to learn a language as 
negatIve evidence was· also needed to learn a language successfully. He gave the 
example of a person learning to play snooker. A spectator will only watch a snooker 
game and learn the correct rules but unless they also know the !llegal moves in 
snooker they can not master the game. The same principle lies with learning a 
language. (Cook, 1988) 
ECHO also acquires only via pOSItIve evidence. Only grammatically correct sentences 
are presented to ECHO so that it can successfully parse the tree structures and mduce 
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the language. As more positive evidence IS presented, ECHO will distinguish between 
the correct and incorrect sentence structures by holding stronger belief in the correct 
ones and reducing the belief in the incorrect ones. 
All the rules for the mapping process are located in the 'Mapper' file. Mapper breaks 
down sentences as they are parsed in English, sub-parses them and alters the tree so 
that it gets close enough as possible to the Punjabi structure. 
Several checks are made to the parse trees before it starts to make alterations. The 2 
functIOns that check the input phrases are 'clean_derlvatlon_tree' and 
'check_possible_lex' . 
9.3 Clean Derivation Tree 
This function takes the input phrase from the source language and replaces it all 
with "lex_var" to allow the target language (Punjabi) to substitute the words With 
other relevant lexical's which could possibly have the same meamngs. The actual 
function used is: 
clean_derlvation_tree(lexical(Class,-l,lexical(Class,[lex3 ar]». 
This allows the same class to be kept but alllexicals replaced with [lex_ var]. The idea 
is that when ECHO is parsmg and it comes across a "lex_ var" It will replace It with 
all possible PunJabi lexicals which could be equivalent to that particular English 
word. It basically knows that the only words that can be replaced are "lex_ var". An 
example of this function is: 
english,english(imperatlve_ verb([ eat D, [eat,lex_ var,lex_ var D. 
english,english( defimte_article([the D, [lex_ var,the,lex_ var D. 
english,english(noun([breadD,[lex_ var,lex_ var,breadD. 
Fig 9 2 Words replaced by lex..var 
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The same process is then applied to the Punjabi phrase. The mapping process comes 
down from the top level to meet the parts already parsed. 
punjabi,punjabi(mapped,noun_phrase([roti]),[roti,lex_ var],[roti,kha], 
punjabi,punjabi(mapped,imperative_ verb([kha]),[1ex_ var ,kha],[roti,kha], 
Fig 9 3 PunJabl words replaced by Lex..Var 
check_possible_lex(O,[]):-
!. 
check_possible_lex(Length_TargeCStatement,[grammarL._,.J!-1):-
!. 
check...posslble_lex(Length,[1exicalL..J!Rest]):-
Length 1 IS Length - 1, 
check_possible_lex(Lengthl,Rest). 
Fig 9 4 Code for cbeck.....posslble_lex 
'check_possible_lex' IS another verification that is made before the input IS parsed. 
Here, ECHO is checking if there are suffiCient number of lexical items in b~ili or"the 
English and Punjabi phrases for it to be a possibly valid mapping. If there are, for 
example 5 words in English and there are only 2 in the Punjabi sentence and none of 
the English may be omitted, then ECHO knows that there must be an error, therefore 
It will termInate and not fire the PunJabi database. 
9.5 Step by Step explanation of language acquisition 
9.5.1 Step 1: Single Word Acquisition 
All children start acquiring a language with single word phrases and slowly 
progress to more complex phrases. ECHO has also acqUIred language in a similar way 
by firstly acquinng single words and then slowly progressing to more complex 
sentences which are built up from the single leXical Items. It then uses this knowledge 
of the more complex sentences to bUild even more complex sentences. 
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Single lexical items that were presented to ECHO is shown ID appenchx VI section A. 
The English word "qU1ckly" is the same as the Punjabi word "jelch". ECHO does not 
go through many rules if there is only one lexical item because there is nothing on the 
parse tree to alter. 
The rule that deals with single lexical mapping is: 
SClass = .. [Class,-l. 
TClass = .. [Class, TargeCStatement]. 
Fig 9 5 Code for leXical mapping 
It basically states that if a single leXIcal Item was seen ID both the source statement 
(SClass), and target sfatement (TClass) then both statements will hold the same 
grammatical class. Anything other than one lexical item WIll correspond to a 
grammatical sentence and will parse using different mappIDg rules. 
After acquiSItIOn of one lexical item, the possIbly true ratIng will be quite low and the 
mass of belief remaining unassigned will be high. It can be seen that each lexical Item 
and grammatical rule has 3 ratings attached to it at the end. The first rating is the 
belief in the statement being untrue, the second rating is the belief of it being either 
true or untrue which reduces as more eVIdence IS presented, and the third rating is the 
belief of it being true which increases as more evidence is presented. The belief IS 
taken from the middle unassIgned belief and slowly moved towards true or false 
appropriately; in most cases and because evidence is usually pOSItIve, the movement 
• will be towards true. 
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1* punjabi lexemes *1 
:-dynarnic lexicall4. 
:-multifile lexicall4. 
lexical(punjabi,noun,[roti],(O, 0.8982009, 0.1017991». 
1* punjabi grammar *1 
:-dynamic grammar/4. 
:-multifile grammar/4. 
grammar(punJabl,noun_phrase,[noun],(0,0.876890173396005, 
0.1017991». 
Fig 9 6 Smgle noun acqwslbon 
As we can see from Appendix VI section B, the belief of "roti" being a PunJabi noun 
and a noun phrase IS quite low. The reason for this IS that ECHO has not yet been 
presented with any other eVidence therefore the first rating of statement being untrue 
is 0, the second unassigned rating is high at 0.8982009 as it IS unclear at this stage 
which way It will turn, and finally the third rating of the probability of it being true IS 
0.1017991 which increases or decreases as more evidence IS presented. 
Appendix VI section B shows all the single lexical test data that have been used for 
the language acquisition process. As can be seen, all lexical Items have been 
presented once therefore they all hold the same value. 
Some words in English correspond to two words in Punjabi, therefore It is important 
for ECHO to recognise these words and add an adjective to support the noun so that 
the parse tree can be parsed successfully. ECHO adds an adjective into the parse tree 
wluch then matches the Punjabi words. An example of this IS the English word Train 
corresponding to the Punjabi words "rail gaddi". With "rail gaddi" the parse tree from 
English only has one word in It (train) and so the parse tree for Punjabi has an 
adjective added wluch then matches the two words "nul gaddi". This has successfully 
shown the use of the addition rule which is used by second language learners In order 
to achieve their target language. 
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Enghsh Sentence 
I 
noun_phrase 
I 
noun 
... 
train 
rail gaddt 
t t 
adjective noun 
I I 
I 
nounJlhrase 
I 
Punjab. Sentence 
Fig 9 7 Example of addInon rule 
The acqUIred grammatical structures shown in Appendix VI section C show that after 
several occurrences of the sentence structure np[n], the rating of it being true (third 
ratmg for the lexical item) has increased from 0.1017991 to 0.123109826603995 and 
the hkelihood of it being untrue (second raung for the lexical Item) has decreased 
from 0.8982009 to 0.876890173396005. Therefore the likelihood of a Punjabi noun 
constitutmg a noun phrase is beconung stronger and stronger as more evidence IS 
presented. In the same way, it can be seen that the likelihood of an imperative verb, 
adverb and preposiUon are also getting stronger with positive evidence. 
9.5.2 Step 2: Two Word Acquisition 
Once children have acquired enough single words to be able to communicate, they 
start to extend their capability by adding onto the single words so that they can start 
making short two word utterances. The two word acquisiUon is formed by adding 
onto the vocabulary they have already acquired or puttmg two of the already acquired 
words together. 
The second step in the acqulSluon process IS to present ECHO With two word phrases 
which have been built up from the single word acquisluon data to see If the raung 
rises successfully - hence the acquisition successfully taking place. 
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Before any parsing takes place, ECHO needs to go through several tests to check that 
both phrases are eltgible for parsing by replacing all lexical items with 'lex_ var', and 
clarifying In what positIOn the lexical item is placed within the phrase. 
(imperative_ verb([drink]),[drink,lex_ var,lex_ var], 
(defInite_article([the ]),[lex_ var,the,lex_ var], 
(noun([tea]),[lex_ var,lex_ var,tea], 
(noun_phrase([tea]), [lex_ var,lex_ var,tea], 
Fig 9 8 POSition of lex Wlth.m the phrase 
Another check done is the 'chec~posslble_lex' to clarify that both phrases are an 
equivalent length in-order to continue with the parsing. If the parse trees are not 
eligible for parsing, e.g. the leXical items are not eqUivalent, then ECHO Will not fire 
the Pun j abl engine and the program Will terminate. 
After all the checks are successful, ECHO will then form a parse tree from the English 
phrase using the grammar rules and pre-defIned lexical items in the English lIbrary. 
TIns PROLOG code for the parse tree can be seen in Section C and the parse tree 
complementing the PROLOG code can be seen below in figure 9.9. 
grammar( sentence,[imperative_ verb,noun_phrase], [lexical(imperati ve_ verb, 
[eat ]),grammar(noun_phrase, [definite _article,noun_phrase], 
[lexical(defIrute_article,[the]),grammar(noun_phrase,[noun], 
[lexical(noun,[bread])])])]),punjabi), 
M.ppmg Process 
Sentence 
I 
Imperauve Verb Noun Phrase 
I 
I 
Defirute aruc\e Noun Phrase 
I 
Noun 
~ 
DRINK THE TEA 
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Fig 9 9 Parse tree complementing PROLOG code 
The Punjabi engine IS then loaded using the Punjabi phrase and the English parse tree, 
but replacmg all lexical items with lex_ var. 
punJabi,punJabi(mapped,sentence([cha,pee]),[cha,pee],[cha,peel, 
grammar( sentence,[imperati ve_ verb,noun_phrase] ,[lexical(imperati ve_ verb, 
[lex_ var ]),grammar(noun_phrase, [definite_article,noun_phrase], 
[lexlcal( defimte_artlcle, [lex_ var]),grammar(noun_phrase,[ noun], 
[lexlcal(noun,[lex_ var])])])]),punjabi), 
(0,0.9,0.1) 
Sentence 
I 
I I 
Imperallve Verb Noun Phrase 
I 
Defirute article I Noun Phrase 
I 
Noun 
~ 
Fig 9 10 Parse tree showmg Ic'Lvar 
At thiS stage ECHO starts looktng at all possible grammatical structures for the 
Punjabi phrase; therefore it starts to re-arrange the English grammar. Here a simple 
use of the re-arrangement rule is shown where the English sentence structure is 
swapped around several times so that all possible combination of that structure is 
found, therefore slowly finding the Punjabi sentence structure. 
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-,,~ 
punjabi,punjabi(mapped,sentence([cha,pee]),[cha,peej,[cha,peej, 
grammar(sentence,[noun_phrase,imperative_verbj,[grammar(noun_phrase, 
[definite_artIcle,noun_phrasej,[lexical(definite_article,[lex_varJ),grammar 
(noun_phrase,[nounj,[lexical(noun,[lex_ varJ)J)]),lexical(imperanve_ verb, 
[lex_ varj)J),punjabl),(O,O.9,O.1) 
Sentence 
I I 
Noun Phrase Imperallve Verb 
I 
Noun Phrase 
I 
Noun 
~ 
Fig 9 11 Parse tree showmg rc-arrangement 
Therefore It shows that now a Punjabi sentence could possibly be a noun phrase 
followed by an imperative verb: 
punjabi,grammar(sentence,[noun_phrase,imperative_verb]),(O,O.9,O.1) 
It further, deletes the 'defimte article' from the parse tree and parses the rest of the 
phrase as normal because Punjabi does not consist of articles. The rule which makes 
this deciSion IS wntten m the 'add_omit' file as the following: .-
add_omlt([ defimte_article,noun_phrase j ,[noun_phrase j ,Iow). 
ThIs rule basically says that if the sentence structure is a definite article followed by a 
noun phrase, then delete the article and continue parsmg with only the noun phrase on 
ItS own. This has successfully shown the use of the delenon rule which IS used by 
second language learners to be able to get as close as possible to their target language. 
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The Punjabi phrase is now parsed and all the originallex_var's are replaced with all 
possIble PunJabi Iexicals. Each possibIlity has a rating for the lIkelIhood of It being 
true and untrue. As more evidence is presented these ratings will either rise or fall. 
An example of a phrase consisting of two leXIcal items is as follows: 
Lexical 
Iexical(punjabi,noun,[cha] 
lexical (pun jabi,imperati ve_ verb, [pee], 
IeXlcal(punjabi,imperative_ verb,[ cha], 
Iexical(punjabi,noun,[pee], 
Grammar 
(0,0.8964053964009, 
0.1035946035991». 
(0,0.8964053964009, 
0.1035946035991». 
(0,0.8991,0.1009». 
(0,0.8991,0.1009». 
grammar(punjabi,sentence,[lmperati ve_ verb,noun_phrase], 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grarnmar(punjabl,sentence,[noun_phrase,imperative_verb], 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[noun], (0,0.874262132669447, 
0.125737867330553». 
grammar(punjabi, verb _phrase,[imperative_ verb], 
(0,0.887481573299101, 
0.112518426700899». 
Fig 9 12 Phrase conSlSong of two leXlcalltems 
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As the English parse tree parses down, the Punjab1 parse tree parses towards it. All the 
OIrussion, re-arrangment and addition rules are apphed until finally the English parse 
tree meets the Punjabi sentence structure. After the system has met at some point, they 
will then dec1de whether to reduce or increase the ratings of the grammar and lexical 
items. 
An example of this 1S shown in figure 9.13. 
Verb~hrase 
Eat The Bread 
I arttcle deleted I usmgrule 
Verb.,.phrase NOWLphrase 
~ Structure re- i-NoulLphrase arranged Verb_phrase 
Noun.,.phrase Verb ...phrase 
.. .. 
roU kha 
I I" I 
Verb "'phrase 
Fig 9 13 Parse trees meeung 
There are several results that can be seen from this example. The full code and 
Punjabi files are shown in section C. F1rstly we can see that there has been an increase 
in the lexical items noun[cha] and imperative_ verb[pee]. The ratings have positively 
risen from 0.1017991 to 0.1035946035991 in both the correct lexicals. When the 
phrase 'cha pee' was parsed, ECHO was unable to disunguish between the verb and 
the noun, it was possible that 'cha' could have been either a verb or a noun. But, as 
ECHO already had knowledge of the leXlcal item 'cha' as a noun, it was easier to 
distinguish between the two, therefore noun[cha] was increased as a more possible 
structure whereas verb[cha] was decreased. The same apphed to the verb 'pee'; again 
ECHO was able to recognise 1t as an imperauve verb rather than a noun, therefore 
mcreasing the right structure and decreasmg the incorrect ones namely verb[cha] and 
noun[pee] from 0.1017991 to 0.1009. 
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The grammar rules work in a smlilar way. As a PunJabi noun phrase[noun], and a 
Punjabi verb phrase[verb] has already been acquired, the ratmgs were successfully 
increased, therefore makmg it a stronger statement that a Punjabi noun is part of a 
noun phrase and a Punjabi verb part of a verb phrase. All other possibilities have a 
lower rating until further evidence proves otherwise. 
Confirming that the ratings do rise and decrease according to positive evidence, 
several more short phrases were given to ECHO. Another interesting result was the 
acquisition of the noun[fruit]. When acquinng the single lexical items, the word 
[frUlt] was acqUlred as both a noun and an adjective, but holding a Iow rating of 
belief. The reason for this was that the word fruit in English can be used as both a 
noun or an adjectl ve depending on the sentence struCtl1re. 
Eat the fruit 
lexical(punjabi,adjective,[phull], 
lexical(punjabi,noun,[phull], 
Put the fruit 
lexical(punjabi,adjectlve,[phull], 
lexical(punjabi,noun,[phull], 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8964053964009, 
0.1035946035991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.893718868531481, 
0.106281131468519)) 
Fig 9 14 Increment of correct IeXlcalltem 
After several phrases consisting of the lexical item 'fruit' as a noun, ECHO was able 
to successfully wstingmsh between the two. It flUsed the ratmg of a 'fruit' being a 
noun and left the other one steady at 0.1017991 rather than decreasmg it because there 
is still a possibiilty that a phrase can be inputted With the structl1re consisting of 'frUit' 
as an adjective. 
9.5.3 Step 3: Building up from short utterances 
It is easier to build up from sentences which are previously acquired by adding a 
word or two Within the phrase rather than learnmg a whole phrase from scratch. 
Language acqulSltlOn pnmardy takes place by acquiring several short sentences then 
later on during acquisition combming them to form larger utterances. 
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At this stage, ECHO has built up quite a vocabulary by acquiring several short 
sentences. There have been positive results in both the grammatical structures and 
lexical structures. These sentences can be now be expanded by combining them 
together to form larger sentences, therefore parsing the phrases at a higher level both 
III English and Punjabi. 
Section D shows two short utterances combined together to form a larger sentence. 
The grammatical file shows how the deletion and re-arrangement rules of language 
acquiSition have been used to try and get the grammatical structure as close as 
possible to PunJabi. The sentence that was parsed was 'eat the bread and carrot 
quickly'. _This consists of several different sentence structures including a 
verb_phrase, noun_phrase, conjunction and an adverb. The following English and 
'-, 
Punjabi tree structures are formed via parsing: 
verb article 
~ ~ 
eat the 
MappIng Process 
EnglIsh Sentence 
I 
I 
Verbihrase 
VerbC'hrase 
I 
nOllIl-Phrase 
I 
I I 
n_r ConJunctiolL 
phrase 
n_r 
noun 
~ 
bread 
154 
noun adverb 
~ ~ 
carrot qUIckly 
AmtaClarre 
PunJabl Sentence 
I 
Verbrphrase 
I I I 
o_p Conjuncuon n-p 
_phrase 
noun 
~ nT conJTuon 
roti athe 
verb-phrase 
I 
r---....... ------" .. 
adverb-phrase verb_phrase 
verb 
t 
-kha 
adverb 
~ 
Jeld! 
Fig 9 IS Parse tree's of a combmed sentence 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[adverb_phrase,verb_phrase],). , 
grammar(punjab!, verb_phrase,[ verb_phrase,adverb_phrase D. 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[noun_phrase,verb_phrase],). 
grammar(punjabi, verb_phrase,[ verb_phrase,noun_phrase],). 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[conjunctlon,noun_phrase,noun::'phrase]) 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[noun_phrase,conjunctlon,noun_phrase]) 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[noun_phrase,noun_phrase,conjunction]) 
Fig 9 16 Grammar re·arranged 
The tree structures show what the original Enghsh phrase is and -the' targe(Punjabi 
phrase. It can be seen that several changes need to be made to the Engltsh parse tree to 
get to the Punjabi one. The re-arrangement rule is used several times to get all 
possIble sentence structures. It can be seen that the noun_phrase consisting of a 
conjunction is re-arranged in several places In case one of them fits the Punjab! 
~ 
phrase. In this example, the conjunction is in the same place within the noun phrase as 
the English structure. As more sinular examples are given, the rating of 
noun_phrase,[ noun_phrase,conjunction,noun_phrase] _, 
is held stronger than the other two possibIlities. The same procedure appltes to: 
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PunJabt Sentence 
I 
Verbrphrase 
nOj_Phrase verb-phrase I 
I I I I i i 
n_p ConJuncbon !LP adverb_phrase verb_phrase 
-phrase 
verb 
~ 
kha 
noun 
~ 
adverb 
~ 
Jeldt 
nor conJlctton 
rob athe 
Fig 9 15 Parse tree's of a combmed sentence 
grammar(punJ abi, verb_phrase, [adverb_phrase, verb_phrase] ,). 
grarnrnar(punJ abi,verb_phrase, [verb_phrase,adverb_phrase]). 
grarnrnar(punJabi,verb_phrase,[noun_phrase,verb_phrase],). 
grarnrnar(pun J abl, verb_phrase, [verb _phrase,noun_phrase] ,). 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[ conjunction,noun_phrase,noun_phrase]) 
grarnrnar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[noun_phrase,conjunction,noun_phrase]) 
grammar(punJ abi,noun_phrase, [noun_phrase,noun_phrase,con junction]) 
Fig 9 16 Grammar re·arranged 
The tree structures show what the original English phrase IS and the target Punjabl 
phrase. It can be seen that several changes need to be made to the English parse tree to 
get to the Punjabi one. The re-arrangement rule is used several times to get all 
possible sentence structures. It can be seen that the noun_phrase consistIng of a 
conjunction IS re-arranged in several places in case one of them fits the Punjabl 
phrase. In thIS example, the conjunction is in the same place wIthin the noun phrase as 
the English structure. As more slImlar examples are given, the rating of 
noun_phrase,[noun_phrase,conjunctlon,noun_phrase] 
is held stronger than the other two possIbIlities. The same procedure applies to: 
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grammar(punjabl,verb_phrase, (noun_phrase,verb_phrase] ,}. 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,(verb_phrase,noun_phrase],}. 
The English verb phrase structure is head first whereas the Punjabl one is head last. 
ECHO again uses the re-arrangement rule to look at all possible sentence structures 
and as more evidence is provided, the Punjabl sentence structure supersedes the 
English one; therefore It eventually learns that a Punjabi verb phrase is 
(nou~phrase,verb_phrase] rather than (verb_phrase,noun_phrase]. (Dhunay, A., 
Hinde, C.I., & Connolly, I.H., 2000) 
9.6 Evaluation 
ECHO has successfully used the 3 rules of language acquisitIOn - additIOn, 
OlrnSSlon and re-arrangement. It has added adjectives to nouns such as "train" and 
deleted lexical items such as "the" from English sentence structures because Punjabl 
does not have articles. The articles from the English phrases were deleted so that the 
parse trees could get as close as possible to the Punj abi language. Re-arrangement was 
another rule which successfully helped the parse trees get close to Punjabi. Swapping 
each individual structure within the sentence helped ECHO finally set the parameters 
for the Punjabi sentence structures. 
Chomsky (1986) believed that one of the functions of Universal Grammar was to set 
the parameters of the target language so that you can differentiate one language from 
another. ECHO has successfully achieved this via positive eVidence. As more 
positive examples were given, ECHO managed to set the parameters for Punjabi verb 
phrase by raising the strength of the rating for the Punjabi phrase as head last rather 
than head first. 
As ECHO was acquinng single lexical items which consisted of a mix of nouns, 
verbs, adverb, adjectives etc, the ratings for the grammars were nsmg accordingly but 
the results were only becoming clear as short utterances of 1+ words were being 
acquired. When short phrases such as "rou kha" were presented to ECHO, the parse 
tree after re-arrangement suggested that "rou" could be either a noun or a verb; 
together with ''kha'' being either a noun or a verb, but when it found already acquired 
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eVidence that "rotl" was a noun and "kha" was a verb, the ratings for noun([rotij) and 
verb([khaj) increased, leaving behind and reducmg the possib!lity of noun([khaj) and 
verb([rotij). As more evidence was presented the beliefs of this sentence structure got 
stronger and stronger. 
Research (Hochberg, 1988) has found that when children are born, their bram 
produces millions of synapses which are linked together as they leam language. When 
children first come into contact with positive evidence from the world, their synapses 
go wild and start linking words with all posslbihties but as they grow older, only the 
sentence structures that they hear more regularly in their native language are kept 
whereas the other linked synapses are slowly broken away. In the same way, ECHO 
only keeps the ratings of the correct structures as more eVidence is presented and 
slowly the incorrect ones are reduced. 
There are several words in English that have more than one meaning. One such word 
is "fruit" which is a noun and also an adjective. When presenting ECHO with the 
leXical item "fruit". the parse tree was formed and both structures were recognised, 
but as short utterances like "eat the fruit' and "put the fruit" were presented, it was 
evident that m this case the fruit is seen as a noun rather than an adjective. Therefore 
ECHO increased the rating of noun[fruit] and left the other one steady instead of 
decreasmg the rating. The reason for this is that the structure adjective[fruit] is still 
correct but It is just not used in the acquisition sample. 
Chornsky believed that posItive evidence was not enough for children to be able to 
acqUire a language successfully; therefore the success of language acquiSition must be 
internal and come from the idea of a Universal Grammar. ECHO is also presented 
With only pOSItive evidence as all sentence structures given are grammatically correct. 
The ECHO system can be seen in two ways: performing first language acquisition or 
performing second language acquisition. If acqUlnng a first language as a child, then 
the pre-defined English structures are seen as the Universal Grammar because we do 
not have any phYSical evidence of such a theory. In this way, PunJabi IS acquired 
usmg the Umversal Grammar as an 3ld to set the parameters of the target language 
With the help of the three acqulSltlOn rules - addition, deletion and re-arrangement. 
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If ECHO is seen as a second language acquisition tool, It is then sirrular to an adult 
learning a second language where English is the first language already acquired and 
Punjabi IS the target language. The help of the acquisition rules allows the acquisition 
process to become successful. An adult can consciously add, delete and re-arrange the 
sentences to fit the target language but their second language is never at the same 
level as the first. A[O]ddition emulates access to the universal grammar and ItS lack m 
adults means that they don't get articles at a subconscious level. In other words, the 
subject SllIjit will only add in articles if she is taught that they should be withm 
certam phrases, but at a subconscious level, she will miss them out when engagmg m 
a spontaneous conversation. 
9.7 Conclusion 
The acquisition process takes a sentence from the host language and an equivalent 
sentence from the target language and tries to induce possible lexical and grammatical 
structures. 
Positive evidence from the sample sentences has made it pOSSible for the system to 
reinforce the correct rules. It can be seen from the results that there has been an 
mcrease in the ratings in words which have reccurred on more than one occasion. In 
this chapter, the words/phrases that have been repeated on several occurrences hold 
more positive structures than the ones that have only been seen one or twice. 
ECHO has successfully acquired enough language structures to be able to distinguish 
between the two languages. 
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Chapter 10 
Conclusion and further work 
10.1 Conclusion 
This project has mvestIgated acqUIsition of a new language via positive examples. 
Syntax inductIon has been studied widely and the more complex syntax associated 
With natural language is difficult to induce without restrictions; therefore Chomsky's 
conjecture on Uruversal Grammar has been used to guide tlns research. 
ECHO was primanly designed as a natI1ral language query system as the interface 
was constructed in such .a way that there was not strict demand on the grarrunatical 
correctness in the input. English was the first language used as a language for 
NLIDB, however French was added later. The ECHO system did not need much 
alteratIon due to the fact that French and English have similar sentence structI1res. 
An addition to the natural language interface has been for ECHO to acquire a 
language rather than manually mputtmg the grarrunatIcal structures, therefore Punjabi 
was used as the next language for experimentation as this Indian language and 
English have many different structures and Punjabi is the native language of the 
author. 
The theSIS commenced by focusmg on both first and second language acquISItion in 
humans. ThIs was important research towards this thesis as it provided insight into 
how language is mechanically learnt in the brain. Different parts of the brain are 
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associated with different functions of everyday life; as language is a major 
communication process It was vital that it was studied. Focusing the research on one 
school of thought of language acquisition has helped the acquiSitIOn of language 
acquiSItIOn in ECHO. Tlus research was highly motivated by Chomsky's school of 
thought and his conjecture on Universal Grammar. 
His conjecture led this research to case studies which complemented hiS thoughts. His 
views on second language acquisition and indirect access to the universal grammar 
coinCided with Swjlt'S case study whereas his ideas on first language acquisition and 
direct access to uruversal grammar complemented the work done on bilIngual children 
and how they successfully acquired both languages With the appropnate accents for 
each one. SUlJit's case study used the idea of Indirect access as she learnt English with 
indirect access to the uruversal grammar by uSing the prinCiples and parameters 
already set in Punjabi to learn English. 
The case study supporting Chomsky's theory on indirect access to UO also supported 
Lenneberg's theory on the critical period hypothesis where he proposed that after 
puberty' It is difficult to learn a language at the same level as the native language. 
Swjit learnt English after puberty; therefore this linuted her learrung capabilities, 
hence proViding her with a strong Indian accent when talking in English and not 
enabling her to acquire English to the same level as her first native language. There 
are other factors that have also contributed to her lack of success, one being lack of 
motivation because she has acquired enough vocabulary to be able to communicate 
with her peers successfully, therefore not making the effort to learn English further. 
As the aim of the project was to induce Punjabi from English, it was important to 
study and analyze certain areas of the Punjabl language in-order to clanfy that ECHO 
is indUCing successfully. Areas such as headedness, postfix, articles, adchtlons and 
Oluissions were particularly focused upon as these were the aspects of the Punjabl 
language that ECHO induced. 
To see if slIrular work had been undertaken previously, several computational models 
of language acquiSItion have been analysed according to the language acquisitIOn 
taxonomy presented by Cheung and Uzgal!s. Tlus helped categorize ECHO mto a 
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different phase because it was found that even though there have been many models 
acquinng language, no other model has induced PunJabi lexicon and syntax from a 
predefined language. There was no other model that worked with the two languages 
by inducing one language from another, therefore this project can be stretched to 
accommodate other Indo-European languages as most of them have siIffilar language 
patterns. 
Even though Cheung and Uzgahs's taxonomy aided in the analysis of computational 
models, Pylyshyns argument's helped to realize that ECHO could not be categorized 
into this taxonomy, therefore the taxonomy had to be amended. Pylyshyn argued that 
both simulation and application oriented models could not be separated because 
human mtelligence needs real life experience which computer systems do not possess, 
therefore argwng that the conditions under which computer models are put into 
categories are not good enough for models to be compared. 
Models that have been analysed focused on different areas of language acquisition as 
it would almost be imposslble to learn every aspect of a language with one computer 
software. ECHO mamly focuses on headedness and syntax acquisition. ECHO can be 
seen as either acquiring Punjabi as a first language or as a second language; in both 
cases the source language restricts the target language. As there is no physical 
evidence of the universal grammar, development of the first language takes place by 
considering Enghsh as the uruversal grammar and PunJabi being induced from it as 
positive eVldence lS presented, so that Punjabl is acquired by using universal grammar 
to help set parameters for the new language. 
Development of the second language takes place by considenng English as the first 
language already acqwred and Punjabl being induced from It as a second language in 
slIffilar terms to Chomsky's idea on indirect access to uruversal grammar. 
In both cases, with the help of the acquisition rules - addition, omission and re-
arrangement, a subset of Punjabi has been mduced successfully. OmisslOn omits a 
selected syntactic element from a structure in the target language. An example of this 
is articles which do not occur in Punjabi With the result that the Mapper process 
deletes them from the English parse tree before continuing with the induction process. 
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The addition rule complements the omissIOn and proposes an additional syntactic 
element. There are some words in English that correspond to two words in Punjabi, 
therefore the addltton rule has been used to add adjecttves onto words to complement 
them. Finally the re-arrangement rule IS used to find the correct grammatical structure 
of the Punjabi sentences by re-arrangmg each syntactical element in the source 
grammar so that one of them can fit the target structure. As similar possible structures 
are presented, the belief in those structures increases, thus building up syntax and 
grammar from positive evidence. 
10.2 Further Work 
1 ENGLISH l-----l ECHOtrMS H SQL 1----11011>11 OUTPUT 
where can buy bread 
Language 
AcqU1S1t1on 
PUNJABl 
elect shops from shops Samsbury 
where product = 'Bread' , 
Fig 10 I ECHO and further work 
Several past and present natural language interfaces to database systems have 
attempted to use natural language to retrieve information out of a database. ReViewing 
the advantages and disadvantages of such systems, It has become more clear that the 
ECHO system can help industries to retrieve informatton in foreign languages in an 
easier and more efficient way. Instead of manually typing in each foreign language's 
grammar and syntax, ECHO can be used to induce one language from another in a 
" 
more ttme effiCient way. The correct target grammar and syntax increases as more 
evidence is presented, reducmg the most likely combinattons and slowly achieving the 
correct structures of the target language. Punjabi can then be used as a front-end with 
the possibility of also typing With the Gurmukhi script. Companies would be able to 
prOVide NLIDB' s m the local language or dialect. 
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At tlus stage, only addinon, omission and re-arrangement rules have been applied, but 
another big chfference between Inchan languages and English is the use of genders 
(With the absence of the neuter gender) which are not only decided by the sex but also 
by size and how often it is used. ECHO can be extended to deal with such differences 
by generalizing most rules; i e. larger marumate things bemg masculine and smaller 
inanimate things bemg feminine. 
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Abstract 
There IS a large body of work that addresses the problem oflanguage acqwSluon by computer, although 
tins IS mamiy focused on acqwSll!On of an arbItrary language 
Chomsky's conjecture on UIIlVersal Grammar (VG) argues that a language IS acqwred by parametnsmg 
the UG rather than mducmg an arbItrary grammar WIth no lIIlUal constnunts. The mducuon of a second 
language uses knowledge of the first language as a basIS therefore the second language bemg strongly 
mfluenced by the structure of the first language leamt. 
Language mductIon can either mduce poSSible grammar rules from notlung or use an eXlstmg syntactIC 
and semantIc structure to aId the mduCtlon process. In eIther case the presentahon of the target language 
(PunJabl) needs to start WIth sunple and basIC requests and slowly bwld up to more complex requests. As 
well as bavrng access to the first language, any aspects of the second language already learot will be 
useful m resolVIng arnblgIDues m the poSSIble syntax and semanUcs of that language. 
The development of the second language proceeds by entermg conjectures, or asswnpuons, mto the truth 
marntenance system (TMS) based on eVIdence gamed from prosentaUon of the example sentences and 
theIr Eng~sh eqwvalents and ampilfymg the be~ef In those asswnpUons as new eVIdence IS presented. 
Several quenes resulUng In the same asswnpuon WIll result m that asswnpuon bemg held more strongly 
and so poSSIble syntax WIll bwld up 
1 Introduction 
Chomsky (1981) belIeved that hwnans have an umque abIlity to acquIre theIr natural language by 
parametnsmg a uruversal grammar rather than acqwnng a language from nothmg. Acqwnng a context 
free language typIcally requIres the presentation of negative examples as well as pOSluve examples, 
whereas a regular grammar can be acqwred from only posluve examples [Fu,1974]. 
Followmg Chomsky's conjecture It is reasonable to assume that a language can be acqUIred faster by 
parametnsmg a uruversal grammar rather than mducmg grammar WIth no Imual constraInts. The 
mductIon of the second language reqwres knowledge of the fIrst language, therefore the target 
language IS strongly mfluenced by the structure of the first language learnt. In the mitIal stages of 
learning Chomsky asserts that the ciuld wIll have access to the umversal grammar to draw on wiulst 
learnmg both languages - I.e. being bl-IIngual. 
The basIC system from whIch this research project evolved was deslgued pnmanly as a natural 
language data base query system whIch accepted a subset of English and translated this EnglIsh phrase 
mto SQL m order to extract IDformatIon from a database. The system IS therefore capable of generatIng 
the relatIonsiup between EnglIsh and SQL; given an eqwvalent PunJabl statement tlus would then have 
the semantIcs, (SQL) generated by the EnglIsh query leavmg the PunJabi WIth the correct semantIcs 
asSOCIated. 
The task would then be to generate the assOCIanon between PunJabi and the associated semantIcs. 
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Two approaches are pOSSIble at tIus stage, eIther mduce the required connecuon between PunJabl and 
the SQL from nothmg or use an exisung syntacuc and semantIc structure to rud the mducuon process 
In eIther case the presentauon of the PunJabIlSQL pairs needs to start WIth SImple requests and bwld up 
to more complex requests as any language already acquired WlIl be useful m resolvmg runblgwlles m 
the possIble syntax and semanucs of the language to be acqurred. 
The latter approach has been taken so PunJabi is to be mduced as a second language based on Enghsh 
as the first, or host language 
The second language can be developed by entering conJecurres, or assumptions, mto the TMS based on 
eVIdence gaIned from presentation of the exrunple sentences and their Enghsh eqwvalents and 
amphfymg the behef In those assumptions as new evidence is presented. Several quenes resulting m 
the srune assumpllon WlIl result In that assumptIOn bemg held more strongly and so the pOSSIble syntax 
and semantics WlIl bwld up. 
2 Chomsky's Conjecture on Universal Grammar 
Accorchng to Chomsky, all hwnan bemgs share theIr knowledge of language regardless of whIch 
language It IS - but UG IS their common mhentance. UG IS concerned WIth the knowledge of language 
and Internal structure of the mind, rather than behaviour [Chomsky,1969] 
Chomsky argues that UG IS present in every ciuld's rnmd as a system of pnnclples and parameters 
Therefore It IS a combmatlon of restncUve pnnclples WIth certam open parruneters wiuch are then fixed 
by external factors (i.e. expenence) and known as 'Core Grammar'. [Bpstem et.al., 1996] 
An exrunple of a pnnclple IS that of 'structure-dependency' which argues that the knowledge of a 
parucular language IS dependant on structural relationsiups WltIun the sentence rather that the sequence 
of Items. For exrunple, to change a statement sentence m Enghsh to a quesUon sentence an auxiliary 
word WlIl have to be moved such as 'wIll' or 'can'. [Cook, 1988] 
Le Statement: 
Question: 
The letter WIll arnve tomorrow. 
W,ll the letter arnve tomo"ow' 
Chomsky also looked mto 'head-parameters' wiuch specIfies the order of elements WltIun a language. 
Head parruneters are pnnclples of syntax whIch looks mto where the head of the phrase IS placed 
WIthin a sentence. A ciuld IS able to set the head parruneter of Its language durmg acqwslUon, for 
exrunple: 
Enghsh speakers set head-parameters to head first 
The London trrun amved at platform 5 
(vp consIsts of V as the head fIrSt.) 
PunJabl speakers set head-parruneter to head last. 
London ch train panJV1 platform thru ponchi hat 
London's traIn fifth platform on amved 
(VP consists of V as head last) 
3 First Language Acquisition 
Chomsky went on to look at fIrSt language acqwsltlon. He beheved that chIldren are at a state where 
they have no knowledge of language at all and slowly progress to a state where they can effiCIently use 
the language. 
Chomsky argued that ciuldren acqwre language from eVIdence that they encounter. He looked at 2 
types of eVIdence. 
1. posIUve eVIdence - learnmg the correct way. 
2. negative eVIdence -learnmg from mIstakes. 
ChIldren generaIly only come mto contact WIth posluve eVIdence. They WlIl only hear grammatically 
correct sentences from adults and books but Chomsky beheved that chIldren also need negaUve 
eVIdence to acqwre the language fully; they need to be able to make nnstakes and correct them. [Cook, 
1988] 
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A parameter m a child's bram IS hke a sWitch which after heanng either posmve or negative eVidence 
can be SWitched either way to smt the language that IS heard. 
UG was descnbed m tenns of a seed A seed IS planted m the ground and It grows and flowers. 
Growth can not take place Without envrronment whIch IS there to proVide water, mmerals, ele In the 
same way, knowledge of language IS In the chIld's rmnd from birth but It needs expenence to mature 
Without expenence 11 IS llDposslble, but the entlre potential IS there from the start. 
4 Second Language Acquisition 
Chomsky later went on to look at Second Language Acqmsltlon compared to First Language 
Acqmsltlon. 
Only a mmonty of second language learners Will be able to learn therr second language eqmvalent to 
therr first language. One of the reasons for thIs could be that the second language IS not learnt namally 
and IS usually learnt through books, tapes etc whIch are non-namal methods. [Ellls, 1997] 
Chomsky looked at 3 models m order to expl31n how much of UG IS accessible to second language 
learners. 
3) Dzrect access to UG: 
VG 
A 
Ll (Ss) L2(S.) 
Second language learners use UG to learn the new language Without any reference to the first language 
values that have already been set m the first language therefore the UG being aV31lable for access by 
second language acqmsition. ThIs procedure IS most commonly used by bilingual children who are 
expected to construct core grammars whIch reqwre different parameter settIngs m order to get the same 
pnnclple. 
4) Indirect Access to UG: 
VG 
+ Ll (Ss) 
+ L2 (S.) 
Second language learners rmght use the values of UG already set m the first language as a spring board 
and learn the new language the same way. This procedure IS mostly used by adults who learn a 
language at a later stage m hfe, therefore therr first language highly mfluences therr second language. 
3) No Access to UG:-
VG Other faculties (Books, imitation) 
+ + 
Ll (Ss) L2(S.) 
Second language rmght also be acqwred through non-namal means and is dtstlnct from frrst language 
acqmsltlon 
It IS important to look at Lenneberg's Cntlcal Penod HypotheSIS (CPH) (1967) to support the no-access 
model Frrst ideas on CPH came from Penfield (1953) who believed that the difficulty of language 
acqmsltlon mcreased With age. His theory was rather vague and was later revised by Lenneberg who 
looked mto the theory m greater depth 
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5 ECHO System 
5.1 Initial State 
ThIs prOject started WIth a natural language database query system based on acceptmg EnglIsh and 
translatmg It mto SQL statements. A natural language mterface to a database IS a system that allows the 
user to access the information wluch is stored InsIde the database by snnply requesting It via some 
natural language whIch does not necessanly have to be syntactically correct (I e. EnglIsh). 
The heart of the system IS a Truth Mamtenance System (TMS) wluch has been used to support several 
areas from Computer AIded DesIgn and Manufacture [Hmde et al., 1989aJ[Hmde et al. 1990] to 
Gesture analysIs [McKeozle-M!Ils et ai, 1997], and of course natural language processmg [Hmde et 
al., 1989b]. The Truth Maintenance system is essenually a mulUple context reasorung system that IS 
able to maintain mconslstent vIews SImultaneously and keep the denvations dIstinct as reqwred [de 
Kleer 1987]. 
The query passes through the TMS which denves a number of poSSIble answers wluch are asSIgned a 
measure of belIef. The lughest ranked quenes are presented to the user m the form of SQL statements. 
One of the malO advantages ofNLIDB [Androutsopoulos et. al., 1995] IS that the user does not have 
the problem of learrung amficlal query languages such as SQL wluch take up consIderable I1me and 
effort. Menu-based applIcations are also aVaIlable but to some extent the occasIOnal user sull needs 
some traIrung on some areas, for example, hnking fraroes and selectmg restrictions from menus. 
NLIDB's can only deal WIth a subset of naturaIlanguage which IS not always obVIOUS to the user and 
help IS not always available. [Tennant et. alI983][Hendnx, 1982;J[Cohen,1992J[Sldhu and Hmde, 
1997]. It IS nnposslble to try and nnplement a system whIch could deal WIth every aspect of NL - due 
to new words bemg mvented and words bemg dIsused. 
The system IS capable of generatmg the relauonslup between EnglIsh and SQL; glven an eqUIvalent 
Punpbl statement tlus would then have the semanUcs (SQL), generated by the EnglISh query,leavmg 
the PunJabl WIth the correct semanUcs assocIated. The task would then be to generate the assocIation 
between PunJabl and the assocIated semantics. 
The research could have induced the reqUITed connection between Punjabl and SQL from notlung but It 
has chosen to use an eXlsUng syntactic and semantic structure to aid the mducuon process. Therefore, 
the presentation of the PunJabilSQL paIrS need to start WIth SImple sentences and bUIld up to mare 
complex sentences. 
The development of the second language WIll take place by enterlDg conjectures, or assumptions, IOta 
the TMS and amplIfying the belIef m those assumpuons as new eVIdence IS presented. Several quenes 
resulung in the saroe assumpuon WIll result m that assumption bemg held more strongly and so the 
pOSSIble syntax and semanUcs WIll bUIld up. 
5.2 Rules of Second Language Acquisition used by ECHO 
The ECHO system has followed one of the factors proposed by Chomsky on 'IndIrect Access to UG'. 
As an adult learrung a second language uses the first language as a spnngboard, the ECHO system also 
uses the first language - English as a spnngboard to acquire the second language - PunJabl. 
ECHO has looked at three maIn rules in-order to acqUlTe the second language - Re-arrangement, 
OmissIon and Addluon. In tenos of access to the Umversal Grammar, there IS no need for access to the 
UG to perform re-arrangement 
OmissIOn sumlarly does not reqUITe access to the U G. and so mdefimte and defimte amcles can be 
Omitted as they are not present ID PunJabl syntax. 
Addition reqUIres access to the UG as there IS no other source for the addItional syntacuc forms. 
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5.2.1 Re-arrangement 
The re· arrangement rule takes an Enghsh and PunJabl phrase and re-arranges each word to a different 
position withID a phrase !Ill the nght Punjabl structure IS found. It is apparent that Punjabl and Enghsh 
have different word orders. In order for ECHO to learn the Punjabl sentence, It must take the Enghsh 
sentence and swap the word order around several tunes to find all possible grammatical structures of 
the sentence and eventually It will find the structure that fits the Punjabl phrase. 
For example - a simple English sentence structure is 
Sentence -.. eat the bread [verb, article, noun] 
Whereas the PunJabl structure is: 
Sentence -.. rotl kha - [noun, verb] (bread eat) 
The ECHO system With go through the follOWing steps of re-arrangement: (beanng ID mIDd that It Will 
delete the article With the 'Olmt' rule, see later) 
Step 1 [verb, article, noun] 
Step 2 [verb, noun] 
Step 3 [noun, verb] 
Here It Can be seen that both the correct Enghsh and PunJabl phrase structures are present, however 
they WIll generally have different levels ofbehef associated With them. 
5.2.2 Omission 
The OmlSSlon rule in ECHO takes out a selected word from a phrase which does not occur ID the target 
language. It does tlus by usmg the add_omlt rule. Tlus has the structure: 
add_omlt(old_antecedents,new_antecedents,beheOevel). 
For example 
add_Omlt([indefirute_article,noun..phrase],[noun..phraseJ,low). 
The mdefirute_artIcle IS deleted from the noulLPhrase and the 'noun-phrase' alone IS parsed together 
With the Punjabl 'noun..phrasc' An example of a Punjabl sentence where thiS may be used IS' 
English: The shops Punjabj· Dukaana (shops) 
5.2.3 Addition 
In ECHO, the addition rule adds a word onto a phrase. Currently, If there IS a smgle word m Enghsh 
that corresponds to two words ID Punjabi, It Will add on an adjective at the beginrung of the phrase to 
make It eqwvalent to the Punjabi sentence. For example: 
English: tram (noun) 
Punjabl: ral! gaddi (adjective, noun) 
ECHO wlil see that Tram IS a noun therefore one of the words 'rlul' or 'gaddl' has also got to be a 
noun. It Will then add an adjective to the phrase because the adjective complements the noun. 
Enghsh noun 
Punjabl adjective, noun 
At this stage of acqwsmon, ECHO does not know which word in the PunJabl phrase is a 'noun' or an 
'adJective' therefore It will look at all posslbliil1es by stating that 'Gaddi' and 'RaIl' could both be 
either nouns or adjecl1ves. ECHO Will also conjecture that the new word could be an article as It has no 
eVidence to support any reasonable asswnpl10n over any other. 
noun(gaddi) 1.55 
adjecl1ve(rlul) 1.55 
adjectlve(gaddl) 1.55 
noun(ral!) 1.55 
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This also reflects results found In the report wntten on SllIJlt [Dhunay & HInde, 2000) In the report, It 
IS eVident that Surjlt, bemg a nauve PunJabl Speaker, onnts articles when speiling the EnglIsh 
language. I e. 
Lme 73 : living altogether in VIllage 
" 
Missing artIcle 'the'. 
PunJabl does not use arucles. SllIJlt learnt EnglIsh at as an adult and so would not have access to the 
UG. She unconsciously leaves them out whtlst translaung from PunJabl to Engltsh as the concept of 
arucles IS not avatlable at the subconscious level 
5.3 The Language Acquisition Process 
The acqwsluon process lakes a sentence from the host language and an eqwvalent sentence from the 
target language and uses the correspondence to suggest hypothetlcalleXlcal and grammaucal structures, 
whtch are assigned levels of behef. 
bread roti 
Thts example results m knowledge that the enghsh word "bread" IS a noun and the highest grarnmaucal 
structure is a noun_phrase. 
ECHO denves the followmg two hypotheses The belief system lakes a range of values from 0 to 100. 
nouILPhrase .:= noun 2 
noun(roU) 1.80 
ThiS knowledge is mternallsed and the follOwing sentences are presented 
eat the bread rotl kha (bread eat) 
In VIew of the fact that the system already suspects that ''rou'' is a noun, thts consUtutes further 
eVidence that "roti is a noun but also mcludes the possibility that It lDIght be a translUve verb, at a 
lower level of belief. The system lDIslakenly denves the ntIe: 
verb-phrase := translUve_ verb, noul1.-phrase 
The syntacuc ntles denved are: 
verb-phrase :'= noun-phrase, transluve_verb 1.998 
verb_phrase .'= transluve_verb, noun_phrase 2 
So the inhented English ntle has a marginally higher level of behef associated WIth it as the system has 
a bias towards Inhenting ntles directly and imually penalises rearranged or otheJ'Wlse echted ntles. 
noun (roU) 1.88 
trans_ verb (rou) 1.80 
tmperauve_ verb(rou) 1.80 
The above shows that confidence m the hypotheSIs that "roU" is a noun has mcreased. 
Sell the bread roti bech (bread sell) 
This example shows the strength of belief in the rule: 
verb_phrase ::= noul1.-phrase, transitive_verb 
has mcreased to beyond that for 
verb_phrase :'= transluve_verb, noun-phrase 
mdicatmg that eVidence from the equivalent sentences IS enabhng the system to re-mforce the correct 
ntles. 
verb_phrase '.= noun-phrase, transluve_verb 2.09 
verb_phrase := translUve_verb, noul1.-phrase 1.89 
noun [rou) 1.96 
!rans_verb [roU) 1.89 
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Imperatlve_ verb[roll] 1.80 
As can be seen from the results table above, there has clearly been an Increase In the rallngs In words 
winch have re-occurred on several occasIOns. In tins example- the word that has been used repeatedly 
IS 'BREAD'. 
ECHO started off WIth no PunJabl knowledge, but after being presented WIth a few PunJabl words and 
short utterances It has learnt that a PunJabl sentence IS different to an English sentence and the 
headedness in a PunJabl 'verb_phrase' IS head last. 
lt also has come to learn that a 'rOil' IS a noun; thIS acqwslllon has taken place by the TMS mcreasmg 
the belief m assumpllons as new eVIdence IS presented. Results that have had the same assumpllons has 
caused that rallng to be held more strongly, thus poSSIble syntax and semanllcs have built up. 
The syntacllc structure of the English language has preVIOusly been programmed mto ECHO, therefore 
the English language can be used In two dIfferent ways. 
Firstly, PunJabl can be mduced from English as a fIrst language. A uruversal grammar to work from IS 
unavailable, therefore, English can be seen as the UG and Punjabi bemg denved from It IQ smular 
terms as the acqwslllon of a fIrst language, i.e. selling parameters for the target language by havmg full 
access to Chomsky's Uruversal Grammar. 
Secondly, we can assume that English has already been acquired by havmg full access to the UG and 
PunJabl IS now being induced from English as a second language and havmg Indirect access to the UG 
parameters that have already been set by the fIrst language, hence, the source language affecllng the 
target language. 
In either case, the acqwslllon procedure has to start WIth slffiple requests and slowly bwld up to more 
complex requests as any language being acqwred would go through 
GiVing It a sunple sentence, the ECHO system manages to dIfferentiate several different phrase 
structures. 
Example: 
Product of shop IS bread Dhukaan di cheez roti hru 
Shop of product bread IS 
The phrase used here IS a companson phrase winch mcludes a noun phrase and also a possessor phrase. 
In order to disllngwsh between the two poSSIble Interpretations of "dhukaan dI cheez", "shop of 
product" and "product of shop" it is necessary to assocIate the semanllcs of the words and phrases; 
knowing that "dhukaan" and "shop" are equivalents from prevIOus sentences would enable the 
dlfferentiallon to be made. Syntacllcally they are very sirmlar. 
The rule that IS mdlcated here strongly IS: 
companson-phrase :'= nOUD-Phrase, noun_phrase,comparator 12.08 
whereas the English rule is. 
companson_phrase .= noun_phrase, comparator, noun_phrase 874 
In order to aclneve tins differenllallon and to establish the rule the system needed to know that 
dhukaan, cheez and roll were all nouns. 
ExIstence of arIIcles In EnglIsh is a substanllal bamer to learDlng from a host language WIthout arIIcles 
The ECHO system can easdy ormt the arIIcles when denvlng PunJabl from EnglIsh but unless some 
addlllonal mformallon IS prOVIded, analogous to havmg access to the UG the system can never acqwre 
the concept of eIther the defIrute artICle or the mdefIrute arIIcle. GIVIng ECHO access to some slffiple 
addlllon rules Illustrates the pomt. DerIVIng English from PunJabl using the sample sentences "dhukan" 
and "the shop" results In the system denvlng several hypotheses. In partIcular: 
noun_phrase :.= defIrute_arIIcle, noun 
noun-phrase .:= mdefIrute_arIIcle, noun 
show up as two posslbllllles amongst: 
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noun-phrase .. = noun, mdefimte_artJcle 1 63 
noun_phrase ::= noun, def1Il1te_artJcle 1 63 
noun-phrase :.= noun, adjecnve 1 63 
noun_phrase ::= adjecnve, noun 2 34 
ThIs was after presenting eVIdence suggesnng that shop nught be a noun. The chOIces avatlable are 
remforced accordmg to eVIdence gatned and so It is possIble to ascertatn whIch grammar rules are the 
most ltkely to form the basIS of the new language. The ablltty to disnngwsh between mdefimte and 
defimte artIcles IS something that IS not clear that the system wtll be able to accomplish WIthout 
recourse to the semanncs. In terms of syntax acquiSItion the dlstincnon appears unnecessary. The 
system also appears to have dtfficulty disnngwshing between artIcles and adJecnves as both influence 
the mterpretanon of the assocIated noun, 
6 Conclusion 
There are two reasons why PunJablls a preferred language to acqwre. The first acadenuc reaSOn IS that 
there are several tmportant dIfferences between the syntax of PunJabi and the syntax of Engltsh, the 
"headedness" IS dIfferent; compansons m Engltsh place the comparator between the objects whereas 
PunJabl places the comparator after the two objects; Engltsh uses "mfix", PunJabl uses "postfix" The 
second reason IS that the first author IS blltngual m Engltsh and PunJabl 
A recent paper by Sldhu and Htnde (1997) tndlcates that one of the bottlenecks of setllng up a natural 
language query system is the introducnon of a new database or a new language. The posslblltties 
resulting a successful project mclude bemg able to produce a much Simpler system of mtroducmg a 
new language reqwnng less nme by a bIlingual data base admimstrator being replaced by nme from a 
blltngual user; the system would then acqwre the language used by the user rather than that employed 
by the data base adtruntstrator. Multi-nallonals would be able to proVIde management mformanon 
system l!ulored to the local language or dIalect. 
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Abstract 
Following Chomsky's conjecture on Uruversal Grammar (UG) It IS assumed that a 
language can be acquired faster by parametnsmg the UG rather than inducmg an arbitrary 
grammar With no irulial constramts. Induclion of a second language reqwres the knowledge of 
a first language therefore the second language bemg strongly mfluenced by the structure of the 
fust language learnt. 
This project can either mduce poSSible grammar rules from nothmg or use an eXlsling 
syntactic and semanlic structure to aId the mduction process. In either case the presentalion of 
the PunJabl needs to start With sunple requests and bwld up to more complex requests as any 
language already learnt will be useful m resolvmg ambiguilies m the poSSIble syntax and 
semantics of the language to be acqwred. 
The development of the second language proceeds by entering conjectures, or assumptions, 
into the truth maIntenance system based on eVidence gaIned from presentation of the example 
sentences and thelf EnglIsh eqwvalents and amplIfymg the belIef m those assumptions as new 
eVidence IS presented. Several quenes resulling In the same assumpliOn Will result in that 
assumpliOn beIng held more strongly and so the pOSSIble syntax and semantics Will bwld up. 
Keywords: Second Language, PunJabl, Chomsky, Augmentation, Transformalion, Language 
acqwsltIon, language induction 
1 INTRODUCTION 
There IS a large body of work that addresses the problem of language acqwsltIon by computer, 
although thiS IS mamly focused on acquislliOn of an arbitrary language. 
Chomsky (1981) argued that human's have an ability to acquire their natural language by 
parametensmg a UnIversal grammar rather than acqumng a language from notInng Acqwrmg a context 
free language typically reqwres the presentalion of negative examples as well as posItive examples, 
whereas a regular grammar can be acquired from only posIlive examples (Fu 1974). 
FollOWing Chomsky's conjecture it IS reasonable to assume that a language can be acquired faster 
and easier by parametensmg a UnIversal grammar rather than mducmg an arbitrary grammar With no 
lrulial constraints. Inducmg a second language typically draws on knowledge of the flfSt language and 
so the second language may be strongly mfluenced by the structure of the flfSt language learnt. In the 
lrulial stages of learrung Chomsky asserts that the child Will have access to the UnIversal grammar to • < 
draw on wlule learrung both languages. 
Tlus project starts With a natural language data base query system which accepts a subset of 
EnglIsh and translates tIns to SQL. The system IS therefore capable of generaling the relalionslup 
between EnglIsh and SQL; given an eqwvaient PunJabl statement tIns would have the semantics, (SQL) 
generated by the EnglIsh query leavmg the PunJabl with the correct semantics associated. 
The task would then be to generate the assoclalion between PunJabi and the associated semanlics. 
Two approaches are pOSSible at tlus stage, either Induce the reqwred conneclion between Punjabl 
and the SQL from notlung or use an eXlsling syntactic and semanlic structure to aId the mduclion 
process. In either case the presentalion of the PunJabilSQL paIrS needs to start With Simple requests and 
bwld up to more complex requests as any language already acqwred Will be useful In resolvmg 
amblgullies In the pOSSible syntax and semanlics of the language to be acqwred. 
The latter approach has been taken so PunJabi IS to be mduced as a second language based on 
EnglIsh as the first, or host language. 
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The heart of the system IS an Assumpuon based Truth Mamtenance System (ATMS) which has 
been used to support several areas from Computer AIded DeSIgn and Manufacture (HInde et al. 1989a 
& Hinde et al 1990) to Gesture analysis (McKenzle-Mtlls et al. 1997), and of course natural language 
processmg (Hmde et al. 1989b). The Truth Mamtenance system is essenually a muluple context 
reasorung system that IS able to mamtam inconSIstent vIews stmultaneously and keep the denvauons 
dlsunct as reqUITed (de Kleer 1987) It also has mecharusms for reasorung about uncertainty (HInde 
1990), although these have been developed substanUally smce 1990 
The development of the second language proceeds by entenng conjectures, or assumpuons, mto 
the TMS based on eVIdence gamed from presentauon of the example sentences and their Enghsh 
eqUIvalents and amplifymg the behef in those assumpUOns as new eVIdence is presented. Several 
queries resulung m the same assumpUon WIll result in that assumption bemg held more strongly and so 
the possIble syntax and semanUcs WIll butld up. 
2 CHOMSKY'S UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR 
There has been much preVIous research that tackles the problem of language acqUIsItion by 
computer, but the work has maIDly focused on the acqUIsItion of an arbItrary language. The mam 
concept of this paper IS to look at the problem of mducmg a second language vIa alteraUon and 
augmentaUon. 
There are many factors which have mouvated thIS research, mamly Chomsky's conjecture on 
Uruversal Grammar and also personal expenence of bemg bl-hngual and acquinng a language through 
natural methods. 
Chomsky believed all human bemgs shared their knowledge of language, regardless of -winch 
language it IS - Uruversal Grammar (UG) is their common inhentance. He beheved that UG IS present 
in every clnld's mind as a system of pnnclples and parameters winch are set m order for the cluJd to 
acqUITe their language fluently. Selling the pnnciples allows the clnld to constram grammar and reduce 
learrung space from a vanety of posslblhues hence makmg language acqwsIUon easier whereas selling 
values to parameters allows the clnld to dlfferenUate from one language to another - I e. selling head 
parameters to head first or head last (Chomsky,1981) 
Enghsh speakers set head-parameters to head frrst 
The London traID arnved at platform 5 
(vp COnsISts of V as the head first ) 
PunJabl speakers set head-parameter to head last 
London di tram panJVI platform thai ponchl hat 
London 's tratn fifth platform on arnved 
(vp COnsISts of V as head last) 
3 WHO ARE THE MAIN USERS OF UG ? 
Accordmg to Chomsky, the matn users of UG are clnldren who acquire their first language 
naturally. CluJdren wtIl start off at the lruUal state (S.) where they WIll have no knowledge of a 
language and after havmg access to the UG, WIll slowly progress to the steady state (Ss) where they can 
effiCIently use the naUve language. Clnldren are born WIth the knowledge of learrung a language but 
need environment and expenence for It to mature. An example of thIS matunty gtven by Chomsky IS a 
'Seed'. A seed has the potenUal to turn into a plant, but needs the enVIronment (sun and water) to 
succeed. In the same way clnldren have the potenual from the btrth to acqwre a language but need the 
enVIronment to mature and gUIde It. 
Dunng the process of learning a language, chtldren WIll only come mto contact WIth posluve 
eVIdence. They WIll only hear grarnmaucal correct sentences from parents, adults, socIety - but 
Chomsky helieved that tlus IS not enough for them to acquire a language - chtldren also need negauve 
eVIdence to be able to acquire a context free grammar. ChIldren need to be able to make lDlstakes and 
correct them 
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4 Do ADULTS STILL HA VB ACCESS TO VG WIDLST LEARNING A SECOND 
LANGUAGE? 
Adults usually learn a second language not for pleasure, but tna1nly for educational or 
employment purposes, and because of thiS reason, It IS important to see how these second languages are 
learnt. 
The word 'second' can mean a second language subsequent to the mother tongue therefore can 
mean the learnIng of the third and fourth language or It could be referred to a 'foreign' language wluch 
IS learnt naMally as a result of hvmg in the country where It IS spoken as a native tongue. 
BaSically, 'Second Language AcqwsltlOn' IS learnIng a second language other than the mother 
tongue mside or outside of a classroom. 
Chomsky looked at second language acqwsition in eqwvalent terms to first language acqwsltlon. 
Whereas cluldren start at So and slowly progress to Ss state, adults learnIng a second language would 
start at SI state (because they already have knowledge of a first language) and slowly progress to SI 
state ( which Chomsky beheves will never be eqwvalent to the Ss state m the first language and Will be 
different to each mdlVldual dependmg on how they have learnt thelf second language). 
Chomsky exammed 3 ways UG can rud m the acquiSItion of a second language: -
'direct access to UG'- where a cluld would use UG m the same way as learmng their flfSt 
language. The parameters would be set differently to the first language and thiS procedure IS usually 
used by bl-hngnal children acquinng 2 languages at once. 
'indirect access to UG' - where the parameters set for the flfst language are used as a spnngboard 
to learn the second language. An example of !hts method IS SlIlJlt who learnt PunJabl as her first 
language and then later learnt Enghsh as an adult. Even after years of contact With the English 
language, her native tongue stlllmfluences her English accent, syntax and grammar. (Dhunay, Hmde 
and Connolly 2000) 
'no access to UG' - where many adults learn a second language at a later stage m hfe via non-
naMal methods - le books, tapes, classes, urutatlon etc. 
One of the reasons why adults are less likely to achieve thelf second language at the same level as 
the flfst language could be due to Lennebergs theory on 'Cntlcal Penod HypothesIs'. Lenneberg 
beheved that a cluld can learn more than one language before the cntlcal penod (before the age of 12) 
and after that age It becomes more and more difficult to learn a language. There IS not clear eVidence 
on thiS hypotheSIs because It'S hard to find a flfSt language learner m thelf later teens to compare the 
difference m language proficlency.(Cook. 1998) 
Some early research (Ferguson 1975, Melsel 1975) undertaken m the area of native speakers 
speech to foreigners mdlcated that lingwstlc enVlfonment might prove to be a very important area m 
the difference between flfSt and second language acqwsltIOn. They beheved that speakers of English, 
French, German and Fmrush tended to SWitch to ungrarnmatlcal sentences when addressmg Non Native 
Speaker's This process was known a 'Foreigner Talk' (Ferguson 1975) and was the result of three 
maIn processes: omisslOn, expansion and re-arrangement. 
OtruSSlon mcluded the deletion of articles, copulas, conjunctions, subject pronouns and 
mfiectlonal morphology whereas expansIOn involved the addition of analysed tags to question - i e. 
yes, no, okay? Other reasons for ungrrunmatical sentences are, mseruon of subject pronoun - you 
before imperatives and also replacement wluch mvolved forming negatives with 'no' plus the negated 
Item 1 e. 'no Itke t • 
The role of envlfonmental factors m flfst or second language acqwsltlon has been of great mterest 
to hngwsts. Lmgwstlc envlfonment is not the only factor that detenrunes second language acqwsltlon. 
There are many more - for example indiVidual age, language aptttude, social-psychological factors, 
personality etc. All normal children, under normal circumstance Will acqwre their native language-
some faster than others, but language mastery is not that Simple m Second Language AcqwSltlon? 
5 AUTOMATED LANGUAGE ACQUISmON 
Over the last fifteen years, the field of language acqwsltlon has seen great changes. There has 
been a great mterest m the language acqUlsi!ton of young cluldren and m the area of phonology, syntax, 
semanttcs and leXicon. (Clark 1993, GleltJnan and Landau 1994, Jusczyk 1996) Together With these 
mterests, there has been a change m the computattonal Side of language acqUisition. These mcluded a 
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shift from hand-crafted grammars to grammars learned automatically from corpora of natural occumng 
language (Armstron 1994, Bahl et al 1993, Joslu 1991). 
According to Shaplfo(1992), cogrutive sCientists tend to bwld computational models that show 
how cluldren learn because they beheve that bwldmg these models allows them to aclueve a degree of 
exphcltness that IS rrnposslble to achieve when workmg With pen and paper. Tbese models allow the 
scientist to compare the results in greater depth. 
One of the earhest applications to acquire language acqwsltion was developed m 1969 and known 
as 'Teachable Language Comprehender' by Qwlhan. Tbls system learnt how to understand English 
text and was developed as a theory of language understanding rather than language 
acqUisItion (Qwlhan, M R, 1969) Tbe flfst computer srrnulatlon of language acqwsltlon was writlen 
by Kelly, K.L ,(1967) ID a hngwstlc manner. It was able to learn srrnple granrrnars through expenence. 
Tlus model was given basiC syntaCtiC categones and It had to guess whether sentences, which were 
mputted, were grammatically correct or mcorrect. It was mtelhgent enough to 19uore sentences It did 
not recogruse and only dealt With the ones that were clear. 
Another apphcatlon, which acqwred language, was developed by Hams, L R, (1974, 1977) 
where a robot was able to learn a subset of the English language from a teacber. Others included LAS 
(Language AcqUisition System) by Anderson, J.R, (1977). Tbls system, together With that of Hams, 
fatled to learn ID the same manner a chtld would learn. (ShaplfO, S C.,1992). The LAS system did 
manage to learn to generate and understand sentences but It was srrn!lar to that of an adult learnmg a 
second language rather than a chtld learnmg its first Tbe reason for thiS was that the system had to 
already be programmed WIth all the concepts before the mapping of words and concepts can occur. 
Tbe ongrual Idea was to develop a language acqu1SltlOn system wlucb made the same errors as a cluld 
and would correct these errors as a cluld would wlulst learrung 
Cogrutlve models of language acquiSition are not only concerned With whether or not a computer 
can learn a language but It IS also concerned With whether It can learn a language the same way a cluhl 
does. Tbere has been a Wide range of research by psychoJingUlsts on how children learn their first 
language, but attention has been focused on errors chtldren make (and don't make) and how they 
correct them. An example of a typiCal error by chtldren whtlst acqwnng language IS overgenerallzatlon 
of plurals of nouns and of past tense of verbs m English, therefore a computer system acqmnng a 
language must also make mistakes as a cluld would and also be able to correct them after further 
learning has occurred. Models on language acqwsltlon are based on data which are collected Via 
psycho-hngrustlc study. 
A connectlonist model looks at language acqUisItion in a different way. A model developed by 
Rumelhart and McClelland looks at the way a cluld learns past tense of verbs m Enghsh. Tlus IS an 
area of language acqwsltlon where many chtldren make the same common nustakes. For example -
loolang at the verb 'go'. Chtldren at an early stage of learrung are usually taught the word 'went' and 
they use It grammatically correctly. At a later stage they start to use 'good'. Gradually a cluld Will 
leam that this IS grammatically incorrect and Will change Its vocabulary accordmgly - but the 
mterestlng factor IS that both words are ID the cluld's vocabulary for a particular period until the correct 
form is learnt. 
5.1 SELFRIDGE(1982) MODEL (CHILD) 
Selfndge's model shows the 3 stage learning process· 
Co"ectfonn • OvergenerallSedfonn • Co"ectfonn 
but was still unable to explalD the stage where both correct and IDcorrect verb is m the chtld 
vocabulary. 
Selfndge's (1982) model, known as the CHILD model looks mto how semantics IS used in the 
acquiSition of language. Firstly the model was able to understand only commands With the output 
as actions, but after further work It was then able to generate language and the output was m the 
form of verbal communication. 
Tbe mput to the model is ID the form of adult sentences and the output IS a chtldlike response 
Selfndge beheves that concepts eXist before a language is leamed. HIS data was collected from 
research undertaken from a child named Joshua. Joshua was learrung to understand a language he 
had no knowledge of Selfndge argued that learrung a language IS the same as learnmg to fill 
slots WltIun a sentence m relation to other words ID the sentence. 
Selfndge's model begrus at the same stage where a chtld begms With no language s1011s. The 
basiC Idea of the model IS to have poor language slalls, gatn expenence, make errors wlulst 
learrung and correct those errors m order to understand, It first learns to understand single words 
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and then goes on to learrung syntacllc mformation and then use this mformallon With other words 
and eventually extend the knowledge up to an adult level. 
5.2LANGLEY'S (1982) MODEL (AMBER) 
Langley's (1982) AMBER is a model winch acqUIres language through a process of error 
recovery over a gradual penod of lime. The system does not understand and has a very small 
amount of knowledge about the world therefore not answenng any quesllons The input to the 
system mcludes adult sentences together with the mearung representallons and an Idea of the 
mam tOPIC which the system learns to mumc m all adult hke compleXllles. The system outputs a 
sentence and then compares It With the onginal adult one. If the sentence IS not the same, the 
system Will adjust Its output to account for a difference between the two. The mam concept IS to 
slowly descnbe the mam tOpiC of the sentence. 
Accordmg to Langley, the learrung process is slow but accurate, the reason for thiS is that It 
starts off With learrung one·word utterances and slowly deals With suffixes, prefixes etc. Some 
rules which are acquired can later be used to learn more complex constructions. Accordmg to 
Langley, the rules are learned many limes before the system realizes that It is the same as a 
prevIOus learned rule. Like clnldren's learning behavIOur, the more complex the input, the more 
lime It takes for learrung to take place. 
5.3 HILL'S (1986) MODEL 
She believes that thiS phenomenon can't be explamed If a clnld's lexicon contams rules for past 
tense for every verb because then the rules would have to be learned and unlearned many limes. 
Like Langleys model (AMBER), Hill's model also follows the acquislllon of syntax but IS 
unable to learn suffixes, prefixes and morphemes It has the ability to understand and generate 
language at a level of a 2·year·old and relies on word order m the same way a cluId does. The 
model IS based on the results of the study taken from a clnld named Clarre who was leanung a 
language Input to the model IS m the form of adult sentences and the outputs are clnldhke 
sentences which repeats and responds to adult mput. The system Itself COnsiSts of a dynamic data 
structure winch encodes the clnld's grammar and knowledge of the cluId. Learrung process of tins 
model IS dynannc therefore If the same input IS given tWIce, two different sets of grammar 
schemata and addillonalleXlcal mformallon are learned. 
Hill's model has the capablhty to repeat adult sentences correctly and also can answer questions 
but unfortunately It does not progress beyond the level of a tWQooyear-old. 
One IDlpOrtant aspect of language acquIsition IS the acqulSlllon of leXicon. Sisland (1990) 
developed a system winch acqUIred core mearungs of words. His system was not mollvated by 
psychohngJllSllc data, but was based on how a clnld learns Its word meanmgs m the early stages 
oflanguage acqwslllon. 
Input to the system COnsiSts of sentences which descnbe Vlswil pictures. The system Itself 
mcludes a parser, tinker and an mference maclnne. The parser used a context free grammar to 
produce a parse tree (syntax), wlnlst the mference maclnne uses the pictures to produce the 
semanllc structure and finally the Iinker hnks both the syntacllc mformallon and semanllc 
mformallon to produce the output. The output of the model IS a leXicon which allows the sentence 
to descnbe the PICture. 
5.4 MACWHINNEY'S MODEL 
MacWIunney's model (Shapiro, 1992) generates language and IS known as the competlllon 
model. The model looks at different ImgJllSIlC data from different languages. MacWIunney 
beheves that a child Will try to learn words for meanings It is trymg to express therefore the 
model looks at word order and word positions as pre.verbal and post·verbal. 
Like the other model, thiS model also begms With smgle word utterances and then gradually 
proceeds to acqUIre more words. The model IS given very detailed mearung representallon to deal-
With the input sentences and IS anllclpated that It has the capablhty to deal With touch problems 
like relallve clauses. 
The problem with the cogulllve models descnbed above IS that they expect the clnld to have 
acqUIred some knowledge of the language before they start to learn. Models do make errors of 
overgeneralizallon like children do but they do not rely on overt correctton of errors. Selfndge's 
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CHILD lacks a system of weightmg factors (weights are attached to rules to mdlcate the relalIve 
strengths and weaknesses) which the other models do possess therefore It learns Immediately 
rather than gradually. Selfudge's model starts off With no language skills, but gams expenence 
through errors and learns to correct them as a child would It first learns basic words, then 
syntactic informalIon. On the other hand, Langley's model learns to utter sentences at the same 
level of an adult. It develops the ability to learn morphemes, suffixes etc. through gradual but 
slow leanung. It lacks the ablhty to understand because It just copies adult utterances therefore It 
does not need to acquue world knowledge due to the fact that It will not be used to answer 
queslIons. 
Learning ideas of Langley, Hills and MacWlunney's models are cIoselyrelated to conneclIonist 
models as It requues a teaChing phase. Selthdge's and HilI's model rely on generallZalIon (gomg 
from a specific plan to a more general plan) and Langley's model uses discnnnnalIOn (starling 
from overly general idea and then findmg and addmg missmg condIlions) whereas MacWlunney 
model both generalIZes and discrimmates. 
6 ECHO SYSTEM 
6.11NITIALSTATE 
11 ENGUSH 11 ~II TMS 11 ---... IFII ;;;SO:!""L """iI11- -... 111F ~O::;UTP:;;;UT;:;:""'iI11 
Where can buy bread select shops from shops 
where 
Srunsbury, Tesco 
11 
This research project starts With a natural language database query system based on acceplIng 
Enghsh and translalIng It Into SQL statements. A natural language mterface to a database IS a 
system that allows the user to access the InformalIon which IS stored Wide the database by 
sunply requeslIng It via some natural language which does not necessanly have to be 
syntactically correct (i e. English). 
The heart of the system is a Truth Mruntenance System (TMS) which has been used to support 
several areas from Computer Aided DeSign and Manufacture (HInde et at. 1989a & Hinde et al. 
1990) to Gesture analysis (McKenZIe·MIlls et al. 1997), and of course natural language 
processmg (Hinde et al. 1989b). The Truth Mruntenance system IS essenlIally a mullIple context 
reasorung system that IS able to mruntrun mconslstent Views sunultaneously and keep the 
derivations dlslInct as requued (de KIeer 1987). 
The query passes through the TMS which derives a number of possible answers which are 
assigned a measure of behef. The highest ranked queries are presented to the user in the form of 
SQL statements. 
One of the maID advantages of NUDB (Androutsopoulos et. al 1995) is that the user does not 
have the problem of learrung artifiCial query languages such as SQL which take up considerable 
ume and effort. Menu-based applicalIons are also available but to some extent the OCCasIOnal 
user slIll needs some traimng on some areas, for example, hnIo.ng frames and seleclIng 
restriclIons from menus. 
NUDB's can orIly deal With a subset of natural language which IS not always obVIOUS to the 
user and help IS not always available. (Tennant et. al 1983; Hendrix, G , 1982, Cohen,1992, Sldhu 
and HInde, 1997.). It IS impossible to try and Implement a system which could deal With every 
aspect of NL - due to new words being Invented and words hemg disused. 
ENGUSH 11 ·11 ECHOfI'MS 11 ·11 SOL 11 ·11 
OUTPUT 
where can buy bread .,. select shops from shops Srunsbury, 
where product = 'Bread'; 
PUNJABl 
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As mentioned earlier, thiS project starts with a natural language database query system. The 
system IS capable of generatIng the relatJonshlp between EnglIsh and SQL; gIven an eqwvalent 
PunJabl statement thiS would then have the semantics (SQL), generated by the EnglIsh query, 
leaVIng the PunJabi With the correct semantics associated The task would then be to generate the 
assoclatJon between PunJabi and the associated semantJcs. 
The research can take two approaches; It can either induce the requIred connectJon between 
PunJabl and SQL from nothIng or use an eXlstJng syntactJc and semantJc structure to aid the 
mductJon process. In either case the presentatJon of the PunjabIlSQL parrs needs to start with 
sImple sentences and bwld up to more complex sentences as any language already acquIred Will 
be useful m resolvmg ambIgwtJes in the possible syntax and semantJcs of the language to be 
acquired. 
The development of the second language Will take place by entenng conjectures, or 
assumptJons, mto the TMS and amplIfymg the belIef In those assumplIons as new evidence IS 
presented. Several quenes resullIng in the same assumplJOn Will result in that assumplIon being 
held more strongly and so the possible syntax and semanlIcs Will buIld up. 
6.2 RULES OF SECOND LANGUAGE ACQUISmON USED BY ECHO 
The ECHO system has followed one of the factors proposed by Chomsky on 'Indirect Access 
to UG' As an adult learrung a second language using the fIrst language as a spnngboard, the 
ECHO system also uses the first language - EnglIsh as a spnngboard to acqwre the second 
language- Punjabl. 
ECHO has looked at three malO rules m-order to acqUIre the second language - Re-
arrangement, OmISSIon and AdchlIon. In terms of access to the Uruversal Grammar, there IS no 
need for access to the UG to perform re-arrangement 
OmIssion srrrularly does not reqwre access to the U.G. and so mdefirute and defIrute arlIcles 
can be oOlltted as they are not present m Punjabl syntax 
AddllIon reqwres access to the UG as there IS no other source for the adchlIonal syntactic 
forms. 
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6.2.1 RE-ARRANGEMENT 
The re-arrangement rule takes an English and Punjabi phrase and re-arranges each word 
to a different posllIon Within a phrase 1I1l the nght PunJabl structure IS found. It IS 
apparent that PunJabl and English have chfferent word orders. In order for ECHO to learn 
the PunJabl sentence, It must take the English sentence and swap the word order around 
several tunes to fmd all possible granrrnalIcal structures of the sentence and eventually It 
Will find the structure that fits the Punjabl phrase. 
For example - a SImple English sentence structure is 
Sentence ----. eat the bread [verb, arlIcle, noun] 
Whereas the Punjabl structure IS. 
Sentence ----. rolI kha - [noun, verb] (bread eat) 
The ECHO system With go through the follOWing steps of re-arrangement: (beanng m 
Ollnd that It Win delete the arlIcle With the 'oOllt' rule, see later) 
Step I 
Step 2 
Step 3 
[verb, arlIcle, noun] 
[verb, noun] 
[noun, verb] 
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Here It can be seen that both the correct EnglISh and Punjabl phrase structures are 
present, however they will generally have different levels of belief associated With them 
6.2.2 OMISSION 
The 01Il1SS10n rule In ECHO takes out a selected word from a phrase wluch does not 
occur In the target language. It does thiS by using the add_o1Il1t rule 
The indefinite_article IS deleted from the noun_phrase and the 'noun-phrase' alone IS 
parsed together with the PunJabl 'noun-phrase'. An example of a PunJabl sentence where 
thiS may be used IS: 
6.2.3 
English: The shops 
Punjabl: Dukaana (shops) 
ADDmON 
In ECHO, the addiuon rule adds a word onto a phrase. Currently, If there IS a Single 
word In English that corresponds to two words In PunJabl, It Will add on an adjecuve at 
the beginrung of the phrase to make It eqwvalent to the Punjabi sentence. For example: 
English: tram (noun) 
PunJabi: rail gaddt (adjecuve, noun) 
ECHO Will see that Tram is a noun therefore one of the words 'nul' or 'gaddt' has also 
got to be a noun. It Will then add an adJecuve to the phrase because the adJecUve 
complements the noun 
English noun 
PunJabl adjective, noun 
At t1us stage of acquislUon, ECHO does not know wluch word In the Punjabl phrase IS 
a 'noun' or an 'adjective' therefore It Will look at all pOSSibilities by staUng that 'Gaddl' 
and 'Rail' could both be either nouns or adjecuves. 
noun(gaddi) 1.55 
adJecuve(rall) 1.55 
adJecuve(gaddi) 1.55 
noun(rail) 1.55 
This also reflects results found in the report written on SUfjlt (Dhunay, & Hmde, 2000). 
In the report, It IS eVident that SUfjIl, bemg a nauve PunJabl Speaker, 01Il1ts articles when 
spewng the English language I e. 
Lme 73 : living altogether in Village 
A 
Missmg article :the'. 
PunJabl does not use articles. SUfjlt learnt English at as an adult and so would not have 
access to the UG. She unconscIOusly leaves them out wlulst translaung from PunJabl to 
English as the concept of articles IS not aVailable at the subconscious level. 
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6.3 THE LANGUAGE ACQUIsmON PROCESS 
The acqulSluon process takes a sentence from the host language and an equivalent sentence 
from the target language and uses the correspondence to suggest hypotheUcal leXical and 
grammaucal structures, winch are assigned levels of belief. 
bread roti 
TIns example results in lmowledge that the English word "bread" IS a noun and the highest 
grammaucal structure is a noulLPhrase. 
ECHO denves the followmg two hypotheses. The behef system takes a range of values from 0 
to lOO. 
noun"'phrase :.= noun 2 
noun(roU) 1 80 
This lmowledge is mternalised and the followmg sentences are presented 
eat the bread roti kha (bread eat) 
In View of the fact that the system already suspects that "rou" is a noun, tins constitutes further 
eVidence that "rou is a noun but also mcludes the posslblhty that It ought be a transitive verb, at a 
lower level of behef The system nustakenIy denves the rule: 
verb_phrase := transIUve_verb, noun_phrase 
The SyntactiC rules denved are: 
verb"'phrase .:= noun"'phrase, transluve_verb 1998 
verb_phrase ::= transluve_verb, noun_phrase 2 
So the inhented Enghsh rule has a margmally higher level of behef associated With It as the 
system has a biaS towards Inhenung rules dlfectly and imually penalises rearranged or otherwise 
edited rules. 
noun (roU) 1.88 
trans_verb (roU) 1.80 
imperauve_verb(roU) 1.80 
The above shows that confidence in the hypotheSIs that ''rou'' is a noun has mcreased. 
Sell the bread roti beeh (bread sell) 
This eX11fnple shows the strength of behef in the rule: 
verb"'phrase .:= nOuo"'phrase, transitive_verb 
has mcreased to beyond that for 
verb"'phrase ::= transluve_verb, noun"'phrase 
indicaung that eVidence from the eqwvalent sentences IS enabling the system to re-mforce the 
correct rules 
verb"'phrase ::= noun_phrase, transluve_verb 209 
verb_phrase ::= transiUve_verb, noun_phrase 189 
noun [roU] 1.96 
trans_ verb [roU] 1.89 
trnperative_ verb[rou] I 80 
As can be seen from the results table above, there has clearly been an mcrease m the raUngs m 
words which have re-occurred on several OCCasIOns. In tins example- the word that has been used 
repeatedly IS 'BREAD'. 
ECHO started off With no PunJabl lmowledge, but after bemg presented With a few PunJabl 
words and short utterances It has learnt that a PunJabl sentence is different to an Enghsh sentence 
and the headedness m a PunJabl 'verb_phrase' IS head last. 
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It also has come to learn that a 'roil' IS a noun; thts acqwslllon has taken place by the TMS 
mcreasmg the beltef m assumpllons as new eVIdence IS presented. Results that have had the same 
assumpllons has caused that ralIng to be held more strongly, thus possIble syntax and semanllcs 
have bwltup 
The syntacllc structure of the Enghsh language has previously been programmed mto ECHO, 
therefore the EnglIsh language can be used in two different ways. 
Firstly, PunJabi can be Induced from Engltsh as a first language. A universal grammar to work 
from IS unavatlable, therefore, English can be seen as the UG and Punjabi being denved from It m 
sllmlar terms as the acqwsitton of a fITSt language, i.e. setllng parameters for the target language 
by haVIng full access to Chomsky's Universal Grammar. 
Secondly, we can assume that Enghsh has already been acqwred by havmg full access to the 
UG and PunJabi is now bemg 10duced from Engltsh as a second language and haVIng mdlrect 
access to the UG parameters that have already been set by the first language, hence, the source 
language affecllng the target language. 
In either case, the acqUlsitton procedure has to start WIth srrnple requests and slowly bwld up to 
more complex requests as any language bemg acquired would go through. 
GlVlng It a srrnple sentence, the ECHO system manages to dlfferenllate several dIfferent phrase 
structures. 
Example: 
Product of shop is bread Dhukaan di cheez roll hat 
Shop of product bread is 
The phrase used here IS a comparison phrase whIch mcludes a noun phrase and also a possessor 
phrase. In order to dtsllngwsh between the two pOSSIble mterpretattons of "dhukaan dt cheez", 
"shop of product" and "product of shop" It IS necessary to assocIate the semanllcs of the words 
and phrases; knoWIng that "dhukaan" and "shop" are eqwvalents from preVIOUS sentences would 
enable the dtfferenllallon to be made. Syntacllcally they are very similar. 
The rule that IS 10dicated here strongly IS: 
companson-phrase :'= noun-phrase, noun_phrase,comparator 12 08 
whereas the English rule is: 
companson-phrase = nOUIl-Phrase, comparator, nOUIl-Phrase 8.74 
In order to aclueve thts differenllation and to establtsh the rule the system needed to know that 
dhukaan, cheez aod roll were all nouns. Knowing that Just "roll was a noun enabled the follOWIng 
strength to be established. 
EXIstence of artIcles in Engltsh IS a substantial barner to learmng from a host language WIthOUt 
articles. The ECHO system can easIly OImt the articles when denVIng PunJabl from EnglIsh but 
unless some additional mfonnation IS prOVIded, analogous to haVIng access to the UG the system 
can never acqwre the concept of eIther the defirute arttcle or the mdetimte article. GlVlng ECHO 
access to some srrnple addttion rules illustrates the pomt. Denving English from PunJabl using the 
sample sentences "dhukan" and ''the shop" results m the system denVIng several hypotheses. In 
parttcular: 
noun-phrase :'= deftDIte_article, noun 
noun-phrase ::= mdetimte_article, noun 
show up as two posslbllilles amongst: 
noun_phrase .:= noun, mdetimte_arttcle 
nOUILphrase .. = noun, deftDIte_article 
noun....phrase .:= noun, adjecllve 
noun_phrase :.= adjecllve, noun 
2.34 
234 
1.63 
163 
1.63 
234 
This was after presenllDg eVIdence suggesting that shop tmght be a noun. The chOIces avatlable 
are reworced according to eVIdence gamed and so It IS pOSSIble to ascertam whIch grammar rules 
are the most hkely to form the basIS of the new language. The ablltty to dlsllngUlsh between 
mdetimte and detintte artIcles IS somethtng that IS not clear that the system wtll be able to 
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accomplish WIthout recourse to the semantics. In terms of syntax acquisition the dtstmcUon 
appears unnecessary. 
7 CONCLUSION 
There are two reasons why Punjabi IS a preferred language to acqwre. The first acadetmc reason 
IS that there are several tmportant differences between the syntax of PunJab I and the syntax of English, 
the "headedness" is different; compansons m Enghsh place the comparator between the objects 
whereas PunJabl places the comparator after the two objects; Enghsh uses "infix", PunJabl uses 
"postfix". The second reason is that the first author IS bilingual m Enghsh and Punjabl. 
A recent paper by Sidhu and Hmde (1997) mdicates that one of the boulenecks of settmg up a 
natural language query system IS the mtroducuon of a new database or a new language The 
posslblhues resulung a successful project include belDg able to produce a much stmpler system of 
mtroducmg a new language reqwnng less time by a blhngual data base admlfustrator bemg replaced by 
urne from a blhngual user; the system would then acqwre the language used by the user rather than that 
employed by the data base admuustrator. Multi-nattonals would be able to proVIde management 
mforrnauon system tailored to the local language or dialect. 
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APPENDIX III 
Analysis of English Spoken as a Second Language. 
Report Number: 1050 
1. SIDE 1 
2. Oh, don't listen my lIfe, Its homble my lIfe. 
3. I struggle too much in my lIfe 
4. Because I work hard. I work hard for my cluldren, for my fann1y. 
5. I got four clnldren. 
6. Off course they are mce. 
7. They snll studymg. 
8. Don't ask about lnm. 
9. No, he's not workmg. 
10. He's snll domg Ins work for Ins project 
11. He's domg project for his work. 
12. He's interested in musIc. 
13. He wants to start Ins own studio, own business. 
14. I was hved WIth my parents. 
15. I was lIvmg WIth my parents. 
16. In England 
17. I was In IndIa. 
18. It's a lots of difference. 
19. In India it's very hot country. 
20. And in UK It's cold country. 
21. Ah, Its lots of dIfference between India's farmly and UK farmly. 
22. Arranged mamages yeh, you can't say tins only love mamage IS successful Its in 
23. these days Its not very successful. You can't say arranged mamages IS not 
24. successful because parents are not chOOSing them but they Just look their 
25. background how IS thell" farmly and how IS their cluldren. 
26. I WIll show my daughter that's boy and I WIll teIl her to talk WIth lnm and she 
27. should know about hun and they should go out and then they know, knows each 
28. other. 
29. I'm not gOing to force her because Its, that's her life and she's gomg to spend her 
30. life WIth them so she should understand as weIl, you know. She should understand 
31. me as weIl you know, why I'm gomg to choose that person and she should be 
32. some quallnes m hun. She can't say that If I'm choosmg or I'm gomg to find 
33. . ......... and that boys not good. 
34. Because that's our Instory. If we go belnnd the Instory, so .... 
35. But snIlls in our religion. why is relIgtous made? 
36. That's why rellgtous IS made because otherWIse there shouldn't be relIgIOns m the 
37. world ,there should be one relIgton If you are not gomg to foIlow your rellgton, If 
38. you don't wantto foIlow your religIOn, then tins ....• then you are ... 
39. If you are human bemg and you should know what you are gomg to belong. 
40 So which relIgIOn you are gomg to belong? Then you should know what you are. 
41. like If you are SIkh then you should know your hIstory why you are Sikh and If 
42. you don't want to foIlow your relIgion then Its not difference for the other religion 
43. as well. Thats mean its notlnng m the world. Its all is same. 
44. So If you want to know what you are, you should know whom you are going to 
45. belong. 
46. And we should know what we are. If you want to know yourself what you are 
47. then its depends on your relIgton. 
48 If you know your Instory of the Sikh, 
49. SIkh relIgIOn started m 1699, the brrth of Khalsa. 
50. And in SIkh relIgion, It'S the malO thmg IS that eh the SIkh relIgion .. why they are 
51. malang because they want to help the others. They don't scared or they don't 
52. afraId when they are gomg to help the other person they never tlnnk that I'm wdl 
53. be alIve or I'm gomg to die. They are brave. They never tlnnk that he wIIl come 
54. back alive or he WlII die there. They WlII never tlnnk that. They Just Jump m battle 
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55. and they help for their right. 
56. Who person can't fight for their nght that person IS not a human. 
57. I'm proud of my religion. 
58. Yes, I beheve ID caste, I told you before, If you beheve ID your rehglon , If you 
59. beheve ID your caste ...... . 
60. If shouldn't be a caste. 
61. ReligIon and caste IS a different two things. 
62. Caste IS chfferent and rehgIon IS dIfferent. 
63. It's a public made and man made these things but otherwIse It'S a SIkh Whoever 
64 IS SIkhs are all one. 
65. It should be 
66. My dad has It. 
67. He was SIkh and he believe ID SIkh. 
68 Yeh my brother got Turban. He got 'Amnt Shalaa' he beilef in God. 
69 I'm in Fashion, I dIdn't knew I was ilttle an that llme. If I knew that, I would go 
70. that way. 
71. That's our caste. 
72. So many 'Smyars are m SIkh reilgIon and so many 'SIDyars' ...... . 
73. But when they was hvmg all together m VIllage when they were living m VIllage 
74 so, they was mostly the populallon was SIlch. So when they see the others SIkhs 
75 they make .. the caste goes ID SIlch. Because my background, my Dads Dad Dads 
76. and Dad my Granddads they were hVlng in village and there was mostly peeple 
77. were SIkh. 
78 He's SIkh he's from the background from SIkh and but IS when he carne here he 
79. "don't have a turban. 
80. He wasn't born Ganja, he had harr. When I get marned WIth him he get harr. He 
81. loose harr. 
82. Because we work very hard for money, for living 
83. Oh yes, I'm stressed. 
84. That's the reason you can ask the doctor why IS laches not gOIDg to loose the hair, 
85. that's you can go and ask the doctor, don't ask me thIS question I'm not a doctor 
86. I've got a grand daughter. She's very lovely gIrl. And shes ... and we are gomg to 
87. teach her when, smce, eh we are gomg to teach her now that eh SIkh reilgIon, we 
88. are going to teach her because she's very httle and when we do our pray we teach 
89. her how to pray and she always says 'Sat Sri Akal'. She always jomt her hand and 
90. says 'Sat Sri! Akal'. She does that why because she can learn slowly slowly and 
91. when she WIll grow up she WIll know the SIkh rehglOn. She WIll stay m her 
92. rehgIon. She won't go m another. 
93. They WIll call me grandmother, Dadlu Ma or MaaJI and I WIll try to teach 
94. them SIkh religIon. 
95. Yes, part-llme, m the evenings. I WIll send them to Punjabl School to learn 
96. their religIOn. They should know about, what's their rehgIon, otherwIse they 
97. WIll forget and they WIll all mixed up. 
98. SIDE 2 
99. You can't say thIS my cluldren doesn't want to because If their base is strong 
loo.they wIll go and they WIll grow on there, and I thmk they WIll, defirutely I can 
101.say that they wIll keep chelr rehglOn. 
102.If you are not gomg to tell them anything is most of the part IS from mum. If 
103.she doesn't tell them what we are, where we are hvmg, then they doesn't, 
104 when they born they doesn't know where they are . If you keepmg them there 
105 er, you are gomg to keep them their house and you are tellIng them tius IS our 
I06.tiung, tius IS our tiung, they learn It, Isn't It? When they grow up they WIll 
107 they are saYIng thIS IS our house, Isn't It? they are not gomg to leave their 
108 house. IfI'm gomg to teach them my religIon, when they WIll grow up, m 
109.starnng, m the beginning of course they WIll say tius IS my rehgIon they are 
llO.not gomg to leave their reilgIon. The base should be strong, the mum should 
III be strong to teach them what they going to belong. If she can teach them tius 
112.ls our thmg, thIS IS our house, tius IS your dad. When they born they doesn't 
113.know who is their dad. Mum tell them tius IS your dad. Then they call, Sllrrt 
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114.calling them thIS is my dad, dad, dad. When they born they doesn't know who 
115 we are. 
116 They doesn't know who I, who IS the mum. They doesn't know who is the 
117 dad, or brother or sister or their relattve, mum gomg to teach them ThIs IS your 
118.mum, this IS your dad, thIS is your aunty, that's your uncle. Don't they learn 
119 It? Then why don't they learn theIr relIgIOn then? How can you say they don't 
120. want to? 
121 How can you say, when they WIll grow up and they don't want to keep theIr 
122 religIOn? Why they leave theIr mum and dad and why they saYIng that they are 
123 born from their mum. 
124 That's the ttme, that's the most you depend on ttme. What was when I was 
125.born that was different ttme and when you born, my cluldren born that's a 
126 dIfference ttme. So ID those days ID those days it wasn't that much necessary 
127.to grrls to study too much, ID these days we need study. 
128 Yes I accept It. B ut not very because what IS ID my relIgton is comparing to 
129.my religIon. Oh If they are Just near my religIon IS caste then I am happy WIth 
130.that I don't want to leave my history. Main tlung, But still should be my 
131.Aslan and should be near my caste. Is I think I WIll accept It and If they are too 
132 far from my rehgton I don't !lunk I wIll accept it because I want to keep my 
133 lustory, I don't want to leave It. I dIdn't want to leave my relIgIon so they 
134.shouldn't, If they are in relIgion they should know the hIStory. 
135 No, we wasn't allowed to go out So many things are harm that these things 
136.are happemng these days. And that's why I thInk parents should wake up and 
137.they should be realise and they should tell theIr chIldren and explam them why 
138 don't they let them go out what IS happenmg. So many tlungs are happenmg ID 
139.these days. So If theIr parents are bIt tellmg them and explalmng them what's 
140 happening If you go there and there. 
141 If they are gomg to .... , Its not good for them then they should know. I tlunk, 
142.they realIse afterwards then they IS happen WIth them. Then they realIse that 
143.we shouldn't do tlus, and our parents was nght and that's why If they doesn't 
144 wants to know but cluldren should be behave themselves as well you know. 
145.They should know If theIr parents were, are gomg to tell them 'don't do this', 
146.lts must be sometlung behIDd that. So they should understand as well. 
147.1 WIll be happy when my son WIll marned When my daughter WIll marned. 
148.0h my God, don't ask about my son. He makmg me so upset. When he's 
149.doesn't ... When he WIll bnng Ius wages I WIll be happy. 
ISO.I'm not gOIDg to spOIl his lIfe. No parents are lIke that, they don't gtve money 
151. to theIr chIldren to spend it How much money they got, eh, chIldren never 
IS2.thmk. They never thInk because Its theIr age IS lIke that. They never tlunk they 
153.need savIDg, I want to save my Sons money because any time you never know 
IS4.the hfe what IS gomg to happen ID your hfe. If you are earning today too 
l5S.much, enough, and tomorrow you never know if you haven't got a Job. If you 
156 have saVIng, then you can tske out your money when you haven't got job and 
157.you can easIly live Isn't It? 
158. You should learn how to save money. 
IS9 I want three cluldren and more than IS Ius WIsh I don't mmd that. I need 
160 defimtely one boy. Because I want to keep Ius name. That's mean Ius name IS 
161.finish on !urn. 
l62.That's gods gtft, you can't say anythIDg Because everyone wants to keep Ius, 
163 that's persons name. 
164.No, you can't say that no grrls. How can they marry then? If all the boys IS 
165 there and no gIrls and how can they marry, how the world IS goIDg to grow up 
I 66.then? When they are .•.. em when grrlls gomg to get marned that was 
167 problem for the parents. Is one or two grrls IS alnght. When as because ID 
168.Indl' was poor and one person was only worlcmg and whole farmly was eattng 
169 there at home. Staymg home, because on those days there wasn't work or 
170.ladles wasn't gomg to work. 
171.So there were only was house-Wlfe's. So, one person If they got three four 
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172.grrls because m Indian Its er they are givmg Dowry - so its very hard for one 
173.person to give Dowry For two three grrls. They want grrl, one IS enough. 
174.Because there was poor people. The can't give too much. They can't spend 
175.too much money on weddmg. 
176.I don't want to ask, because I have seen homfy so many happerung m Indla-
177.I want to firush these thmgs because it's a lots of difference now, for our 
178.behmd culture and now. 
179. Yeh, but no that was before m older days. I want to keep my culture but I 
180.don't want that much what we had before. I want to keep difference between 
18l.before and now. 
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APPENDIX IV 
Case study taken place at Wyvem Pnmary School With cluldren aged 4-5 to see whether or not cmldren 
possess syntaCtical problems wlulst acquiring two languages at once 
Day One 
10/6199 
Moming0855 
Gurpinder 
1. Do m colour 
2. Mytum 
3. Have to roll agam 
4. I got a red 
5. I've got blue agam 
6. I've got one, two 
7. I got yellow 
8. I got one now 
Manpreet 
9. Blue on It 
10. I have to do agam WhIte 
11. I've got 6 more left now 
12. Two left 
13. I've got only two 
14. I've got one more left 
15. Its red agam 
Aston 
16. Go tins way 
17. My go afterChnstina agam 
18. I've got 3 more to go 
19. Itixed It up 
20. That's how I role a chce 
Christine 
21. Not Just blue 
22. Ever who Wins can do somethmg else 
23. I've got yellow 
24. Astons only got one left 
25. I know whose gomg to Win 
26. I've only got two left 
27. I've got two 
28. You've got to try and get points 
Gurpinder 
29. I got three 
30. He got one, two 
31. I got le!low 
Manpreet 
32. I got green 
33 Somebody moved It 
34. Mytum 
35. U got two blues now 
36. I can do that 
37 I had a blue agam 
38. I got already whtte 
39. WhIte agam 
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Aston 
40. I'm gomg to do [t ilke tlus 
41. I hate white 
42. Theres a ehall' here 
43 Look where my knees are 
Christine 
44. I'm going to be next tune 
45. Aston went first 
46. I'm na wmner 
Computer Game: 
Manpreet's Utterances 
47. U have to go here Gurpmder 
48. You have to press tlus 
49. They drink tea 
50. You have to start here 
51. Aice cream ([ee cream- accent) 
52. I done [t 
53. I do these snowey mans 
Gupinder's Utterances 
54. It came ilke that 
55. Somebody done that 
56. You have to tlus one now 
57. They're going up and down 
58. Jumpmg down. 
Manpreets Utterances 
59. Two 
60. Rocket book 
61. 'lets read the book' -10,8" 9 7, 4, 5, blast off 
62. 'what are they domg here" Racing up 
63. 'where are they gomg to go ?' Up the sky 
64. Oneing gomg In moon 
65. (readmg a couple of pages word to word - umtatlon) 
66. That's not work1O 
67. 'why IS It not workmg' Its not got lots of powers m 
68 not got lots of powers 
69. 'so whats happened to It " Not working 
70. 'are they startmg agam " They startlng agam 
71. 'are you gomg to tell me the story' Whats happenmg?' One got back 
72. that got back 
73. they gone race 
74. That gone slowly 
75. 'why has It gone slowly" It's gomg little power 
76. 'How many left ?' one, three ten, four 
77. One gone back to race 
78. Gone back to racmg agam 
79. Turn around 
80. Turn wrong 
81. Not worlong all over again 
82. Its smolong 
83. Wrong !1ll'n 
84. 'how many ships left ?' two 
85. One gone m the moon 
86. Nearly pop 
87. Pop the cll'cle (moon) 
88. One left now 
89 That's not worlong 
90. 'why IS It not wor/ang?' Its braken 
91. 'who IS that InsIde" Dad 
92. He's a won 
93 They are domg agam 
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94. Nice 
9S. Five, four, three two , one, blast off 
2nd book - The BaUoon 
96. 'whats happerung here?' he readmg a book 
97. there's a balloon near the water 
98. (readmg - ImItatIOn) 
99. my brother watch me 
100. (afewQ&A) 
101. (mutanon) 
102. flYIng up the sky 
103. one httle baby dog, one big dog 
104. masslge (massIve) 
10S. ockling 
106. throw balloon down and pop 
Gupinders reading 
107 Spot name is Sally 
108. 'What's that?' when you gomg shopping 
109. spot hurry up 
110. 'what is spot domg?' 100lOng for the mouse 
111. 'whats spots mum saymg?' Where the chocolate is 
112. He's under the chocolate 
113. 'what is he dOing under the chocolate?' he's getting the chocolate 
114 Hard one bite my tooth and came out 
lIS. Two of them are growmg 
116. He's mlX1ng the eggs 
117. He's mIXmg all the chocolate 
118. 'whats the mouse dOing?' He's In1Xlng It too 
119. he's eatlng the mouse (feedmg the mouse) 
120. her shout all the time (mum shouts all the ume) 
121. Lookmg at the cake (didn't fimsh book) 
Utterenees made by Gupinder when he was making a tower. 
122. I'm miling an bwldmg. 
123. I'm miling a big tower. 
124. Makmg the windows 
12S. Putting windows on the top 
126. 'where do the wmdows go' dOWDStalfS 
127. Have got no eyes 
128. Put a bricks on (roof) 
129. I can't make a smoke (chImney) 
130. 'where are the people?' I'm putting It on m a mmute (people) 
131. That's a bndge 
132. Put the wall m first 
133. Have to put some more 
134. We plaYIng S bneks 
13S. Make a big one up to there 
136. 'why does the bndge breaking?' Cause not fixed properly 
137 It broken 
138 Putmnow 
Manpreets Utterenees 
139. Here the wlOdows 
140. I need a people 10 the car 
141. TIns not work 
142. I make something else 
143. I miling bndge 
144. Make It 10 here 
14S. On thiS side 
146. Need this to fit It on it (block) 
147. No - u do your own, you can't help 
148. You can do your own 
149. Put thiS In there 10 the lDlddle 
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150. I breaked It (your car) 
151. Put thiS lIke thiS, one piece there - yeh there you are 
152 Do lIke !Ius. 
153. (got bored and went on the computer) 
Gupinder Reading number 2 
154 We saw a cat last lime 
155 We domg our garden cat came through a hole, my brother scarded It 
156. We knockmg our shed down 
157. 'why u knocking your shed down?' we gelling a dog 
158. We took It for a walk and It did a wee on It (dog) 
159. Elephant - he got horns on It and Its got a trunk and Its got a tad, lIttle tad 
160. And Its got feet on It, 4 feet. 
161. 'what do elephants do With trunks?' dnnk water With It, eat With It 
162. Giraffe - Its got long necks, Its got big legs, 4 legs 2 
163. LIOn - harr on Ius .... ,and sharp naIls, and a tongue, 4 legs 
164. Camel- its got big ...... , got 4 leg 
165. Snake -Its got a big tongue, its got a long tru.1 
166. Monkey - Its brown unna, got tru.1 and 2 legs 
167. Frog- Its green and its got 4 leg and Its lellow (yellow) 
168. Dog - Its got a tongue and a ta!l and 4 legs 
Astons Reading 
169. 'do you lIke snakes?' I've got a snake at home. 
170. Me and my dad 
171. I feed It With sausages (snake) 
172. It Just eats It up at once 
173. 'how old IS your snake' Its five years old 
174 He wants to go and buy snake 
175 Its Ius brrthday and he wants to go and buy a snake. 
176. Its too nOIsy 
177. 'why does he not lIke the rabbit?' because Its too furry. 
178. My snake wants to see you. You don't know where my house IS. 
179. 'whats that?' Tortoise. 
180. No -It Will die 
181. That bits wet (snake) so he can slide everywhere 
182. 'why doesn't he lIke the goldfish' because he can't play With It Its m water. It Will die 
183. My dad lalled a fish. He don't lIke fish One dad shoot pigeons. Got a big gun, got bullets, I 
saw It, I saw him shoot a pigeon. It went on the ground. He had Special gloves on. 
2"" Day - Observing 2 groups of children. 
1 SI session _ BaIbinder - 3 years old, Randeep - 3 years old 
2"" session - Harinder - 2 years old, Amampreet - 2 years old 
184. Randeep's Utterances: 
185. 'what do you have to do?' Put It this 
186 These two same 
187. 'are teddybears at home' all 
188. like !Ius 
189. 'what are these?' bat (for buttons) 
190. 'how many hands has the teddy got' - all of them 
191. 'what colour IS the teddy?' bown (brown) 
Randeep's Utterances 
192. 'you gomg to read the book to me?' You 
193. 'what IS that?' baby 
194. 'what IS he domg?' playmg 
195. 'With what?' Play With that 
196. Bown - brown 
197. (mumblIng, can't understand) Doggy 
198. Eat a Ium 
199. Play With that 
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200. Go on then 
201. Dog, Eaten that 
202. 'what IS this?' Kookan (hen) 
203 'where is he slttlng?' Satkal (cycle) 
204. 'whats thiS?' It's a egg 
205. Play With thiS now 
206 chuk - (tractor) 
207. Puttmg duffy up 
208. (Tractor) got tins on It 
209. I turn the page 
210. Chaktor (tractor) 
211. Chuk ( I th10k he was making the sound of the tractor) 
212. I readed that 
213 Play that 
214. 'what do you do With plates ?' - eat en 
215. 'where do you put the sugar' - juukanet 
216 colounng 
217. Lookathun 
218. He get all of then 
219 'What IS thiS?' Elephant 
220 I put all together 
221. Where pluk gone? 
222. Put that on 
223. Put that thmg on 
224 U make it 
225. Can't make It 
226. Don't know 
227. Make It hke 
228. Shall I do over thiS? 
229. What that m your pocket 
230. Put the tape on 
Shannon 
231. 'Will u read a book to me?' In a m10ute because I've not firushed tins 
232. They've got to go for another assembly 
233. Bee and a turtle 
234 Puttmg her hands m her pockets 
235. Cats in the charr 
236. Piclong him up 
237. She Silted on the charr and the hedgehog on 
238. sleeping on her knee 
239. PlaY10g With hIs balloon, playing With tins and that 
240 One hedgehog and two rabbits and one polar bear. 
241. Red coat hanger, red umbrella and red hat 
242. 'what is the baby do1Og?' Playing With hiS broom and plaY10g with hIs ball, playmg With hIs 
cars. 
243. One years old 
NotIced 
4 GUjaratJ. grrls speak GUjaratJ. witlnn themselves. 
As soon as I spoke Enghsh they SWitched to English 
I asked her to translate what the other girl was saymg In Enghsh 
She had a strong Indian accent 
Good SWitchIng between GUjaratJ. and Enghsh 
2'" Session Children 
244. Just about spoke to Amampreet - had to speak to her In PunJabl to get her attentJ.on and get 
her used to me. Took me about an hour. They were only there for 3 hours. 12-3pm 
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245. Amampreet spoke 90% Punjabl. Hardly any English. 
Amampreet's Utterances 
246. 'what is this ?' Gai (cow) 
247. Ghora (horse) 
248. Bili (cat) 
249 'whats ID here?' Jaraba (socks) 
250. 'whats thiS?' Soos (shoes) 
251. Kenchi (SCISSOrs) 
252. Ith", janda eh - (it goes here) 
253. Brrd 
254. This where it go 
255. FIDlsed 
256 This one 
257. Teddy ootdha (teddy getttng up) 
258. Dho teddy bear a - ek (two teddy bear, one) 
259. 'why is teddy bear sad?' He shpptng 
260. (Bottom ofladder) this way 
261. 2 children· one spealang 10 Punjabl other respondtng ID GUjrali (don't know what each other 
are saYIng) 
Amampreet's Utterances 
262. All This cupboard 
263. the dadies 
264. Mwmmes came all 
265. ThiS wardrobe 
266. Where your mum 
267. Daddy mum 
268. Balloon, pmk 
269. Dotng en the balloon 
270. All the house cupboard firushed 
271. Come house 
272. All the daddy mummy came here 
273. All daddies mummy came London 
274. Where your mum 
275. 'where IS mum' - this way 
276. crune 10 house 
277. then they eat here in the cold grass 
278. Then the finished the story 
279. Playmg a balloon 
280. Then this one firushed al\ these book 
2nd Book 
281. Thts way 
282. Elephant and lion 
283. Elephant said all come all 
284. Elephant and teddy bear 
285. Calhng her 
286. Hang on 
287. (Utterances I couldn't understand) 
288. thiS one, this one 
289 another book 
290. House this 
291. House crune then all the pane 
292. 2,1,6 
293. they all crune um bllh (cat) 
294. I crune um thiS house 
295. 'whats thiS?' bllli (cat) 
296. aanda (egg) 
297. aanda say for came 
298. aag (fire) 
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299. tram, 
300. tins gaadl (car) 
301. new cars house 
302. book babies 
303 the all babies 
304. all the babies crymg 
305. mums cO!DIng 
306 mummy cO!DIng 
307 they all come ba m the house 
308. thiS firushed 
309. then the all came m house 
310. (mummenng) 
311. daddy chucklng (plclang up) 
312. daddy cO!DIng you ...... 
313. this way 
314. daddies come you 
315. all the !DIll (soli) 
316. house playmg 
317. all came house came 
318. tins one page finished 
319. no no thiS one 
Next Book - 'getting dressed' 
320. 'what IS he domg?' clothes 
321. 'what is he puttlng on?' Jaraba (socks) 
322 shoes then Jaraba (socks) 
323. teddy bears 
324. all the story keep 
325 story came 
326. crymg thiS, crymg 
327. come tins house 
328. came house 
329. all the page came me, ok 
330 ok, page 
331. came rabbit 
332. crymg 
333. page 
334. tins CrylDg 
335. 'why IS he crymg'? mums cO!DIng 
336. nocrymg 
337. nobody crymg 
338. another book 
Another book 
339 pyjama (what is he puttlng on) 
340. clothes. Pyjama, globes (gloves) 
341. same same 
342. light cO!DIng, lIght 
343. crymg 
344 (mumbling) 
345. mummy's cO!DIng 
346. he wants mum .' 
347. upset 
348. the page readmg 
349. tins rabbit crymg 
350. all the rabbit crymg 
351. 'why IS he crying?' mums cO!DIng 
352. they all came 
353. kenchl (scissors) 
354. pamt 
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355. th1S paint 
356. raJ an kenda blue blue 
357. pannder aunty da raJan 
Amampreet reads the same book with a different story 
358. Aa dekh mein kida beta (look at how I'm sitting) 
359. Read it at story me 
360. Looked at Chnstme from the older group to check 1f there 1S any chfference between her and the 
other cluldren from the older group 
361. Book 1 
362. Snake boy 
363. Girl fish 
364. Butterfly grrl 
365. Crocodlle boy 
366 I know these cause I readed them before 
367 Hedgehog boy 
368 Woodpecker boy 
Book 2 - animal book 
369. Good grammar 
370. Two monkey's m here 
371. We didn't glue 1t 
372. Doesn't matter 
373. I know who's is that 
374. Its Manpreets 
375. There's three monkey's 
376. 'whats that' -uger. This 1S Lowse's 
377. another tortOlse. 
378. A monkey 
Spot Book 
379. I know th1S one, spot makes a cake 
380. He gets loads (of chocolates) 
381. Are you helpmg spot 
382. He's liclang the spoon 
383. I wash up for my mum 
384. 'what does daddy do?' he watches news 
385. havm a b1t of cake 
386. 'whats your favounte food?' pancakes, I don't hke it With sauce on, I only hke them on thelT 
own. 
387. We played nng nng roses and duck duck goose. 
388 one people runs around and says 
389. duck ducky goose 
390. ever whose sMd duck duck goose to one people 
391. they got to try and catch urn people 
392. ever who Slts down 
393. can the other people have to be on. 
394. 'how do you play h1de and seek?' Somebody ludes, and somebody has to count 
395. when One of them found one, the first one and they have to count 
396. Because whoever finds the first one has to be on. 
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SECTIONl 
English - Eat the bread right now Punjabi - Roti kha 
11, map,acquire( english,[ eat,the,bread,right,now 1, punjabi, [roti,khal, 
punjabi), 
(lOO) 
12, phrase,ECHO( enghsh,[ eat,the,bread,right,now l,punjabi), 
(0,0,1) 
13, phrase,ECHO(punjabi,[roti,khal,punjabi),(O,O,I) 
14, english,engJish(imperative_ verb([ eat]), [ eat,lex_ var,lex_ var, 
lex_ var,lex_ varl,[eat,the,bread,right,now 1,lexlcaI(imperatlve_ verb,[ eat]), 
punjabi),(O,O,I) 
15, engllsh,enghsh( defimte_artlcle([the]), Dex_ var,the,lex3ar,lex_ var,lex_ var 1, 
[eat,the,bread,right,now 1,lexicaI( definite_article, [the ]),punjabi),(O,O,I) 
16, engJish,english(noun([bread]),Dex_ var,lex_ var,bread,lex_ var,lex_ varl, 
[eat,the,bread,right,nowl,lexicaI(noun,[breadl),punjabi), 
(0,0,1) 
17, engJish,engJish(noun_phrase([bread]),Dex_ var,lex_ var,bread,lex_ var,lex_ varl, 
[eat,the,bread,right,nowl,grammar(noun_phrase,[nounl,[lexicaI(noun,[breadl)]) 
,punjabi), 
(0,0,1) 
18, english,engJish(noun_phrase([the,bread]), Dex_ var,the,bread,lex_ var,lex_ var 1, 
[eat,the,bread,right,nowl,grammar(noun_phrase,[definite_article,noun_phrasel, 
DexicaI(definite_article,[thel),grammar(noun_phrase,[nounl,Dexical(noun, 
[bread])])]),punjabi), 
(0,0,1) 
19, english,engJish(sentence([ eat,the,bread]),[ eat,the,bread,lex_ var,lex_ var 1, 
[eat,the,bread,right,now l,grammar( sentence,[imperati ve_ verb,noun_phrase 1, 
DexicaI(imperatl ve_ verb,[ eat ]),grarnmar(noun_phrase,[ defimte_article, 
noun_phrase 1, DexlcaI( defim te_article, [the ]),grammar(noun_phrase, [noun 1, 
[lexicaI(noun,[breadl)])])l),punjabl), 
(0,0,1) 
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Section A 
Testing phrases 
Single word acquisition 
Verbs 
Eat kha 
Dnnk pee 
Put rakh 
Get leya 
Pour paa 
Nouns 
Alcohol 
Banana 
Bread 
Butter 
Carrot 
Cauliflower 
Charr 
Chicken 
Cucumber 
Frwt 
House 
Milk 
Potatoe 
Sugar 
Table 
Tea 
Water 
Yoghurt 
Train 
ComQarator 
is ha! 
Adjective 
Hot 
Small 
Red 
Blue 
PreQosition 
Sherab 
Kela 
Roti 
Ghee 
Gajar 
Gobi 
Kursi 
Murgi 
tar 
Phull 
ghar 
Dhudh 
Alloo 
Cheem 
mez 
Cha 
Paani 
Dhai 
Rail gaddi 
GaraIn 
Nika 
la! 
neeli 
on uthe 
in vich 
Conjunction 
and athe 
Two word acquisition 
Appendix 
Adverbs 
Quickly 
Slowly 
211 
Jeldi 
Holee 
Aruta Clarre 
Dnnk the alcohol 
Drink the coke 
Drink the milk 
Drink the tea 
Drink the water 
Eat the bread 
Eat the cauliflower 
Eat the cucumber 
Eat the fruit 
In the house 
In the tea 
On the chair 
Pour the milk 
Put the bread 
Put the carrot 
Put the frUIt 
Combined phrase 
Eat the bread and carrot quickly 
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SherabPee 
CokePee 
DhudhPee 
ChaPee 
PaamPee 
RotiKha 
Gobi Kha 
TarKha 
PhullKha 
ghar vich 
cha vich 
kursi uthe 
dhudhpaa 
roti rakh 
Gajarrakh 
Phull rakh 
Roti athe gajar jeldi kha 
AmtaClaIre 
SectionB 
2,map,acquire(english,[breadl,punjabi,[rotil,punjabi),(100) 
3,phrase,ECHO(english,[breadl,punjabl),(O,O,I) 
4,phrase,ECHO(punjabi,[rotil,punjabl),(0,O,I) 
5,english,english(noun([breadD,[breadl,[breadl,lexical(noun,[breadl),punjabi),(O,O,I) 
6,punjabl,punjabl(mapped,noun([rotiD,[rotll,[rotil,Iexical(noun,[rotiD,punjabi),(O,O.9, 
0.1) 
7 ,punjabi,Iexical(noun,[rotiD,(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
8,english,english(noun_phrase([breadl),[breadl,[breadl,grammar(noun_phrase, [nounl, 
[Iexlcal(noun,[breadDl),punjabl),(O,O,I) 
9,punjabi,punjabi(mapped,noun_phrase([rotiD,[ronl,[rotil,grammar(noun_phrase,[nou 
n 1, [lexical(noun,[lex_ var D D,punjabi),(O,O.9 ,0.1) 
10,punjabi,grarnmar(noun_phrase,[nounD,(O,O.9,O.I) 
6,punjabi,punjabi(mapped,noun([ronD,[rotil,[rotil,Iexical(noun,[rotiD,punjabl),(O,O.9, 
0.1) 
7,punjabi,Iexical(noun,[rotiD,(O,O.9,O.I) 
/* punjabi grammar */ 
:-dynamic grarnmar/4. 
:-multifiIe grammar/4. 
grammar(pun jabi ,adverb _phrase,[ adverb 1, (0,0.895508991004499, 
0.104491008995501». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.890149351796585, 
0.109850648203415». 
grarnmar(punjabl,prepositional_phrase,[prepositionl,(O,O.895508991004499, 
grammar(punjabl,adjective_phrase,[adjectivel, 
grammar(punjabi , verb_phrase, [imperati ve_ verb 1, 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[nounl, 
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0.104491008995501». 
(0,0.876890173396005, 
0.123109826603995». 
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1* punjabi iexemes *1 
:-dynamic iexica1l4. 
:-muiufile iexica1l4. 
iexical(punjabl,imperative_ verb,[kha], 
iexlcal(punjabi,noun,[rou], 
iexical(punjabl,adverb,[jeidi], 
iexical(punj abl,imperati ve_ verb, [pee], 
, iexical(punjabl,noun,[cha], 
iexical(punjabl,adverb,[hoiee] , 
iexical(punjabl,lmperative_ verb, [rakh], 
iexical(pun j abi,preposluon, [uthe], 
iexical(punjabi,noun,[mez], 
iexica1(punjabi,noun,[gajar], 
iexica1(punjabi,adjective,[phull], 
iexica1(punjabi,noun,[phull], 
iexica1(pun j abi,noun,[ sherab], 
iexica1(punjabi,noun,[dhudh], 
ieXlca1(punjabi,con junction, [athe], 
iexlca1(punj abi,imperative_ verb, [paa], 
iexica1(punjabi,noun,[kursi], 
iexica1(punjabi,preposltion,[vich], 
iexica1(punjabi,noun,[ghar], 
iexlca1(punjabl,adjecuve,[gaddl], 
iexlca1(punjabl,adjectlve,[rrui], 
iexica1(punjabi,noun,[raii], 
iexica1(punjabi,noun,[gaddi], 
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(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,08982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.10 17991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.10 17991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.10 17991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8991,0.1017991)). 
(0,0.8964053964009, 
0.1035946035991)). 
(0,0.8964053964009, 
0.1035946035991)). 
(0,0.8964053964009, 
0.1035946035991)). 
(0,0.8964053964009, ~ 
0.1035946035991)). 
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SECTIONC 
DRINK THE TEA CHA PEE 
2,map,acquire(english,[drink,the,tea],punjabl,[cha,pee],punjab1),(100) 
3,phrase,ECHO(english,[drink,the,tea],punjabi),(0,0,1) 
4,phrase,ECHO(punjabi,[cha,pee],punjabl),(0,0,1) 
5 ,english,english(imperati ve_ verb([ drink]), [drink,Iex_ var ,Iex3ar], [dnnk, the,tea 1 ,Iexi 
ca!(imperative_ verb,[dnnk]),punjabl),(0,0,1) 
6,engIish,english( definite_artIcle([ the ]),[lex_ var,the,lex_ var], [drink,the,tea] ,lexical( de 
finite_artIcle,[the]),punjabi),(O,O,I) 
7,english,english(noun([tea]), [lex_ var,Iex_ var,tea ] ,[drink, the,tea ],lexica!(noun,[tea ]),p 
unjabi),(O,O,I) 
8,english,english(noun_phrase([tea ]),[lex3ar,lex_ var,tea] ,[ dnnk,the,tea] ,grammar(no 
un_phrase,[noun],[lexica!(noun,[tea])]),punjabi),(O,O,I) 
9,english,english(noun_phrase([the,tea]),[lex_var,the,tea],[dnnk,the,tea],grammar(nou 
n_phrase,[definite_artIcle,noun_phrase],[lexica!(definite_article,[the]),grammar(noun 
_phrase,[noun],[leXlca!(noun,[tea])])]),punjabi),(O,O,I) 
10,englIsh,english(sentence([drink,the,tea]),[drink,the,tea],[dnnk,the,tea],grammar(se 
ntence,[imperative_ verb,noun_phrase], [lexlca!(imperati ve_ verb,[ dnnk ]),grammar(no 
un_phrase, [definite_article,noun_phrase] ,[lexica!( definite_artIcle,[the ]),grammar(nou 
n_phrase,[noun],[lexica!(noun,[tea])])])]),punjabi),(O,O,I) 
11 ,english,english( verb_phrase([ drink,the,tea]), [drink,the,tea], [dnnk,the,tea] ,grammar 
(verb_phrase, [imperati ve_ verb,noun_phrase], [lexica!(imperative_ verb,[ drink ]),gram 
mar(noun_phrase,[defimte_article,noun_phrase],[lexica!(definite_article,[the]),gramm 
ar(noun_phrase,[noun],[lexica!(noun,[tea])])])]),punjabi),(O,O,1) 
12,punjabi,punjabl(mapped,verb_phrase([cha,pee]),[cha,pee],[cha,pee],grammar(verb 
_phrase,[imperauve_ verb,noun_phrase], [lexica!(imperatl ve_ verb,[lex_ var] ),grammar( 
noun_phrase, [defimte_article,noun_phrase], [lexica!( definite_article, [lex_ var ]),gramm 
ar(noun_phrase,[noun],[lexica!(noun,[lex_var])])])]),punjabi),(O,0.9,0.1) 
13,punjabi,grammar( verb_phrase, [imperatl ve _ verb,nouILphrase ]),(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
14,punjabi,punjabi(mapped,verb_phrase([cha,pee]),[cha,pee],[cha,pee],grarnmar(verb 
_phrase,[ noun_phrase,imperati ve_ verb] ,[grammar(noun_phrase, [defimte_article,noun 
_phrase], [lexica!( definite_artIcle, [lex_ var ]),grammar(noun_phrase, [noun], [lexlcal(no 
un, [lex3ar])]) ]),lexica!(imperatl ve_ verb, [lex_ var]) ]),punjabl ),(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
15 ,punjabi,grammar( verb_phrase, [noun_phrase,imperauve_ verb ]),(0 ,0.9 ,0.1) 
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16, punj abi,punjabi (mapped,noun_phrase([ chaD, [cha,lex_ var], [cha,pee ],grammar(nou 
n_phrase,[ definite_article,noun_phrase], [lexical( defirute_article, [lex_ var D,grammar(n 
oun_phrase, [noun] ,[lexical(noun,[lex_ var DD D,punj abi ),(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
17 ,punjabi, punjabl(mapped,imperati ve_ verb([pee D, [lex3ar ,pee], [cha,pee] ,leXlcal(im 
perative_ verb,[pee D,punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
18,punjabi,lexical(imperatJ. ve_ verb, [pee D,(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
19,punjabi,punjabi(mapped,noun_phrase([chaD,[cha,lex_var],[cha,pee],grammar(nou 
n_phrase, [noun] ,[lexical(noun, [lex_ var])]), pun jabl),(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
20,punjabi,grammar(noun_phrase,[noun]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
21,punjabl,punjabi(mapped,noun([cha]),[cha,lex3ar],[cha,pee] ,lexical(noun, [cha]),pu 
njabl),(0,0.9,0.1) 
22,punjabi,lexical( noun, [cha ]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
23 ,pun jabi, pun jabl (mapped,imperati ve_ verb([ cha ]),[ cha,lex_ var] ,[ cha,pee] ,lexlcal(im 
peratJ.ve3erb,[cha]),punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
24,punjabi,lexical(lmperati ve_ verb, [cha ]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
25,punjabi,punjabl(mapped,noun_phrase([pee D,[lex_ var,pee ],[cha,pee ],grammar(nou 
n_phrase,[definite_article,noun_phrase],[lexical(definite_article,[lex3ar]),grammar(n 
oun_phrase, [noun], [lexical(noun, [lex_ var])]) ]),punjabl),(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
26,punjabi,punJabl(mapped,noun_phrase([pee ]),[lex_ var,pee], [cha, pee] ,grammar( nou 
n_phrase,[noun],[leXlcal(noun,[lex_var])]),punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
20,punjabl,grammar(noun_phrase,[noun]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
27 ,pun jabi,punjabi(mapped,noun([pee]), [lex_ var ,pee] , [cha,pee] ,lexical(noun, [pee ]),pu 
njabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
28,punjabl,lexical(noun,[pee]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
29,punjabi,punjabl(mapped,sentence([cha,pee]),[cha,pee],[cha,pee],grammar(sentence 
,[imperatJ.ve_ verb,noun_phrase], [lexical(imperatJ. ve_ verb,[lex_ var ]),grammar(noun_p 
hrase, [definite_article,noun_phrase] ,[lexica!( definite_article, [lex_ var ]),grammar(noun 
_phrase, [noun], [lexical(noun, [lex_ var])])])]), punjabi),(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
30,punjabi,grammar(sentence, [imperatJ. ve_ verb,noun_phrase ]),(0,0.9 ,0.1) 
31 ,pun Jabl,pun j abi(mapped,sentence([ cha,pee ]), [cha,pee ],[ cha, pee] ,grammar( sentence 
,[noun_phrase,lmperative3erb],[grammar(noun_phrase,[definite_artIcle,noun_phrase 
] ,[lexlcal( definite_artIcle, [lex_ var]),grammar(noun_phrase, [noun] ,[lexica!(noun,[lex_ 
var])])]),lexlcal(imperatJ.ve_verb,[lex3ar])]),punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
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32,punjabl,grammar( sentence, [noun_phrase,imperatlve_ verb ]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
16,punjabl,punj abi (mapped,noun_phrase([ cha]), [cha,lex_ var], [cha,pee] ,grammar(nou 
n_phrase, [definite_article,noun_phrase] ,[lexical( defimte_article, [lex_ var ]),grammar(n 
oun_phrase, [noun], [lexical(noun, [lex_ var])]) J),punj abi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
19 ,punj abi, pun j abi(mapped,noun_phrase([ chaD, [cha,lex_ var], [cha,pee] ,grammar(nou 
n_phrase,[noun],[lexical(noun,[lex_ varD]),punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
21,punjabi,punjabi(mapped,noun([cha]),[cha,lex3ar],[cha,pee],lexical(noun,[chaD,pu 
njabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
22,punjabi,lexical(noun,[cha]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
20,punjabi,grammar(noun_phrase,[noun]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
17 ,punjabi,pun j abi(mapped,imperatl ve _ verb([pee ]),[lex_ var,pee] ,[ cha,pee ],lexlcal(lm 
perative_verb,[pee]),punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
18 ,punj abi,lexical(lmperative_ verb, [pee ]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
23 ,punjabi, pun jabl(mapped,imperati ve _ verb([ cha]), [cha,lex_ var], [cha,pee ],lexical(im 
perative_verb,[cha]),punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
24,punjabi,lexical(unperative_verb,[cha]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
25,punjabi,punjabi(mapped,noun_phrase([pee]),[lex_var,pee],[cha,pee],grammar(nou 
n_phrase,[defimte_article,noun_phrase] ,[lexical(definite_arncle, [lex3arJ), grarnmar(n 
oun_phrase,[noun],[leXlcal(noun,[lex3ar])])J),punjabl),(0,0.9,0.1) 
20,punjabi,grammar(noun-phrase,[nounD,(0,0.9,0.1) 
26,punjabl,punjabl(mapped,noun_phrase([peeJ),[lex_var,pee],[cha,pee],grammar(nou 
n_phrase,[noun],[lexical(noun,[lex3 ar])]),punjabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
27,punjabi,punjabi(mapped,noun([pee]),[lex_var,pee],[cha,pee],lexical(noun,[pee]),pu 
njabi),(0,0.9,0.1) 
28,punJabi,lexical(noun,[pee]),(0,0.9,0.1) 
33 ,english,english( verb _phrase([ dnnk D, [drink,lex_ var,lex_ var] ,[ drink,the,tea l,gramm 
ar( verb _phrase,[imperati ve_ verb], [lexical(lmperative_ verb, [drink]) J),punj abl ),(0,0,1) 
34,punj abl, punjabi(noun([ cha D,[ cha,lex_ var] ,[ cha,pee ],lexical(noun,[ cha J),punjabl ),(0 
,0.8982009,0.1017991) 
35 ,punj abi,punjabl(imperati ve_ verb([pee]), [lex_ var,pee] ,[ cha, pee] ,leXlcal(imperatlve 
_ verb,[pee J),punjabi),(0,0.8982009,0.1O 17991) 
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36,punjabl,punjabi(verb_phrase([peeD,[lex3ar,pee),[cha,pee),grammar(verb_phrase,[ 
lmperative_ verb ),DexicaI(imperanve_ verb, [pee DD,punjabl),(O,O.8982009 ,0.1017991) 
37 ,punj abi,pun jabi(noun_phrase([ chaD, [cha,lex_ var), [cha,pee ),grammar(noun_phrase 
,[noun),[lexlcaI(noun,[chaDD,punjabl),(I.11022302462516E-
016,0.8982009,0.1017991) 
1* punjabl grammar *1 
:-dynamic grammar/4. 
:-multifile grammar/4. 
grammar(punjabi,adverb_phrase,[adverb), 
grammar(punjabi,adjective_phrase,[adjectivel, 
grammar(punjabi, verb_phrase,[imperative_ verb), 
(0,0.895508991004499, 
0.104491008995501». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.887481573299101, 
0.112518426700899». 
grammar(punjabi,prepositionaI_phrase,[preposition), 
(0,0.895508991004499, 
0.104491008995501». 
grammar(punjabi, verb_phrase,[imperative_ verb,noun_phrase), 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[noun_phrase,imperative_verb), 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grammar(punj abi,sentence,[imperative_ verb,noun_phrase), 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grammar(punj abi,sentence,[ noun_phrase,imperative_ verb), 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991 ». 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[nounJ, (0,0.874262132669447, 
1* punjabi lexemes *1 
:-dynamic lexical!4. 
:-multifile lexicall4. 
lexicaI(punjabi,imperative_ verb, [kha), 
lexicaI(punjabi,noun,[roti), 
lexlcaI(punjabi,adverb,[jeldi), 
lexicaI(punj abi,adverb, [holee), 
lexicaI(punjabl,lmperative_ verb, [rakh), 
lexicaI(punj abi,preposition, [uthe), 
lexlcaI(punjabl,noun,[mez), 
leXlcaI(pun j abl,noun,[gaj ar), 
lexicaI(punjabi,adjective,[phuII), 
lexicaI(punjabl,noun,[phull), 
lexicaI(pun jabl,noun,[ sherab), 
lexlcaI(punjabl,noun,[dhudh), 
lexicaI(punjabi,conjunction,[ athe), 
lexicaI(punjabi,imperanve_ verb,[paa), 
lexlcal(punjabl,noun,[kursiJ, 
lexicaI(punjabi, prepOSition, [vlch J, 
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0.125737867330553». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991 ». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.10 17991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,08982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
Aruta Clarre 
--------------------------------
Iexical(punJabl,noun,[ghar], (0,0.8982009,0.1017991 )). 
Iexical(punjabl,noun,[cha], 
(0,0.8964053964009,0.1035946035991)). 
Iexical(pun J abl,lmperati ve_ verb, [pee], 
(0,0.8964053964009,0.1035946035991)). 
Iexical(punjabi,imperative_ verb,[cha], (0,0.8991,0.1009)). 
Iexical(punjabi,noun,[pee], (0,0.8991,0.1009)). 
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SECTIOND 
/* punjabl grammar */ 
:-dynamic grammar/4. 
:-multifiIe grammar/4. 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[lmperatlve_ verb ],(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[imperative_verb,noun_phrase],(O,O.8982009,0.101799 
1». 
grammar(punj abi, verb _phrase,[ noun_phrase,imperatlve_ verb] ,(0,0 .8982009 ,0.1 0 1799 
1». 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[adverb_phrase,verb_phrase],(O,O 8982009,0.1017991) 
). 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[verb_phrase,adverb_phrase],(0,0.8982009,0.1017991) 
). 
grammar(punjabl,adverb_phrase,[adverb],(0,0.895508991004499,0.10449100899550 
1». 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[noun_phrase,verb_phrase],(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grammar(punjabi,verb_phrase,[verb_phrase,noun_phrase],(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
grammar(pun jabi,noun_phrase,[ definite_article,noun_phrase] ,(0,0. 8982009 ,0.1 0 1799 
1». 
grammar(punj abi,noun_phrase,[noun_phrase,defirute_art1cle] ,(0,0 8982009,0.101799 
1». 
grammar(punjabi,noun_phrase,[conjunction,noun_phrase,noun_phrase],(0,0.8982009, 
0.1017991». 
grammar(pUnjabl,noun_phrase,[noun_phrase,conjunctlon,noun_phrase],(0,0.8982009, 
0.1017991». 
grammar(pUnjabl,noun_phrase,[noun_phrase,noun_phrase,conjunction],(0,0.8982009, 
0.1017991». 
grammar(punjabl,noun_phrase,[noun],(0,0.89282514966295,0.10717485033705». 
/* punjabi lexemes */ 
:-dynarruc lexicall4. 
:-multifiIe lexlcall4. 
lexical(punjabi,imperative_ verb, [kha] ,(0,0. 8982009,0.1017991». 
lexlcal(punj abi,noun,[roti] ,(0,0. 8982009,0.1017991». 
lexlcal(punJabi,conjunction,[athe],(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
lexical(punjabi,adverb,[jeld!],(0,0.8982009,0.1017991». 
lexlcal(punJabi,lmperative_ verb, [athe ],(0,0.8991,0.1009». 
lexlcal(punjabi,conjunction,[gajar],(0,0.8991,0.1009». 
leXlcal(punjabl,conjunction,[kha],(0,0.8991,0.1009». 
lexical(punJabl,definite_article,[gajar],(0,0.8991,0.1009». 
lexical(punjabi,noun,[gajar],(0,0.8964053964009,0.1035946035991». 
lexlcal(punJabi,conjunction,[jeldi],(0,0.8991,0.1009». 
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